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9:00 a.m., Lots 1481-2340

British Country Collections

Great Britain

1481 Hm KGV Specialized Collection $1,800
Mint and used on annotated pages, organized by SG
specialized cat., numerous shades and printings to 10/-
values, noted mint SG #N16-14, N26-2 n.h. (cert.), various
Seahorse issues incl. #417 n.h. (tone spot), nice specialist lot, 
generally fine to very fine. SG £6,300+ .... Est. $2,000/2,500

1482 H
HH Mostly Mint Collection to 2018 $1,600

On pages in four 3 ring binders, incl. some classics mostly
used incl. #1-2 (some not counted), strength in 20th
Century with large majority of value in modern mint, 1950
on virtually complete and virtually all mint with phosphors,
also incl. Back-of-Book with Dues, few Officials (cheaper
values), modern incl. panes, sheetlets, limited editions, etc.,
clean collection. Scott $16,500+ .............. Est. $2,000/1,500

1483 H
H 1971-2018 Mint Collection $1,250

N.h., in 9 Scott albums, appears complete incl. souvenir
sheets and Regionals except no Machins (separate lot), plus
some booklets and Post & Go issues, clean, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1484 H
HHm 1841 to 1970 Collection Web $1,000

In Scott album, used until #111 with few used until #78,
then o.g. until mid 1930’s with some additional used, then
n.h., appears complete mint from 1887-92 issue on except
124, 141, 142 (2), 179-81 all used and no 123 or 176, incl.
P.U.C. booklet panes, graphite and phosphor varieties,
Dues, Regionals, 19th Century used with typical cancels,
otherwise fine to very fine ......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1485 Hm Intact Mint and Used Collection Web $800
On Scott pages to 1969, starting #1, mostly used from 1860s 
on, 20th Century mint or used with later mint sets, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1486 Hm Collections and Stock in 3 Banker Boxes $500
15 albums, 5 stockbooks plus a binder with mint/used from
early to modern with a fair amount of “postage” material,
please look carefully to appreciate the true value of this
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $700/900

1487 m Used Collection in Windsor Album $500
Collection to 1930’s starting with #31, then group of #3’s
with various cancellations and a plating of #33’s (about 80%
complete), and dupl. range of Victorian issues incl. better
values (some with mixed condition) and mostly mint to
1980’s, high cat., fine to very fine .................... Est. $700/900

1488 H
H Machins 1967 to 2014 Mint

Collection $500
N.h., with a few scattered used, all identified on printed
pages per Scott #, incl. min. sheets, virtually complete, also
incl. Regional issues, clean. Scott $2,900+ .... Est. $600/800

1489 H
H 1952-1987 Mint Collection Web $400

N.h., virtually complete in Lighthouse album, incl.
phosphors, watermark varieties, etc., overall very fine. 2017
Scott approximately $2,800 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $500/650

1490 H
H Modern Lot $400

N.h., loose, in 2 stockbooks, etc., considerable value in
decimal period, few scattered earlier, clean, accumulated over
the years .......................................................... Est. $500/750

1491 H Mostly Mint Collection to 2011 $375
In 2 Scott Specialty albums, 19th Century sparse, mixed mint 
and used thru 1934, then all mint, mostly hinged with
occasional mount (for souvenir sheets and blocks), virtually
complete from 1935 to 2006 (except Machins may be
incomplete), then partial coverage, Dues weak, no Officials,
also incl. Regionals, earlies in typical condition, generally fine 
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $600/800

1492 H
H 1967 to 2018 Mint Machin Collection $350

N.h., in Scott album, appears complete per Scott incl.
Regionals, some varieties identified by SG numbers, plus a
few booklets, clean, fine to very fine ................ Est. $500/750

1493 H
H Channel Islands Collection to 2018 $325

N.h., in 13 Scott albums incl. 4 Guernsey, 1 Alderney, 4
Jersey and 4 Isle of Mann, appears complete incl. souvenir
sheets, I.O.M. incl. some large sheets, clean, generally very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1494 H
HH 1950’s to 2001 $250

4 Davo hingeless albums sparse on earlier period but nice run 
of modern to end with n.h. complete sets and souvenir sheets
plus regional issues, fine to very fine ............... Est. $400/500

1495 H Channel Islands Collection $200
In 3 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with some in
mounts (souvenir sheets and blocks), Alderney to 2013,
Guernsey to 2005, Jersey to 2011, I.O.M. to 2011, nearly
complete thru 1999 with some gaps in the 2000’s, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1496 H Offices Collection $150
Hinged on Scott pages, mostly mint with some Morocco and 
Turkish Empire used, reasonably complete, fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/350

1497 Hm Dealer’s Stock $100
Many hundreds in 5 stockbooks, 1840 to 1980’s, QV mostly
used incl. #1, few modern mint issues and Channel Islands,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $200/300

1498 m Used Stock of Watermark Varieties $100
Over 500 with dupl., 1930s to 1960s, inverted and sideways
watermarks, sorted in old stockbook, incl. SG#463Wi (47),
465Wi (16), 466Wi (30), 573Wi, 463a, incl. outdated priced 
inventory, fine. 1998 SG £1,000 (much higher now) 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1499 ) 1870’s-80’s Correspondence to U.S. $100
Around 50, all addressed to a Alexander Watt in various
places in California, virtually all from “AYR”, all apparently
with correspondence, some re-addressed, incl. S.F.,
Collinsville, Livermore, also Tacoma, Washington
Territory, few mourning, mixed condition, correspondence has
not been read .................................................... Est. $150/200
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1500 m) WWII Military Administration
Collection Web $100
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Somalia, and Somaliland group of used
adhesives and 22 covers (few mint Stationery) incl. East
Africa adhesives complete, cute collection ...... Est. $150/200

1501 ) 1950’s Printed Wrappers to Florida $100
89, all from “Sunday Express” to same correspondence, with
1½d, 1d + 1½d, 2½d, and 1d + 2½d printed papers
Stationery pieces, some with additional adhesives, few with
slight faults, fresh group, fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $150/200

1502 m 1854 to 1951 Mostly Used Collection $70
Hinged on Scott pages, fairly well represented throughout,
no early high values, generally fine to very fine  Est. $100/150

1503 H Aden Complete Mint Collection Web $200
Hinged on Scott pages, incl. States, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1504 H Aitutaki Mint Collection to 1979 Web $120
L.h. to o.g., fresh throughout, fine to very fine lot. Scott $600
....................................................................... Est. $160/200

1505 H Ascension Mint Collection to 2015 Web $375
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional
mount (for souvenir sheets and blocks), appears to be
complete thru 1991 except #21 and nearly complete to 2015,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

Australia

1506 H
HHm 1913 to 1997 Collection $600

N.h. to o.g. in Scott album, “Roos” to £1 to 1950 mostly
used, then mint virtually complete after that, incl. over $2000
face, fine to very fine overall ......................... Est. $750/1,000

1507 H) Classic Victoria Mint Postal Cards $500
Around 1500 dupl. representing 17 diff. H&G Postal
card/postal reply card/envelope numbers or sub numbers,
dupl., clean, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . 1981
Higgins and Gage $17,000 ............................ Est. $700/900

1508 Hm Oldtime Mint and Used Collection Web $400
On old printed pages with “Roos” to £2 (punched cancel),
Sydney Bridge mint and used, GV, few mint Dues, etc., fine
to very fine overall .......................................... Est. $600/800

1509 H Mostly Mint Collection $375
Australia in 2 Scott Specialty albums, mixed mint and used to 
1932 incl. #132 used, then mint nearly complete to about
2007 with additional to 2011, mostly hinged with some in
mounts (souvenir sheets and blocks), no A.A.T., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1510 H
HHm Mint and Used Collection $250

Mixed mint and used to mid 1930’s missing only high
values, then mint virtually complete to 1993, also incl. used
Dues and Officials and mostly used States, plus a bit of other
Commonwealth in a sparse album .................. Est. $400/500

1511 H
HH) Collection Including F.D.C.’s $250

N.h. to o.g. in Davo hingeless album starting with used
Kangaroos and GVI, then mint range of o.g. or n.h. from 1927
incl. 141, 142-44, 150-51, 154-65, 166-79, 292-303, 314-31,
365-79, 394-417, plus stockbook with multiples and 2 boxes of
FDC’s and Postal Stationery, fine to very fine ....... Est. $400/500

1512 ) States Small Cover Group $250
Mostly sleeved and priced, incl. overseas and Stationery
usages, some postcards, etc., nothing rare but nice group,
usual condition, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1513 H
HH Mint Stock $150

In a small stockbook, sets and singles from a few Kangaroos
to mid 1960’s, incl. Airmails and Dues, some dupl. to about a
dozen, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $250/300

1514 m Small Accumulation of Mostly Used $100
In old glassines mostly used incl. States, scattered earlier on
pages, on bid board cards, etc., nothing recent, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1515 H
HH Bahamas Collection to 2003 $1,500

2 Palo hingeless albums nicely filled with early used incl. 14,
19a, then o.g. 27-32, 37-42, 49-56, etc., all the way to 2003
almost complete with n.h. on the later issues, nice clean lot
with high cat. value, fine to very fine ......... Est. $2,000/3,000

1516 H Bahrain Mint Collection to 2012 Web $375
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional n.h.
(for souvenir sheets and blocks), appears complete thru
2005, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $500/750

1517 ) Barbados Large Modern Cover
Accumulation $100
Approximately 1500 in banker box, 1960’s-70’s period, no
F.D.’s, mostly internal mail, nice variety, check for cancels,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1518 H
HH Bermuda Collection to 2008 $500

Scott specialty album with 19th Century used (mixed
condition as usual), and mostly o.g. to n.h. for the 20th
Century with used dupl. (nice range from GVI to the end),
fine to very fine. Scott $5,400 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $700/900

1519 H British Solomon Islands Mint
Collection Web $350
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional n.h.
(for souvenir sheets and blocks), appears to be complete thru
1983 and fairly complete after to 2009, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1520 H
HH Burma in 2 Volumes $350

Mint collection o.g. or n.h. to 2000 starting with #1-17, O26-42,
O43-53, etc. with some dupl., fine to very fine ....... Est. $500/700

1521 Hm r Burma - Japanese Occupation
Collection Web $140
Oldtime annotated collection, mostly adhesives incl. Regular 
issues from 1938, Officials, mint and used part sheets, few
Revenues and Postal Stationery, also few Bank Notes,
propaganda leaflet, etc., fine to very fine, Ex Winnipeg
collection ......................................................... Est. $200/300
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Canada & Provinces

1522 H Collection Mint 1851 to 1970 Web $8,500
Lighthouse hingeless album loaded with better items starting 
with used #5 (2), horizontal and vertical pairs of #4, and
many other high cat. stamps in mixed condition, nicely filled
through large and small Queens (mint/used with color
varieties), Jubilees complete plus $2 and $4 “Specimen”,
then virtually complete for the period with mint plus used
dupl. and extensive range of GV issues incl. pairs/blocks (few 
with lathe works), War Tax, Officials, Special Delivery,
Postage Dues, Registration, etc., very high total cat., fine to
very fine ............................................... Est. $12,000/15,000

1523 H
HH Extensive Intact Collection Web $2,200

N.h. to o.g. (with a few earlies used) to 1993 mounted in 2
Scott albums, early period o.g., later n.h., value starts in 1859
perf issues, virtually complete from small Queens on, incl.
Airs, Dues, 2nd volume with scattered Provinces fresh
throughout, Canada cat. $26,000+, Provinces cat. $5000+,
mostly fine to very fine. Scott $31,000+ ... Est. $3,000/4,000

1524 H Mint Collection 1859 to 1955 $1,600
Fresh and attractive mostly mint collection in mounts on
Durable album pages in binder, 19th Century incl. some
used then mint from #30 on, noteworthy are 43, 44, 46,
50-60, 66-73, 74-84, 89-91, 94, 96-103, 104-22, 123 pair,
129-30 pairs, 136-38 pairs, 149-59, 162-77, back of book
fairly complete incl. C1-9, E1-11, F1-3, J1-5 and Officials,
also a bit of Newfoundland on additional pages, some n.h.
throughout, presentable and worthwhile, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $19,000 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $2,000/2,500

1525 H
HH Mint Collection 1897 to 1955 Web $1,400

Strong mint collection with many n.h. items with only $1
Jubilee issue used, better items incl. o.g. 55-56, 57, 59-60,
66-72, 74-84, 89-95, 96-102 n.h., 103 o.g., 104//22 n.h. (no
116), 149-58 n.h., 159 o.g., 162-75 n.h., 176-77 o.g., and
virtually complete n.h. to end plus booklet panes and
booklets. Scott $19,000+ (Owner’s) ....... Est. $2,000/2,500

1526 H
HH Back-of-Book Mint Stock Web $1,300

N.h. to o.g., starting with Semis, with #C1 (40), C2 (31), C3 
(86), E1 (5), E2 (3), E5 (10), also F1 (no gum strip of 6, 2
singles), F2 (2), mint Dues, War Tax, Officials incl.
#O6-10 with dupl. and later, etc., few early with gum dist.,
fresh throughout, mostly fine to very fine, very high cat. 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1527 H Mostly Mint Collection to 2013 Web $1,250
Mixed mint and used to 1897 incl. used #2, mint Jubilees
complete except $2 used (roller cancel) and no $3 ($5
possibly regummed), then all mint nearly complete to 2013
incl. 66-84, 104-34, also incl. Provinces incl. Newfoundland
C12, mixed condition before 1897, otherwise fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1528 H
H 1953 to 2018 Mint Collection $1,250

N.h., in 11 Scott albums, appears complete incl. souvenir
sheets, recent self-adhesives are the special die cut versions,
plus binder of 1960’s pl. blocks, clean, high face, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1529 Hm Mint and Used in Lighthouse Albums $1,100
In four deluxe albums, identified by either Scott or Unitrade
numbers or both, starting with used 14, 15, 17, 18, mint and
used large and small Queens and their many varieties, 46, 47
used, mint 66-73 (no 3c), Jubilees 50//60 (cat. $1362), 74//85,
89//93, plus 95 used, 98//103, wide variety of mint and used,
shades, precancels, etc. 74//122, mint 104//34, full run of
Admiral coils, imperfs and booklet panes incl. 194a, 105a, 105b, 
106a, 107b, 108a, 109a, then onward mint sets and singles to
QEII, remaining three volumes carry most all issues mint to
year 2006, plus all Airs, Registration on nearly full through
Officials, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,500/2,000

1530 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $750
In 2 Lighthouse albums, early issues used, mostly mint from
1900 on incl. used #1, 5, 17-19, large and small Queens,
62-65 (roller cancels), mint 176-177, some later dollar
values, and some better Back-of-Book issues incl. F3
unused, pages go to 1990, fine or better .... Est. $1,200/1,500

1531 H Mint Collection to 1946 Web $750
Few hundred on White Ace pages, early issues unused or
with some gum faults, balance mostly o.g. with some n.h.,
better items incl. #14-15 (unused), 46-47, 62 (corner
crease), 66-73, 74-84, 89-95 (95 regummed), Admiral issues 
incl. coils, 158 (n.h.) 222a (n.h.), mostly fine or better 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1532 H Mint Provinces Collection Web $600
In mounts on White Ace pages, incl. British Columbia #2,
5-6 (all unused), New Brunswick 6-11 plus set of 3 reprints
from 1851 issue, Nova Scotia 8-13, plus set of 4 reprints of
1851-1857 issue and P.E.I. 4-10, and 9e, Newfoundland
incl. 18-19 blocks of 4, 78-85, 87-97, 115-126, 128, C2,
C6-C19, few unused but mostly o.g., generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $900/1,200

1533 H
H r Better Sheet Collection $500

Mostly n.h., about 60 to 1950 incl. #34 sheet of 100
(reinforced selvedge), 173, 190, 194, 211-216, 226 (2), 244,
249-260, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000

1534 Hm Canada and Newfoundland 1859 
to 1949 $500
Mint and used collection in a Specialty album, noteworthy
mint incl. Canada #46-47, F3, Newfoundland 57 n.h.,
68-74, 106-07, 109-14, 217-25, J1-7 n.h., New Brunswick
6-11, Nova Scotia 8-11, 13 and P.E.I. 4-16, better used incl.
Canada 14, 19, 34-35, 60, 67-88, etc., careful review
recommended, generally fine to very fine or better. Scott
$6,500 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $600/800

1535 H
HH Dealers Stock of Airmail Issues $450

#C1-9, CE1-4, about 100 incl. some blocks, n.h. to o.g.,
incl. C2 (majority of value with 10 n.h.), fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1536 H
H r Modern Postage Lot with Sheets $425

N.h., many hundreds from 1956 to 1984 incl. #321 (split in
half), 411, and 465, plus 1970’s and 1980’s singles and pl.
blocks with face to $2, fine to very fine ............ Est. $700/850

1537 H
HHm Accumulation with Newfoundland $400

In full bankers box, runs from classics to 2005, in White Ace
album, on album pages, stockpages, old auction lots, year
sets, glassines, noted some better Newfoundland, 19th
Century mixed condition ............................... Est. $600/800
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1538 Hm Newfoundland and Provinces
Collection $400
Incl. Newfoundland used #1, mint 11A, 23, 31, used
27//31, mint 61//74, 78//85, 87-97 (90 used, no 6c type 1),
104//12, 115-26 (124 cert. as Peacock Blue), 145-59,
183//99, 212-25, 233-43 plus Unitrade varieties, C6-9,
11-12 (cat. $212), C12 n.h. (cat. $425), Postal Stationery,
plus decent run of P.E.I., Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

1539 H
H Mint Housed in Eight Albums $400

N.h., covering period of 1962 to 2016 with spaces for every
conceivable variety as listed by Scott, Unitrade and Darnell
numbers, collector has made considerable headway in filling
many spaces, such as 15 varieties of #600, $1 Vancouver
View varieties incl. gum, tagging, paper, printer, format,
EFO items and in some cases noting varieties created by
different plates printing the same stamp, clean, overall very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1540 H
HHm Mint and Used Stock $400

Thousands in red boxes, mostly sorted, used from Jubilees on
but mostly early to mid 20th Century, mint starting with dupl.
1c, 2c Tercentenary on, with lower value Admirals, #141 on
reasonably complete to #600 and few later with no heavy
dupl., also few Dues multiples, few earlies n.h. to o.g. (few with 
gum dist.), later n.h., fine to very fine lot ........... Est. $500/700

1541 H Mint Collection $350
Mounted on quadrille pages, virtually everything mint incl.
#52-56, 66-71 (no 3c), 79, 100, 103, most Admirals incl. 111
and 116, blocks of four and singles of 139-40, most coils, imperfs
and decent run of most definitives and good Airmails and Special
Delivery incl. some blocks of four, J1-10, commem. issues up to
WWII and beyond, fine to very fine..................... Est. $500/700

1542 Hm 1852 to 1952 Collection $300
In Scott album, 19th Century mostly used with a few o.g. or
unused (Jubilees separate lot), turns mostly mint in 1927,
some with a parallel used copy, appears complete from 1903,
no Provinces, 19th Century somewhat mixed condition, 20th 
Century generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $500/750

1543 Hm Balance of Collection $300
Used collection on pages, mint pl. blocks, mint collection on
pages and few better items on old auctions sheets, incl. #1 (3
margin copy), 4-5 (faulty), 15, 17, 22, and 26, mostly fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $500/600

1544 P Newfoundland Proofs, #24-35P, 
78P, 83P, 85P Web $300
Selection of 12, either proofs or trial colors on India or cards,
all excellent margins and colors, Extremely fine. Unitrade
C$1,025 ........................................................ Est. $350/400

1545 H
H r 1928-1932 Airmail 5c-6c Sheets,

#C1-C4 $250
N.h., sheets of 50, fine to very fine .................. Est. $400/500

1546 ) 20th Century Commercial Covers $200
Hundreds in ¾ full banker box, culled from unprocessed
stock, priced, some sleeved, mostly early to 1970’s period,
incl. few overseas usages, Stationery with some mint and
group of 1951 “Empire Theatre” competition usages,
CAM’s, smaller towns, etc., overall clean, Ex Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $300/400

1547 H Newfoundland Collection on Pages $200
Lighthouse pages with several better o.g. incl. #1, 57, 78-85, 
104-14, 115-26, 145-60, 183-99, C6-8, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1548 Hm Mint and Used Collection 
with Provinces $170
On handmade pages, mixed mint and used 1859 to about
1940 with later to about 1980 largely mint in mounts possibly
n.h., 19th Century typical condition, 20th Century generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1549 Hm 1852 to 1972 Collection $130
In Scott album, majority used with mint modern issues,
better items incl. used #4, large and small Queens, mint
56-57, 96-103, and some dollar values, some with faults,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $200/250

1550 H
H Modern Mint Accumulation $130

N.h., collection from 1998 to 2010 on Scott pages plus
stockbook and envelopes with modern issues, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1551 Hm Mint and Used Assortment $120
19th & 20th Century in three stockbooks and a box, incl.
various small Queens, Admirals, commems., definitives,
Airpost, Provinces etc., some n.h. material throughout,
condition varies, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $200/300

1552 H Early Mint Newfoundland Group Web $80
13 o.g. or unused ............................................ Est. $130/180

1553 H
H Small Face Group $80

N.h., incl. many $ up values, couple hundred items, few
modern ducks, clean ...................................... Est. $100/150

1554 Hm Mint and Used Collection $60
1897 to 2000 used in 2 binders plus #102 red box of n.h.
1940 to 2000 singles and booklets, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/130

1555 H
H Year Sets Collection $60

N.h., 1974 thru 2010, in year set books plus a remnant
collection, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $100/150

1556 H) Mint Stationery Stock $50
In 3 Pittsburgh boxes sorted, mostly modern with dupl., 1
box of QEII only, 1 box of Webb #VC1-115 complete (5),
and VC1-15, occasional 19th Century piece, clean, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $100/150

1557 m Cape of Good Hope Used Collection Web $1,200
30 triangles with minor dupl., incl. #7, 7b, 9, few later used,
high cat., incl. inventory, usual mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1558 H
HH Cook Islands Complete Mint Web $1,250

N.h. to o.g., to 1946 except #107-108 on Scott pages,
#103-106 (dupl. mint), later mostly complete on Minkus
pages to early 1980’s, fresh throughout, fine to very fine.
2010 Scott approximately $5,000 ............. Est. $1,400/1,700

1559 H
HH Cook Islands Mint Collection Web $900

1892 to 1980 almost complete early issues o.g., balance n.h.,
missing only #4-5, 8, 69-70, incl. #192-194 n.h., beautiful
collection mounted on handmade pages, fine to very fine,
incl. inventory .......................................... Est. $1,000/1,300
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1560 H Cyprus Mostly Mint Intact Collection Web $1,900
O.g., to 1976 in mounts on homemade pages, some dupl.
used, up to £1, GV on complete, few 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. 2014 Scott
approximately $8,600 .............................. Est. $2,300/2,600

1561 H
H Cyprus Mint Collection $250

N.h., on quadrille pages to 2006 apparently complete from
1935 Jubilees on, couple early values l.h., additional sets on
stockcards, clean, incl. inventory, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

Egypt

See lots 1831, 1835

1562 H 1864 to 1890 Interpostal Seals
Collection and Accumulation Web $6,000
Valuable holding of these rarely seen items starting with a 2
volume mounted collection on custom album pages of over
1,000 seals mostly unused and different, vastly superior in
quality and scope, running from 1864 to 1890 with many
better throughout arranged by years, types, die varieties and
town names, plus 3 stockbooks and a folder containing well
over 3,000 seals which are either dupl. or ones that never
made to the collection, quite a remarkable lot for the specialist 
of this elusive but increasingly popular area, overall better
than average condition with some faults as usual, inspection
highly recommended ............................... Est. $7,000/9,000

1563 m) Alexandria Cover Collection Web $1,500
In 2 albums, covers and adhesives, 1st volume consisting of
Austrian Offices (1837-1889), Belgian Consulate, Greek
Offices, strong Italian Offices with rare covers incl. 1869
dual franking, Venetian mail, Netherlands Consulate,
Russian Offices, Greek Offices, 2nd volume consisting of
cancels from 1832 on showing the various type cancels, incl.
departure and arrival cancels, flights, highlights incl. 1832
cover, Posta Europea, wax sealed, Interpostal seals, etc.,
excellent collection decades in the making, inspect carefully,
fine to very fine overall ............................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1564 m) Extensive A-Z Town Cancel
Collection Web $1,200
In 14 binders on homemade pages, many hundreds of singles 
used, on pieces, and on covers with Posta Europea,
Interpostal Seals, Salt Tax, etc., in alpha order by town, Cairo 
separate binder group of about 75 incl. Stationery usages
(starting with 1834 stampless) plus adhesives canceled,
covers mostly identified, attempted to have all different
cancels on covers but some repetition on singles, nice early
with some hidden treasures in later covers, fine to very fine,
many decades to form this collection ............... Est. $1,700/2,000

1565 m Used Collection to 1958 $550
On pages, mostly complete incl. essays (Chalhoub E21),
extensive forgeries identified, varieties, Semis, Airs,
Palestine, Back-of-Book incl. Salt Tax adhesives and few
documents, #167 n.h., J1-14, etc., generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1566 H Mint Collection to 1999 Web $500
Hinged on Scott pages, a few in mounts and just a few earlies
used, coverage becomes spotty in 1990’s, missing very little
of significance except #121-24, some of the Dues and O29,
also incl. Palestine Occupation and French Offices (missing
higher values), generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $800/1,000

1567 m) Traveling Post Offices Web $500
In 4 albums (1 album of Alexandria and Cairo) on pages in
alpha order, adhesives, and about 250+ covers with some
postcards and a few documents, some rare cancels, group of
Fayum Light Railway, needs inspection, fine to very fine
overall ......................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1568 m) Rural Services Collection Web $500
In 4 albums on pages, A-Z, adhesives and over 200 covers
identified (a few in length), rarely seen area in any depth,
generally fine to very fine, narrow area difficult to find, quite
extensive for this small field ............................ Est. $750/1,000

1569 m) British Post Offices Collection Web $400
20+ covers, few Revenue documents, and singles, mostly of
Alexandria, incl. Consular, also incl. SG#Z69 (only
recorded example - unpriced), also 1882 Arab Rebellion
cancels, etc., worth close inspection ................ Est. $600/800

1570 m) British Military Forces Covers
Collection Web $400
In 2 albums of adhesives and covers; 1st Army P.O. (and a
few TPO) cancels with 89 covers and a few pieces; 2nd
album Military Administration (MPO’s) 1932 to 1942
group of 30 with Italian POW group, interesting group, fine
to very fine overall .......................................... Est. $600/800

1571 H r Revenue and Seals Collection Web $400
Few hundred on mostly blank pages incl. 130 diff. seals,
cigarettes with various companies incl. blocks of 4, “general”, 
few cut squares, etc., overall very fine. ............ Est. $500/700

1572 Hm Collection in Scott Album Web $400
Many hundreds from 1866 to 1957, early issues used balance 
o.g., better items incl. mint #5, 50-59, 92-103, 114, C1-C25
plus Palestine Occupation issues, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1573 E 1980’s-1990’s Group of 28
Handdrawn Essays Web $400
All unadopted designs submitted, all in color measuring
around 5½" by 8" to around 9" by 13", all signed by artists
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1574 m) Military Naafi and Field P.O.
Collection Web $350
Adhesives and about 75 covers on pages sorted by “Prepaid”
cancels, then by Field P.O., starts with adhesives complete
mostly used, plus SG#A1 imperf block of 4, attractive
collection, fine to very fine overall ................... Est. $500/750

1575 m) WWII British Military Prepaid 
Covers Collection Web $350
About 143 covers and adhesives (some on pieces) in 2 albums 
identified and in order by the Prepaid numbers, incl. Indian,
Australian, South Africa, New Zealand, etc., also mixed
Army use, Naval markings, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1576 ) Forces in Egypt Cover Collection Web $300
About 74 covers mostly documented on pages, plus few
singles, consisting of binder of U.N. with Canadian, Polish,
etc.; binder of Indian; and binder of Australian and New
Zealand, etc., fine overall ............................... Est. $500/700
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1577 m) Extensive Hotel Cover Collection $250
In 3 albums and in stockbook, strength in covers, also
adhesives, luggage labels, postcards, Continental Cairo
bisect, etc., overall very fine ............................ Est. $400/600

1578 m) Post Offices in Levant Ship/Paquebot
Cancels Web $250
In alpha order on pages by town, mostly adhesives with
scattered covers, with Interpostals, cancels, paquebot and
ship cancels, Austrian Packet Boat, mail line, Retta, etc., fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

1579 m) Suez Canal Collection Web $250
1st album collection on pages identifying adhesives (genuine
and forgeries incl. several covers), incl. #5129 cancel (rare),
also incl. trade cards, 1866 bond, also Post Offices in the
towns of the Suez with Interpostals, etc.; 2nd album unsorted 
forgeries and photo references identifying the forgery
characteristics, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $400/600

1580 Hm) Officially Sealed Collection Web $200
On pages, incl. mint, used and blocks/panes, also 3 covers
incl. 1905 SS Cairo wreck cover with Interpostal seals used as 
Official seals, interesting group, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1581 ) Cover Exhibits and Backup Covers $200
In 3 binders, incl. some adhesives incl. on pieces, on exhibit
pages and loose, incl. airline corner cards, modern FD’s,
slogan cancels, postcards used, “Philatelic Crusade For
Peace”, U.S. APO’s and related, loose, etc., fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/400

1582 H
H 1920’s-30’s Oblique Perfs Group Web $200

N.h., group of 16 incl. Dues, strips or blocks incl. SG#O149 
corner block, identified both by Scott and SG numbers, clean 
and popular group, very fine .......................... Est. $250/350

1583 H Commercial Cover Group $200
Interesting accumulation of more than 350 mostly 1930s-50s
and a few earlier mainly to U.S. and some to other destinations,
incl. Airmail, registered, censored, mixed frankings, various
usages, careful review recommended ................. Est. $250/350

1584 m Collector’s Used Accumulation Web $150
Hundreds of mostly used, never integrated into exhibit
collections, also incl. small exhibit of perfins, commem.
cancels, also French Offices, some Interpostal seals,
additional perfins, early classics, better identified cancels,
etc., inspect .................................................... Est. $250/350

1585 ) Postal Stationery 1889 to 1911 $150
Group of more than 80 pieces, majority used, many uprated
to Foreign destinations incl. one to Brazil redirected with
Brazil adhesives added, some registered, also two Sudan
cards and one entire, great lot for the specialist, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $250/350

1586 P Small Select Group Web $150
Incl. Chalhoub #D112 imperf tete-beche pair, 1949 Royal
printing of the 1938 Official set, overprints incl. on
unaddressed covers, etc., fine overall .............. Est. $200/300

1587 H) Scarcer Postcards and Cigarette Cards Web $100
Over 100 mint incl. early landscape cards, 22 of 25 of the
“Wilds of Africa”, and group of 1928 Cavaders of London,
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $150/200

1588 H Cigarette Tax Revenues Web $50
Over 200 pieces plus few Stationery pieces/letterheads, in
alpha order on pages ...................................... Est. $100/150

1589 H
HHm Falklands Extensive Better Mint 

and Used Stock Web $5,500
Priced and identified on stockpages, mint and used early to
about 1970, few hundred pieces incl. QV bisects on pieces
with certs, starting #1 with strong representation
throughout the various reigns, some dupl. with mint and
used, better listed shades, highlights incl. SG#45b (cert),
46b (cert), 115 mint and used (certs), Centenary set to £1
with dupl. mint and used, mint blocks from QV period,
group of early Specimens, a few Dependencies, all value in
better items, fine to very fine overall ........ Est. $8,000/10,000

1590 H
HH Falklands Mint Collections and Stock Web $650

1st 1921 to 1957 n.h. to o.g., 2nd from #1 to 1984 mint with
better sets (reported old cat. $3600+), and 1970’s-80’s new
issues in blocks in old envs., fine to very fine overall 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1591 H Falkland Islands & Dependencies Web $400
Mint to 2011 in Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with
occasional n.h. (for souvenir sheets and blocks) and a very
few used, spotty before 1935 but incl. #30-40, appears to be
complete from 1935 thru 2006 and nearly complete after to
2011, Dependencies and South Georgia appear to be missing 
only one minor set, no B.A.T., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1592 H
HH Falkland Islands Mint Better Web $375

20th Century group of mostly complete sets incl. 1935
Jubilees (3, 2 n.h.), 84-96 l.h. to n.h. (10/-, £1 n.h.), 128-142
(2), 107-120 (3, 1 used), prices adjusted for hinged in n.h.
period, clean, retail $1632, fine to very fine ..... Est. $450/550

1593 H
HHm Fiji Collection 1870 to 2000 $700

N.h. to o.g. in two Seven Seas hingeless albums with
mint/used in early period (mixed condition as usual) with
mint mostly n.h. in the modern period with some dupl., fine
to very fine. Scott $6,500 (Owner’s) ......... Est. $1,000/1,200

1594 H Fiji Mint Intact Collection $200
19th Century to 1981 with a few early used on pages, mostly
Edward on, incl. few dupl. sets, fine to very fine. Scott $1,860 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1595 H) Gambia Classic Mint Stationery $200
Around 425+ dupl. representing 6 diff. H&G Postal
card/postal reply card numbers, clean, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock . Higgins and Gage #1-2a, 3a, 5-6 $3,000+
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1596 H) Gibraltar Mint Stationery Stock $400
Just short of 600 dupl. consisting of 17 diff. postal/postal
reply card H&G numbers from 1 to 107 of #9 and 98 of #3,
a few used, incl. old inventory, clean, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock . 1986 Higgins and Gage $15,000 
....................................................................... Est. $600/750

1597 H Gibraltar Mint Collection to 2013 $375
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with some n.h. (for
souvenir sheets and blocks), about 50% completion thru
1929, then virtually complete from 1930, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750
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1598 Hm Grenada Mint and Used Stock $150
Hundreds on stockpages, scattered classics used, Victoria on
reasonably complete mint and used in dupl., to 1970’s, incl.
dupl. Jubilees, GV to 5/-, GVI to 10/-, etc., few 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1599 Hm Hong Kong Used Better Collection
and Modern Web $500
Value in small stockbook with used classics incl. Victoria
issues, Edward and GV with mint to $10 used, QEII and
later issues mint, dupl. modern plus mini-sheets, 2002 stamp
packs, #617a, 688 and other dupl. booklets, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1600 ) Hong Kong - 1942 Japanese
Occupation Group Web $120
Oldtime annotated collection, 13 items incl. picture
postcards with commem. postmarks, covers commemorating 
the Anniversary of the War, Bank Notes and couple of covers 
with forged cancels, fine to very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

India

1601 m) Small Victorian Period Exhibit
Collection Web $800
On pages incl. singles with various cancels, shades, types and
Dies, also incl. used abroad on covers, etc., starting with
SG#2 and incl. 4 Annas, etc., mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1602 H
HHm Mint and Used Collection $300

Stockbook of mixed mint and used 1854 to about 1930 incl.
#51-52 l.h., then mixed n.h. and o.g. to 1950 incl. 166-67
n.h. and 203-06 o.g., then appears n.h. onwards, many
Officials but minimal States, also mid-1980’s to 2010 year
packs, 2nd stockbook of dupl., a small group of colorful old
painted illustrations (rough condition) and some FDC’s and
used postal cards, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $500/600

1603 H
HH Mint 1980 to 2009 $300

Collection on loose album pages with o.g. and n.h. singles,
sets, souvenir sheets, etc., high cat. of modern material, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

1604 H
H r Mint Sheets Group $200

N.h., group of inexpensive in full sheets primarily from
1970’s to 2000’s period, fine to very fine ......... Est. $300/400

1605 ) Estate Cover Balance $50
57 with enclosures from 1930s thru 1950s, internal usages
with some Stationery, fine to very fine ............. Est. $100/150

1606 H
HH Ireland 1922 to 1999 $900

3 Lindner hingeless albums filled with mostly mint (few used 
to 1938) with many better items incl. 12-14, 36, 56-58, 93 (all 
o.g.), 94 used, then solid run to 1999 (mostly n.h.) with sets,
souvenir sheets, booklets, etc., clean lot, please inspect, fine to 
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1607 H
HH Ireland Collection to 1990 $400

O.g. to n.h. collection in Lighthouse hingeless album
starting with #1-13, 44-57, then nice run of sets from 1930’s
to the end, fine to very fine. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1608 H
H Ireland 1922 to 1923 Overprints Web $350

N.h., on quadrille pages, starting with couple of proofs of the
surcharges, then by denomination to 2/6 and 10/- mostly
with control #’s in singles, pairs, and strips, few used strips
on fronts, few repetitive numbers but usually with diff.
selvages (perfed and not), fine to very fine ...... Est. $500/700

1609 ) Jamaica 1772-1795 Straight Line
Handstamp Covers, Type 2 Collection Web $650
30+ stampless, mounted and annotated, many with original
contents, with the rare type 2 handstamp that reads
“JAMAICA” and is 43mm long and 6mm high with broad
“M”, strikes vary in strength as one would expect, virtually
all sent to London, rare and fine collection, According to
Foster’s book on Jamaican postal history, there are not more than
150 examples on cover known of the rare strike .. Est. $750/1,000

1610 H Kuwait Mint Collection to 2011 Web $375
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional n.h.
(for souvenir sheets and blocks), virtually complete, missing
#35 and some Officials, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/750

1611 H Leeward Islands Mint Collection $180
1890 to 1954 o.g. on hingeless pages, few dupes, incl. 1890
and others incl. GV complete sets, GVI to £1, etc., clean, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $250/350

1612 H Malaya Extensive Mint Japanese
Occupation Collection Web $1,000
Intact oldtime collection on Minkus pages, all States along with
Brunei, Burma, North Borneo, Hong Kong, occasional Regular
issue values, and dupl., incl. overprint varieties, fresh throughout,
needs close inspection, fine to very fine, some items bought from
auctions, few Ex Rowell, Ex Winnipeg collection .. Est. $1,500/2,000

1613 H) Malaya Classic Mint Stationery $400
Around 1000 dupl. representing nine diff. H&G numbers,
consisting of Perak, Labuan, and North Borneo, clean, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . 1981 Higgins and Gage
$4,500 ++ ................................................... Est. $500/650

1614 m Malaya - Japanese Occupation
Postmark Group Web $250
Oldtime lot documented with over 40 items, many on pieces
and 9 postal cards/covers incl. couple scarcer usages,
inverted surcharge, etc., popular area, inspect, fine to very
fine, Ex Winnipeg collection .............................. Est. $400/500

1615 H
HH Malta Mint Collection Web $800

In Davo hingeless album, many hundreds 1863 to 1992,
mostly o.g. with some modern n.h. and a few early used,
better incl. mint #2-3c (unused), 14, 17-18, 61, 77-166, nice 
group of n.h. modern issues, some classics not counted, fine
to very fine. 2013 Scott $5,320 .................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1616 H Malta Mint Collection to 2015 Web $400
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional n.h.
(for souvenir sheets and blocks), appears to be complete from 
#97 thru year 2005, missing some of the better values before, 
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

New Zealand

1617 H
HHm Mint and Used Collection to 2005 $750

6 Lindner hingeless albums with usual early used, then
mostly o.g. or n.h. 1930’s to the end, virtually complete for
modern issues incl. Semi-postals and Airmails, nice lot worth
a closer look, fine to very fine .................... Est. $1,000/1,500
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1618 H
HH Mostly Mint Collection Web $600

In mounts on quadrille pages, 19th Century mixed mint and
used, 20th Century almost all mint, starts with Chalon heads
and goes to year 2006, noted mint #60, 83, 120, 122-25,
130-9, 145-59 and B3-4, QEII period appears n.h., a few
dupl. on other pages and in glassines, earlies in mixed
condition, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $10,000
2007-2014 (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $1,000/1,250

1619 H Mostly Mint Collection $475
Mostly o.g. in Scott album to 1977, some earlier period used
but virtually all value in 20th Century, Semis complete,
scattered mostly mint Dependencies, fine to very fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1620 H
HH Mostly Mint Collection to 2011 $350

In 2 Scott Specialty albums, weak mint and used to 1935,
then mint largely complete with n.h. from about 1960 to
1980, then sets o.g. and blocks and souvenir sheets n.h., Ross
Dependency complete, fine to very fine .......... Est. $500/750

1621 ) Pigeon Post Cover Group Web $300
Incl. faulty 1894 “Wairarapa” wreck reg. to Gisborne, 3
“Pigeongram Service” receipts incl. one with watermark
“Cleveland” and small 1940’s to modern collection of
commem. covers with 1931 card with #B3-4, inspect, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/350

1622 H
H Collection on White Ace Pages $250

N.h., 1893 thru 2011, mostly complete, lots of topical
material, from 1950 to end n.h., nice starter collection, value
in face, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $300/400

1623 H
H Norfolk Complete N.H. Collection $200

To 2012 in 2 “Seven Seas” albums, incl. sheetlets, few dupl.
incl. #1-12, used, etc. .................................... Est. $250/350

1624 H
HH Papua New Guinea Collection to 2015 Web $400

In Scott Specialty album, starts with New Guinea, N.W.P.I.
and Papua with partial coverage (a few used) and then
P.N.G. virtually complete up to about 2000 (missing
1994-95 surcharges and 1960 Dues), then sporadic to about
mid-2007 when it picks up again and continues to 2015, o.g.
to about 1994, then mostly n.h. to about 2000, then sets
mostly o.g. and souvenir sheets n.h. (many souvenir sheets
loose in an envelope), generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1625 H
HH Papua New Guinea 1925 to 2000 $400

Mint collection in 2 albums o.g. to n.h. from 1952 to 2000,
plus a nice showing mint/used of the early Lakatoi issues with 
few better, and some New Guinea along with NWPI incl. as
well, fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $600/800

1626 H
H Pitcairn Islands Mint Collections $350

N.h., 4 mint collections incl. one complete (except #10) in
two Lindner hingeless albums, incl. souvenir sheets to 1998
plus 2007-09, incl. a few shades, also later new issue packets,
few singles priced to sell, dupl., overall very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1627 H
H Pitcairn Islands Complete N.H.

Collection $240
N.h., to 2012 in 3 “Seven Seas” albums, incl. sheetlets, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1628 H
H Pitcairn Complete to 2003 $200

N.h., in two Lindner hingeless, incl. souvenir sheets, overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1629 H
HH St. Helena Collection to 2013 Web $400

In Scott Specialty album, starts with #29 and missing only a
few thru 1934, virtually complete from 1935 on, sets mostly
o.g., souvenir sheets and a few sets n.h., some new issues
loose in an envelope, fine to very fine ............... Est. $600/800

1630 ) St. Helena 1950-60’s Commercial
Covers Web $100
17, mostly QEII usages, incl. to U.S., Switzerland,
England, with registered, Paquebot, etc., clean group 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1631 H St. Christopher - Kitts-Nevis Intact
Mint Collection Web $300
O.g. on pages to 1980, few early St. Christopher used, 1903
on mostly complete, fine to very fine. 2014 Scott
approximately $2,000+ ................................. Est. $450/550

1632 H St. Lucia Collection to 2004 $400
Scott specialty album starting with early used then mostly
mint from 1883 with nice range of GV and GVI and virtually
complete run of QEII period, fine to very fine. Scott
$3,000+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $500/600

1633 Hm St. Vincent Small Specialized
Collection Web $110
Early 20th Century, couple hundred on old quadrille pages,
showing varieties and SG listed shades, value in War Tax
incl. SG#123, etc., few multiples, town cancels, cute lot, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1634 H) Seychelles Classic Mint Stationery
Hoard $200
Around 1200 postal and postal/reply cards/envelopes
representing about 12 H&G numbers, dupl., clean, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . 1981 Higgins and Gage
$4,000+ ........................................................ Est. $300/400

1635 H
HHm Singapore Collection to 2003 $500

N.h. to o.g. in 2 Scott Specialty albums with mint/used to
1959 then mostly n.h. to end with many dupl. both mint and
used, incl. better sets throughout, high new issue cost on the
modern material, fine to very fine ................... Est. $700/900

1636 H
HH Singapore Mint 1948 to 2002 $450

N.h. to o.g. collection on Minkus album pages with l.h. in
early period and n.h. later with solid run from #1-20 incl.
106a and 141a souvenir sheets, etc., a clean lot, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1637 H
HHm Singapore, 1948 to 1990’s Collection $250

GVI mostly used incl. #22 (x3), QEII mostly o.g. to about
1990 (souvenir sheets either n.h. incl. 141a, or used), later
n.h., coverage spotty after about 1984, incl. a few blocks,
sheetlets and FDC’s, fine to very fine ............. Est. $400/500

1638 H Somaliland Protectorate Mostly 
Used Collection Web $500
On pages, virtually complete incl. Back-of-Book with
scattered mint, incl. FDC on 1903 5r, #O15 used, also small 
group of cancels in alpha order identified, 14 covers incl.
1935 Jubilee set complete, etc., fine to very fine overall
 ................................................................... Est. $800/1,000
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1639 H
H South Africa and Homelands $400

1970 to 1998 in Lighthouse hingeless album incl.
mini-sheets and booklets plus almost complete collection of
homelands issues from 1980’s to 1990’s in Davo or Scott
albums, virtually all n.h. and stockbook of mint/used dupl.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

Sudan

1640 m Used Intact Collection Web $1,300
Complete early to 2008, virtually all used, incl. #1a, 4a, 28a,
51-59, Not Valid, 452-53 double, O1c, SG perfins complete, 
MO1, MO12, MO14, MO15, MO5-12 short tail, AS
perfins complete 10p with Haas cert, Shaduf essays, Military 
mint and used incl. 1898 watermark error, forgeries
identified, fine to very fine overall ............. Est. $2,000/2,500

1641 m) Extensive A-Z Town Cancel Collection Web $850
In 6 binders on homemade pages, hundreds of singles used,
on pieces, and on covers, incl. one volume for Khartoum,
with Egypt period, nice Suakin, many rare covers, highlights
incl. Hillet Abbas cancel (1 of 2 known), 1896 Wadi Halfa
Camp, no stamps available, etc., difficult area of collecting,
fine to very fine, many decades to form this collection 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

1642 m) T.P.O. Collection Web $250
In album with covers and singles, every TPO represented,
incl. Assouan-Wadi Halfa, only known example of
Tanta-Basyun-Se el Hager misspelled Sa el Hagah, French
and Egypt Postage Dues, few postcards, difficult collection
to form, inspect, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/500

1643 m) Enclaves, Kassala Occupation, 
Flights, Military Cover Collection Web $250
41 covers plus some adhesives with Gambeila, Lado, and
Uganda enclaves, also 1st Flights, Gambeila with Italian
FD, Charles Gordon signature, mint postcards, military
cancels, etc., fine to very fine overall ................ Est. $350/450

1644 H) Stationery Mint Collection Web $200
Virtually complete on pages, incl. few Specimens, a few used
or with commem. cancels, clean, overall very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1645 ) Cover Exhibit and Accumulation Web $100
Small exhibit incl. ship related, Telegraph, schools, and
mostly hotel covers, some early postcards mint of natives, also 
used adhesives hotels labels, few FD’s, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1646 H Tonga Very Complete Collection Web $550
On Scott pages, mostly o.g. to 1970’s, incl. Officials
complete, occasional dupl., fresh throughout, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1647 H
HH Zanzibar Mint Collection Web $1,250

Mixed o.g. and n.h. in mounts in Palo album, starts in 1896
with partial coverage incl. #118 and 119, complete from
1913 to 1967 incl. 120-40 except no 176, no Dues, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

Commonwealth Collections

1648 H
HH Extensive Intact Collection 

to Modern Period Web $35,000
Originally in approximately 60+ albums all in mounts, with
many mostly complete, from mostly late 1800’s with many
running to 2000 and later period, vast majority in complete
sets, fresh throughout with Canada showing some early n.h.
period, incl. inventory showing cat. value for each country, all
countries represented incl. better Canada, Falklands, Hong
Kong, Gibraltar, St. Helena, Papua and Papua New Guinea,
New Zealand, Bahamas, Australia, also U.S. collection with
classics in somewhat mixed condition, needs careful
inspection, fine to very fine overall, collection was originally
broken down to be sold as country lots so some countries are separated
from the original albums and are in sleeves ... Est. $40,000/50,000

1649 Hm Caribbean Mostly Mint Collections $15,000
Valuable collection in 4 Palo hingeless albums with 23
different countries from the Caribbean area, generally used
19th Century (some mixed condition as usual) and mint 20th
Century with extensive used dupl. to mid 1960’s with many
better items throughout, requiring some time to view as there
are pockets of good material, fine to very fine 
............................................................. Est. $20,000/25,000

1650 H
H r Caribbean Mint Inverted 

Centers Hoard $15,000
N.h., 23 sets in partial sheets from St. Vincent and Grenadines, 
St. Lucia, Virgin Is., Nevis, Montserrat, plus 2 unpriced sets,
very fine. Michel €1,328,000 ................. Est. $15,000/20,000

1651 H Modern Mint Collection Web $8,500
Hinged on homemade pages in 108 volumes, generally starts 
with Silver Jubilee set with scattered earlier, generally ends
after 2000 with some countries to 2016, mostly complete sets
with cat. to $200, noted Anguilla #1-9 and 11 n.h., fine to
very fine ............................................... Est. $14,000/17,000

1652 H
HH Extensive Intact Mint Collection $8,500

N.h. to o.g. in about 63 albums and small group on pages
mounted on quadrille pages, to around 2006, all countries
represented incl. G.B., Canadian Provinces, a few classics mostly
used, mostly short sets in the early 20th Century period, mostly
complete mint from GVI on and n.h. from QEII on in complete
sets, incl. scattered Japanese Occupation, Newfoundland,
Specimens incl. K.U.T. SG#110s/123s cat. £500, some
Revenues, etc., very clean collection overall, scattered 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine,
some better items removed from albums and put in 2 small stockbooks, old
handwritten inventory incl. .......................... Est. $12,500/15,000

1653 H Extensive George VI Collection Web $6,000
Valuable o.g. collection in Stanley Gibbons album virtually
completely filled representing all Colonies from Aden to
Zanzibar with all stamps neatly mounted and in fresh
condition, beautiful collection with very high total cat., please 
inspect, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1654 H
HHm Midrange Stock $5,000

Mint and used sets and singles in 25 counter books in
carrying case, retail $10 up to about $250 with some higher in 
Canada and G.B., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, Ex Right Stamp Co. 
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000
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1655 H Large Mint Collection Web $2,500
In 14 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with some n.h. in 
mounts (souvenir sheets and blocks), incl. Antigua,
Barbados, Bermuda, B.A.T. complete thru 2012, B.I.O.T.
complete thru 2010, Cyprus incl. #48-59 60-71 (virtually
complete from 1934), Fiji to 1999 (nearly complete from
1922), Gilbert & Ellice, Ireland to 1998 (nearly complete
from 1940), Jamaica to 2002 (scattered after 1981),
Leewards incl. 1-8 and 17-28, Mauritius, Montserrat to
2007 (nearly complete from 1935), Nauru, Nevis to 1988, St. 
Kitts-Nevis, St. Kitts to 1993, St. Vincent to 1990, Seychelles
to 1977 missing only #37, Somaliland, Sudan, Tristan
nearly complete to 2015, Turks & Caicos to 2006 incl. better
early 20th Century (largely complete from 1905), Virgin Is.
to 2009 (nearly complete from 1899), Zanzibar incl. better,
and a few other countries, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1656 Hm 20th Century Mint Collections $2,000
Mostly n.h., on pages in binders, in albums, and on pages,
mostly from either 1935 Jubilees or QEII sets on, incl. 2 vols. 
of St. Kitts-Nevis, 2 of Solomons, Gilbert & Ellice complete
except #26, Cooks, Barbados, Tristan, Barbuda, St.
Helena, Turks & Caicos, and Grenada with earlier, Norfolk, 
most countries to mid 1970’s period, some later on
stockpages, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1657 H
H Caribbean Mint Inverted Centers Web $2,000

N.h., 28 different modern sets all with inverted centers,
mostly St. Vincent, St. Lucia or British Virgin Islands, very
fine. Michel €33,300 (Owner’s) .............. Est. $2,000/2,200

1658 H Various Countries in 4 Albums $1,500
4 Minkus albums for G.B. and Europe, British America,
British Oceania and British Africa, all pretty well filled with
complete sets mostly o.g. from GVI to QEII period with very 
useful sections of G.B., Gibraltar, Malta, Virgin Is., various
Saint countries, Gilbert & Ellice, Australia, etc., worth a
closer look, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1659 H Australia/Pacific Islands Collections $1,200
4 albums containing mostly mint Australia (incl. AAT)
1930-99, Aitutaki 1903-94, Tonga 1886-93, Samoa
1877-94, Nauru 1916-83, Vanuatu 1981-94, etc. with much
useful material throughout with high total cat. (owner’s cat.
for Australia, Tonga and Samoa alone is over $11,000), fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,800/2,200

1660 H
HH Pacific Collections $1,200

4 Minkus albums with virtually all mint o.g. to many n.h.,
incl. nice range of Christmas Is., Cook Is. (1892-1994),
Niue, Norfolk, Solomons (1911-93), Tonga, etc., useful
group of clean mounted collections, fine to very fine. Scott
$10,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $1,800/2,200

1661 H Mostly Mint Africa Collections $1,200
Mostly 20th Century collections in eight Specialty albums
incl. one for Egypt, good variety of countries with many
complete clean mint sets throughout, also mint and used 19th 
Century, fresh, clean and with substantial cat. value,
generally fine to very fine or better ............ Est. $1,500/2,000

1662 H Mint America Collections $1,200
Mostly 20th Century collections in seven Specialty albums to 
late 1980s incl. Bahamas, Barbados, Barbuda, Bermuda,
Cayman Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica, Montserrat,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos, 
Virgin Islands, etc., QEII sections are fairly well-filled with
mint sets incl. definitives and souvenir sheets throughout,
also Canada mint and used collection in Lighthouse
Hingeless album, high cat. value, generally fresh and fine to
very fine or better ..................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1663 Hm Diverse Holding $1,000
19th & 20th Century mint and used on stockcards and pages, 
strength in 19th and early 20th Century, most regions
represented, many better items to be found, patient sorting
will prove rewarding, condition varies, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1664 H Mostly Priced Retail Stock Web $1,000
Mostly identified and priced mint on stockpages or cards,
strength in complete sets GV to QEII period with Aden with
#1-12 mint, Antigua, India, Malayan States, some G.B.
smilers, n.h. Singapore, occasional used sets, clean and
mostly ready for resale, fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,500/2,000

1665 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $1,000
Reasonably full to 1970’s in 3 blue Internationals, value in earlier
period, incl. Bahamas, Barbados, Jamaica, some countries
modern period only, fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,200/1,500

1666 Hm Mint and Used Group $950
19th & 20th Century accumulation mostly on stockcards,
incl. nice group of early G.B. used with two #1s, #2, 42-45,
45a, 55 pl. #1 (two), 60 pl. #12, 102 (three), 103 (two), 104,
108 (three), 139 (four), 140 etc., G.B. alone cats. $9000, also
Commonwealth A-Z with KGV-QEII mint sets, better
singles, high values, some Silver Jubilees and Silver
Wedding etc., and earlier used incl. Cape triangles and other
Victorian issues, high cat. value, well worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,500

1667 H) Mint Stationery Stock $800
Thousands sleeved, identified by H&G or EAPC numbers
and priced in 9 Pittsburgh boxes, strong in Aerogrammes,
occasional earlier Postal Card, clean with high retail, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $1,300/1,600

1668 H 1960’s to 1970’s Mint Collection $800
O.g. in 6 Globals with few earlier incl. GVI mint or used,
virtually complete for time period for each country with some
going to 1980’s and a few to 1990’s, clean, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1669 Hm Mint and Used Collection $750
Mint and used hinged on homemade pages in 12 binders,
QV to about 1973 sets and singles, noted many Silver
Jubilees, best country is Barbados, also incl. 3 stockbooks of
dupl. and one binder of Foreign Airmails, fine to very fine
overall ...................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1670 Hm Mint and Used Assortment $750
Hundreds of 19th & 20th Century sets, singles and some
souvenir sheets on dealer pages and in larger glassines or
envelopes, all range from Victoria to QEII plus plenty of
KGV and KGVI, nice Canada and Australia present, as well
as smaller Colonies, much value here, condition varies,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $900/1,200
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1671 Hm India and Ceylon in Scott Album $700
Nicely filled album with India 1854-1979 mint/used range
incl. o.g. 36-46, 50-51 (52 used), 60-73 (74-75 used), 80-94
(95-98 used), 168-79, 203-06, 207-22, 237-42, 254-71, etc.,
to the end plus nice mint BOB incl. M1-10, M12-20,
O52-63, O67-71, O97-103, etc. and a useful Ceylon
collection with many good items as well, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1672 Hm Mint and Used Pacific Collections $700
Mostly 20th Century collections in four Specialty albums,
much value in Australia and New Zealand & Dependencies
incl. Aitutaki, Niue, Penrhyn & Tokelau, also nice Gilbert
& Ellice, Gilbert Islands, Tonga etc., substantial cat. value,
generally fine to very fine or better ............ Est. $1,000/1,500

1673 H
HH Pacific Mint Collection Web $625

N.h. to o.g. mounted in Scott album, consisting of Australia
with 1932 to 1979 complete, AAT, Christmas Is., Cocos,
New Guinea, Norfolk, scattered NWPI, Papua with
Lakatois, Papua & New Guinea to 1978 and Airs, very clean
with many complete sets, fine to very fine. Scott $5,600 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1674 Hm Europe and Oceania Collection $600
Incl. G.B., Gibraltar, Malta, Australia & States, Fiji, New
Zealand, Cook Is. etc., bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th
Century mint or used in 8 volumes hinged on handmade
pages to roughly mid 1980’s with many complete sets and a
few souvenir sheets, some modern in mounts possibly n.h.,
19th Century typical condition, 20th Century generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1675 H Mint Asia in Minkus Album $600
Album loaded with o.g. complete sets neatly mounted with
each area well represented incl. Aden, Bahrain, Brunei,
Hong Kong, Kuwait, Malaysia and Malayan States, Oman,
North Borneo, Qatar, Sarawak, Singapore, etc., please
inspect, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $800/1,000

1676 H Various Countries in 3 Albums $600
Minkus albums representing Africa, America and Oceania
with each filled with o.g. sets incl. many GVI and QEII
definitive sets, nice runs in every country, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1677 Hm 19th & 20th Century on Pages $600
Mint and used collection on Scott pages, plus 19th Century
to about 1920 on Schaubek pages with many better
throughout both groups, Scott pages incl. used Penny Black
(2), Australia #44, 5/- Sydney Bridge, Canada 1859 1¢-17¢, 
then unused 26, 28, 29b, 47, 91-94, Schaubek pages with
nice Asia featuring Sarawak 10, 12, 14-21, 36-37, 39-47,
Hong Kong 8/24, 31, Malaya 1/7, 18-25 and States, also
additional material in glassines, better items alone cat.
$11K+, careful review will prove rewarding, generally fine
to very fine .................................................. Est. $800/1,200

1678 Hm Dealer Accumulation $600
Hundreds of 19th & 20th Century mint and used sets and
singles on #102 cards and in glassines in a box and an
additional carton with misc. glassines, all Reigns represented
from Victoria to QEII with much KGV and KGVI
throughout, quick glance reveals G.B. #173-75 (toned),
Canada 15¢ Jubilee, 93-94 mint, an attractive $1 Parliament
#159, these alone cat. $3K+, worthwhile assortment,
careful inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1679 Hm 3 Box Lot $550
In albums, on stockpages, priced cards, mint and used,
spotted Gilbert & Ellice collection, Omnibus, QE II n.h.
sheets with minor varieties, etc., scattered better hidden,
needs inspection, fine to very fine, accumulated over many years 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1680 H
HHm Accumulation of Remainder Collections $500

G.B. and Ireland used collection in Scott album, mint
Ireland 1941 to 2001 in White Ace albums nearly complete
with many n.h., mint and used British Europe and British
Oceania in Minkus albums, mint and used, British America
in Scott album, used G.B. in stockpages, etc., 19th Century
typical condition, 20th Century generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1681 Hm Accumulation of Collections $500
In 5 albums and about 15 binders or stockbooks plus a few
mini-country collections and loose pages, mostly used 20th
Century, but some mint and some classics, larger showings
incl. India and Cyprus, mostly fine or better  Est. $800/1,000

1682 Hm Country Collection Accumulation $500
About 40 albums or stockbooks, majority used with some
mint sets incl. G.B., Canada, Egypt, Australia, New
Zealand, Channel Islands, and British Africa, mostly fine or
better .......................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1683 H
HH Oceania Mint Collection $500

In 4 Scott Specialty albums incl. Christmas Is. complete to
2007 with additional to 2013, Cocos complete to 2008,
Norfolk nearly complete to 2013, Pitcairn complete mostly
n.h. to 2012, plus A.A.T. to 2013 on Scott pages, all except
Pitcairn mostly hinged with some n.h. in mounts (souvenir
sheets and blocks), fine to very fine .............. Est. $750/1,000

1684 H Antigua, Dominica and Jamaica $500
2 Davo hingeless albums with Antigua 1953-95 mint fairly
complete (cat. $1800), Scott albums with Dominica well
filled 1949-92 ($1500) and Jamaica collection ($1000), fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $700/900

1685 H Mint America in Minkus Album $500
One volume filled with primarily o.g. complete sets with
Guiana, Honduras, Canada, Cayman, Dominica,
Falklands, Grenada with very useful representation of each
area incl. better items throughout, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1686 H Europe and Canada Collection $500
19th & 20th Century mostly mint collection in British
Europe album incl. Ireland with fairly complete mint
commem. sets 1929-78 and some definitives, also Cyprus,
Gibraltar and Malta etc., also G.B. album with modern mint
issues and Canada collection in album with 20th Century
mint complete sets and Harris Canada album with used,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $700/900

1687 Hm Dealer Counter Book Group $500
19th & 20th Century mint and used on stockpages in 19
medium dealer binders housed in two large cartons,
worthwhile array of sets and singles throughout from most
Commonwealth regions, condition varies, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/900
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1688 H) Mint Stationery $450
Many hundreds in 6 Pittsburgh boxes, mostly modern,
identified, priced and sleeved, incl. 2 boxes of Australia,
many aerogrammes, occasional earlier Postal Card in
Gambia, dupl., many oversized, clean and ready for retail, Ex 
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $600/800

1689 H
HH Banker Box Accumulation $450

With stockbooks plus stockpages mostly mint n.h. to o.g.
from many different countries, need to be looked at closely as
there are better material throughout (noted Falkland
Dependencies #1L19-33, two sets), fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1690 Hm Asia and Pacific Group $450
3 Scott Specialty albums with mint/used from many different
areas incl. nice range of Hong Kong, Labuan, North
Borneo, Sarawak, etc., please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1691 Hm Mint and Used in 2 Boxes $400
Over 10 albums and stockbooks with a wide range of
material with few better groups here and there, incl. Bahamas 
covers, Turks & Caicos, nice collection of India, North
Borneo, Malta, etc., please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1692 Hm Africa Collection $375
Bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint or used in
6 volumes hinged on handmade pages to roughly mid 1980’s
with many complete sets and a few souvenir sheets, some
modern in mounts possibly n.h., 19th Century typical
condition, 20th Century generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/750

1693 Hm Asia Collection $350
Bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint or used in 4
volumes incl. 1 volume India and States, best is Hong Kong,
hinged on handmade pages to roughly mid 1980’s with many
complete sets and a few souvenir sheets, some modern in
mounts possibly n.h., 19th Century typical condition, 20th
Century generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $600/750

1694 Hm New Zealand and Cook Islands $350
2 Scott specialty albums with mint/used New Zealand
(strong 1938 to 1980’s) and Dependencies incl. Niue and
Tokelau, and Cook with few earlies and nice run from 1960’s
to 1980’s, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $500/700

1695 Hm Collection Group $350
Group of eight various 19th & 20th Century mint and used
collections, four in albums incl. Africa, America, nice used
G.B., Channel Islands, also a G.B. pl. study balance
collection on annotated pages, a general collection on quad
pages in a binder etc., better items throughout  Est. $500/750

1696 H Better Mint Sets Web $350
Consists of l.h. Cook #124A-126C, Samoa 156-59, 175-79,
216-19, Rhodesia #72, 136-137, Newfoundland C12 (thin
spots), Sierra Leone n.h. C7 (gum tone spots), fine or better.
Scott $2,762 ................................................ Est. $450/4,500

1697 m Mostly Used Collection $300
Few thousand 1840 to 1966, mostly used with few modern
mint sets from G.B. (incl. used #1, 109), Australia, and New 
Zealand, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/600

1698 Hm America Mint and Used Collection $300
Incl. Caribbean and Falklands group (no Canada), bit of
19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint or used in 6
volumes hinged on handmade pages to roughly mid 1980’s
with many complete sets and some souvenir sheets, some
modern in mounts possibly n.h., 19th Century typical
condition, 20th Century generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1699 H
H Pitcairn/Tokelau Collections $300

Pitcairn 1948 to 98 mostly n.h. with duplications plus
Tokelau all n.h. 1948 to 2004, fine to very fine. Scott
$2,700+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $400/500

1700 H
HH 4 Albums with New Zealand $300

N.h. to o.g. in 4 albums plus pages containing Africa with
nice Ascension, Lesotho (nearly complete 1966-2006),
Maldives, etc. and New Zealand with mint sets to 1991,
generally o.g. to n.h., fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500

1701 H Asia Two Volumes 1854 to 1954 $300
Mostly mint in two Specialty albums with good value in
Hong Kong and Singapore sets to 1990 (Singapore alone
cats. $1100), also Aden, Burma, India, Iraq, Jordan,
Mesopotamia etc., careful inspection recommended,
generally fine to very fine or better .................. Est. $400/600

1702 H Oldtime Specimen Collection Web $250
Few hundred on stockcards, mostly incomplete sets, incl.
occasional perfed Specimen, incl. Malta, Zanzibar, Sierra
Leone to £5, Palestine, Seychelles, Jordan, Offices in
Turkey, Bermuda SG#88s/93s complete, some toning
issues ............................................................. Est. $400/600

1703 Hm Mostly Mint Africa Collection $250
Few thousand in a Scott album, majority mint with early used 
incl. some mint definitive sets, pages to mid 1960’s, mostly
fine or better .................................................. Est. $400/500

1704 H 1935 Silver Jubilees $220
O.g., complete except Egypt, few with small tone spots on
gum, otherwise fine to very fine ...................... Est. $240/280

1705 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $200
On album pages, #102 cards and glassines, countries incl.
G.B. incl. used 3½ margin #1 and 141, Canada incl.
Newfoundland mint 24 and 59, Ceylon incl. 289A n.h.,
Hong Kong, India incl. States, Malaya incl. States and
Straits, and many miscellaneous other countries, condition
varies ............................................................. Est. $325/400

1706 Hm Mint and Used Sparse Collection $200
In Scott album N to Papua, to 1980’s (Papua), value in early 20th
Century period, with dupl. mint and used pages, ex. Northern
Nigeria SG#18 mint and used, also incl. Pakistan and
Bahawalpur, Palestine, etc., fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400

1707 H
HHm Small Accumulation $200

Mostly mint 1930’s to 1980’s with some earlier incl. used 4
margin G.B. #1, Australia 101 l.h., groups of mint
Falklands, G.B. and New Zealand and misc. other countries, 
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/350

1708 H Barbados/Leewards Collection $200
Barbados 1935-2000 plus range of 1921-54 Leeward all
neatly mounted in one Scott album. Owner’s cat. $2000, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400
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1709 H
HH Modern Mint Hoard $200

Accumulation in a large carton of mostly mint with much
n.h., incl. sets, singles, souvenir sheets etc., much topical
throughout, a bit disorganized but worth a look, generally
fine to very fine or better ................................. Est. $300/400

1710 H
H Mint Accumulation $200

Much n.h., mostly mint 20th Century accumulation, one
section sorted and cataloged in glassines, and another section
unsorted, worthwhile material throughout, review
encouraged, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400

1711 Hm Small Accumulation $180
Group of about 10 better on stockcards incl. Hong Kong
used #84 and 123, mint 103, mint Canada 116, 3 Cape
triangles (one fake), G.B. used 57A, plus some additional
items on stockcards, stockpages and glassines incl. Ceylon,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $280/325

1712 Hm Dealer Accumulation $150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in five #802 card stock
boxes with a mixture of early and modern material from a
variety of countries, pockets of n.h. material, Asia, Africa,
America and Canada noted ............................ Est. $300/400

Foreign Country Collections

1713 H Aegean Islands Italian Occupation
Mint Issues Web $850
Few hundred of the individual islands, missing only 10
stamps for completion, mostly o.g. with few n.h. sets,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1714 Hm Albania on Album Pages $200
Useful mint/used group starting with 1913 issues with few
better (#241-48, C15-21, etc.) and nice range of perf/imperf 
issues from 1960’s, substantial cat., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1715 Hm Albania Accumulation 1913 to 1865 $150
Small accumulation of interesting items on auction lot cards
and dealer pages, incl. 1913 registered postcard to Bavaria
with three different issues, #187 block of 12 n.h. with freak
perfs and other perf and overprint varieties, German
overprints on Italian Occupation issues, 1960s Space and
Olympic imperf sets, best is C15-21 and same set with “R”
for “P” overprint variety (cat. three times normal) both sets
signed, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $250/350

1716 H
H r Albania Mint Error Group Web $70

N.h., small lot of imperf, proofs, misperfs, freaks and
overprint varieties, incl. multiples, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1717 H
HH Andorra (French/Spanish) Collections $750

Spanish Andorra 1928-1999 virtually complete o.g. to n.h.
(cat. $1700), and extensive French Andorra in Lighthouse
album plus pages with many dupl. throughout (cat. $4500),
fine to very fine. Scott $6,200 (Owner’s) ... Est. $1,000/1,500

Austria

1718 H
HHm 5 Volume Collection 1861 to 2013 Web $4,000

Extensive collection starting with used to 1900, and pretty
much run of o.g. or n.h. (with lots of used dupl.) incl. 70-85,
86-105, 86a//105a, 110-27, 128-44, 380 (n.h.), B106-09
(n.h.), B110 (n.h. and used), B110a used, B111 souvenir
sheets used inside booklet, and set of n.h. Renner sheets plus
many other premium n.h. items throughout, please take a
closer look, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $5,000/7,000

1719 H
HH Mostly Mint Collection 1850 to 1994 $1,500

3 lighthouse hingeless albums with solid run almost complete for
period with better items throughout o.g. or n.h. (used in the early
period), with #111a-27, Semi-postals, incl. set of 4 Renner sheets,
Airmails and Postage Dues virtually complete, nice collection with
high total cat. value, fine to very fine .................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1720 H r Lombardy-Venetia Reprint Group Web $750
O.g. (h.r.), 46 singles and 76 in blocks of 4 or 8, one block
stained, otherwise fine to very fine .................. Est. $750/850

1721 H
HHm Mint and Used Collection to 1982 $500

2 well filled Lighthouse hingeless albums with mostly used to 
1910, then predominantly n.h. or o.g. to the end with many
better with #B87-92, B93-98, B100-05, etc., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1722 H
HH Mostly Mint Collection Web $400

In mounts on quadrille pages, 19th Century mixed mint and
used, 20th Century almost all mint, goes to 1967, noted mint
#110-127, 128-44, 326-39 (n.h.), B110 (n.h.), some dupl.
on other pages and in glassines incl. mint B87-97, earlies in
mixed condition, otherwise fine to very fine .... Est. $650/800

1723 Hm Two Volumes 1850 to 1975 $350
Mint and used collection in well-filled Specialty album, 19th
Century mostly used then mint and used to 1970s, features
good Semi-postals and Airmail which alone cat. $2200+,
also Back-of-Book, Postage Dues, Newspapers, Military,
Occupation, Offices, Lombardy-Venetia and Bosnia, plus a
second Specialty album with dupl. lesser collection of regular
issues and commems., review recommended, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/750

1724 H
HH Bangladesh 1971 Overprints on

Pakistan Web $150
In glassines n.h. and 264 additional mint and used on
stockpages, shows various types, incl. first provisional set of 9 
values (priced many years ago at $89), unusual and rarely
seen, very fine ................................................ Est. $200/300

1725 H Belgium Extensive Mint Collection Web $4,500
On Scott Specialty pages in three volumes; virtually complete
full run of the country, starting with examples of #1, 5 and 6,
and running nearly uninterrupted from there, many better
items, incl. #9-22, 39, 54 (2!), all of the Regular issue and
Semi-Postal tabs, #121 n.h., Helmets complete, 1930s
advertising pairs or strips, tête-bêche pairs and gutter pairs (incl. 
some lovely lathework), 1949 Stamp Centenary souvenir sheets, 
numerous booklets, precancels, Europas, etc., with much 1960s
material presented parallel mint and used; Semi-Postals
apparently complete incl. all Orval issues, with private
overprints and 1941 souvenir sheet (in original presentation
folder) incl., B34-B47 (n.h.), Mercier, B106 (n.h.), etc.; Airs,
Dues, Military, Officials, some Telephone stamps, plus
extensive Parcel Posts, overall very fine ........ Est. $6,000/8,000
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1726 H
HHm Belgium Collection 1849 to 1967 $700

5 Safe hingeless albums with mainly used earlies, then
o.g./n.h. or used 20th Century with many better items incl.
124-37, 171 sheets, 221 sheets, B106 sheets (2), B114-22,
B123-24, B125-31, B144-50, B156-62, plus others, a useful
nice clean lot, fine to very fine ................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1727 Hm Belgium Accumulation $400
2 albums plus stockbook and loose pages with mint/used
starting from first issues onward well into modern period
plus one Minkus album which is the best, fine to very fine.
Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $600/800

Brazil

1728 Hm Oldtime Collection on Pages Web $850
Mint and used running from 1843 to 1906 incl. #1-3 and
many other numerals, fine ........................ Est. $1,000/1,400

1729 m) r 1943 Stamp Centenary Specialized
Collection, #609-612 Web $300
Over 100 items of FD’s and exhibit cancellation covers,
blocks and souvenir sheet with various cancels, horiz. and
vertical watermarks, bogus cancels, etc., very interesting
study and difficult to dupl., rarer sheets incl., inspect, overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1730 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $250
In album to 1989, earlies used and well represented, many
complete sets, Airs mostly complete, also other
Back-of-Book, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

1731 H
HHm 2 Volume Intact Collection $200

20th Century collection mounted on quadrille pages, later
period all n.h. and probably complete, early period mint and
used and not complete, some 1930’s sets n.h., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1732 H
H Back-Of-Book Mint Overprints Web $100

N.h., Selection of 45 diff. incl. 4 registration surcharges,
Varig, and #1CL1-9, couple with minor gum tone spots,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1733 H
HHm Bulgaria Collection in 7 Volumes $750

Impressive collection to 1997 in Lighthouse albums starting
with used to 1881 then mint/used to 1900 and o.g. or n.h. to
the end filled with better sets/singles/souvenir sheets for the
period virtually complete plus some blocks and larger
multiples, please take a look, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1734 H
H r Bulgaria Large Mint Oldtime

Accumulation $200
N.h., thousands in old stockbooks, sheet folders, etc., mostly
1940’s period, incl. dupl. used, with part and full sheets,
Semis, heavy dupl., clean ............................... Est. $300/400

1735 H
HH Cambodia to 1990 $300

2 albums plus stack of loose pages containing mint (mostly
n.h.) sets and souvenir sheets, incl. better plus few imperfs
and deluxe sheets, please take a closer look as there are dupl.
of some of the better, fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/600

1736 H Cape Juby Mostly Mint Collection $450
O.g. incl. #8-39, and 70-85, mostly fine or better 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

China

See lots 271, 274, 275

1737 H
HH Mint Dealer’s Stock $1,300

Red box of Empire and Taiwan thru 2003, vast majority mint 
and under $10, retail $2956, small counter book with better
incl. two #1355-58 (one n.h., one l.h.), retail $5505, plus
loose sales pages with blocks, souvenir sheets and sets, retail
$671, total retail $9132, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1738 ) 1942 to 1945 North China Japanese
Occupation Covers Web $1,000
Oldtime annotated collection, 56 items along with part sheet
of 50 #8N79 plus 55 commem. postcards, Postal Stationery
and commercial covers with wide range of postmarks and
usages, needs careful inspection, fine to very fine, some items
bought from auctions, few Ex Rowell, Ex Winnipeg collection 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1739 H
HHm Dealer’s Hoard with P.R.C. $1,000

Small shoebox of used Empire (unchecked for cancels) and
early PRC sets and singles, continuation of shoebox of used
PRC sets and singles incl. 661-80 and 958, small tub of mint
early PRC, continuation of shoebox of mint PRC incl.
Liberation Area issues, envelope of items needing research,
small box of mint Empire and bit of Taiwan, everything in
glassines with much dupl., accumulated over years,
inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1740 H Japanese Occupation 1941 to 
1945 Collection Web $700
Intact on pages virtually complete for the basic values, all
areas, l.h. to o.g., incl. #1N57-58, 1N59 (ex Sun auction
1985), 1NJ1, occasional used, very nice collection, overall
very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1741 Hm Early Issues Accumulation Web $650
Over 150 mint and over 200 used unchecked for better
cancels, mostly large Dragons thru Junks, few Offices in
China, some questionable, inspection recommended, mixed
condition ................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1742 Hm Empire Old Auction Lot Balances $650
Incl. mint and used on pages with Offices, Provinces, also
mint and used collection on pages, etc., highlights incl.
#1095a, fine to very fine overall, purchased over many decades
from various auction houses .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1743 m Large Dragon Used Group Web $600
#1, 2 (2), 3, 5 and 9, used incl. Customs cds, all with tiny to
small faults, fresh colors, fine to very fine appearance. Scott
$3,150 ........................................................ Est. $750/1,000

1744 H
H Mostly Mint Accumulation $500

Culled from various estates, mostly Taiwan and PRC, and
mostly n.h. identified on #102 and other priced cards, also
collection on pages, later year sets, scattered earlier PRC
used, few earlier period only, mostly older pricing, clean
group, fine to very fine lot ............................ Est. $750/1,000
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1745 Hm Areas Accumulation $400
Collection remainders in few albums plus stockpages and
loose album pages with thousands mint/used from coiling
dragons to 1949 period incl. Back-of-Book and Japanese
Occupation issues, close inspection recommended as lots of
interesting material here, fine to very fine ....... Est. $600/800

1746 H
HHm Accumulation with P.R.C. $375

On album pages, #102 cards and glassines, Empire and
Republic periods mixed mint and used, ROC and PRC
mostly mint, most value in first half of 1980’s PRC blocks of
4 incl. some early reprints, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1747 H
HHm Mint and Used Accumulation $280

Lots of Empire unchecked for cancels, early PRC reprints,
run of n.h. 1940’ to 1980’s Taiwan, on album pages,
stockpages and in envelopes, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1748 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $250
General accumulation of 19th & 20th Century incl. coiling
dragons, junks, some mint PRC, quantities of blue Postage
Dues in various pos. blocks with inscriptions etc., also
Thailand material, condition varies, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/500

1749 ) Few Hundred Assorted Covers $200
Culled from unprocessed stock, mostly 20th Century both
commercial and FD’s, along with Taiwan, Empire and
PRC, some Stationery usages, generally fine to very fine, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $300/400

1750 ) 1946-48 Covers Group Web $180
Four Airmail covers (one registered) to Cyprus, Seychelles,
Panama and D.W.I., total of 28 Sun Yat-sen issues, different 
town cancels incl. smaller towns, remarkable destinations,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1751 Hm 1900 to 1980 Collection $170
Many hundreds on pages and in envelopes, majority used
with some o.g. PRC sets from 1970’s incl. #1067-1075,
1080-1083, 1108-1113, and 1211-1214, fine or better 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1752 Hm) Accumulation of Mint, Used, Covers $150
Very disorganized in small box, incl. FD’s, mint and used on
pages and loose, etc., need to look, fine overall  Est. $300/400

1753 ) Group of 20 Covers Web $150
Incl. 1894 Shanghai Local Post wrapper to Hankow, two
Manchukuo and Japan Occupation period, PRC
1950’s-60’s covers, condition varies ............... Est. $250/300

1754 ) 1930’s Airmail Cover Group Web $150
Four Airmail covers to U.S. incl. three registered (2 Amoy
and 1 Swatow, the latter with one stamp removed, all 3 have
edge tape stains and some creases), still an attractive group
franked with various Airmail issues plus Sun Yat-sen and
martyrs, generally fine .................................... Est. $250/350

1755 Hm Small 19th Century Group Web $130
Consisting of #12 used (trimmed lower left), 13 o. g, h.r.
(tiny thin), 14 used, 16 o.g. h.r., 28 o.g., h.r. and 57 used,
mixed condition. Scott $725 ........................... Est. $200/250

1756 ) Incoming Postcards Group Web $120
1906-14 British P.O. incoming mail group of 4 postcards
(one real photo) to Amoy (2), Hankow and Swatow each
with arrival cds of B.P.O., origins from U.S., India (x2) and
Switzerland, each with appropriate transit cds incl.
“Singapore to Hong Kong” marine sorter and Shanghai
B.P.O. cds, fine lot ........................................ Est. $200/300

1757 Hm 1878 to 1940 Group of 9 
Singles, #2/E10 Web $110
Mint or used, incl. used 3ca large Dragon, 3ca, 5ca small
Dragons, etc., very fine overall. Scott $450+ ........ Est. $150/200

1758 H
H) 1940’s Sets Mint Web $100

N.h., on old annotated pages, incl. North China, Japanese
Occupation values, incl. #B6a with Army signatures, also
some Revenues and later n.h. sets and FDC’s, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1759 ) 1937 Shanghai to U.S. 1st Flights $100
5 cacheted F.A.M. 14 Hong Kong to San Francisco by
China Clipper, with Chinese Airmails, postmarked 26.4.37,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1760 m Small Accumulation $100
Many hundreds, mostly used in stockbooks and loose with a
few better 19th Century, plus some PRC FDC’s, mostly fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1761 Hm r Modern Mint and Used Balance $100
PRC mint blocks mostly from 1982, 1999 sheet, Taiwan
used collection to 1986, 1977 and 1978 year sets, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1762 H
HHm Local Posts Accumulation $100

About 250, mostly mint incl. some n.h., about 70%
Shanghai, but also incl. Amoy, Chefoo, Chungking,
Foochow, Formosa, Hankow, Kewkiang, Nanking,
Tientsin and Wuhu, some dupl., heavier in Shanghai, some
questionable, mixed condition ....................... Est. $150/200

1763 H Small Treaty Ports Group Web $80
22 items mint, incl. Wuhu, also Ichang #3 block of 6 (full
o.g.), mostly fresh and fine group ................... Est. $100/150

Taiwan

1764 H Mostly Mint Collection $1,400
In 4 hingeless albums to 2008, incl. Lighthouse listed
varieties, Formosa mint or used virtually complete, 1956 on
virtually complete with some earlier used, imperf sets, better
souvenir sheets, #1091a, 1114a, 1117a, later all n.h., fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1765 Hm Collection to 2009 $1,000
Minkus album plus 3 Palo albums with earlier used and
mostly mint from mid-1950’s to end with many better
throughout and virtually complete modern issues, worth a
closer look, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1766 Hm) Old Auction Lot Balances $650
Mostly mint incl. accumulation of partial sheets, mostly
1970’s; modern mint collection on pages from 1974 to 1994,
mostly n.h. sets; #1091a, remainder album collections with
value, mint in glassines, mint and used collection with some
commercial covers, etc., fine to very fine, purchased over many
decades from various auction houses .............. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1767 H
HHm Accumulation in Stockbooks $450

Mint or used in 7 stockbooks with wide range of materials
incl. all better Painting issues (1355-58 mint and used, etc.),
Art Treasures series, plus other dupl. range of o.g. or n.h. sets 
to 1990’s along with booklets, also useful group of early used
material incl., please inspect, fine to very fine .. Est. $700/900

1768 ) Large First Day Cover Hoard $400
Thousands of mid-20th Century FDC’s in two cartons,
much with topical appeal, dupl., offered as received,
generally very fine .......................................... Est. $500/750

1769 (H) r 1945 Japan Printings Numeral 
Issues, #1-9, etc. Web $350
Ungummed, unoverprint set of 3 plus singles and blocks of
the overprint set of 9 incl. proof of overprint pair and
commercial cover, fine to very fine .................. Est. $500/600

1770 H
H Mint Collection $220

1965 to 1973, mostly n.h. incl. #1441-1447, 1479-1482,
plus some mint Stationery and few covers, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1771 H Republic 1950’s to 1970’s $200
Nice group of mint sets in two small stockbooks and on
stockpages, many Art issues incl. 1962 Emperor set, some
dupl., still worthwhile, fine to very fine ........... Est. $300/500

People’s Republic of China

1772 H
H Old Auction Lot Balances and Singles Web $6,500

Mostly n.h. incl. n.h. 1960’s-70’s sets, souvenir sheets, 1991
and later n.h. collection in album, #1067-1075 n.h. with
strip, better 1970’s souvenir sheets incl. #1452 (4),
Northeast China early better sets (not reprints), #782 used,
#1518 n.h. (2), later dupl. sets, #1607e (2), Cultural
Revolution mint and used, 1949 to 2006 mint collection, n.h.
or ungummed in 4 Fidelity albums (originally sold for $7200
in our 2009 auction), needs close inspection, fresh
throughout, very fine overall, purchased over many decades
from various auction houses ...................... Est. $10,000/15,000

1773 H
HHm Dealer’s Stock $2,600

Very full red box mixed mint and used to about 1985 then
mint thru 2005, mostly under $10, dupl. to around five, retail
$4817, 2 bulging small counter books with better incl.
#982-90 used, retail $11,089, medium and large binders
with blocks, souvenir sheets and sets incl. 1557-73 n.h., retail
$1992, total retail excluding red box $17,898, fine to very
fine, Ex Right Stamp Co. ............................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1774 H
H N.H. 1988 to 2010 New Issues $2,600

N.h., complete sets in small envelopes or year or presentation
books, clean. Scott $13,000 ...................... Est. $2,600/3,000

1775 H
H r N.H. Holding 1981 to 1985 $650

Collection on stockpages in binder, high degree of
completion for period incl. singles, sets, blocks of four,
souvenir sheets and booklets, clean and worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $800/1,200

1776 H
HHm Mint and Used in 3 Albums $500

Mint/used with CTO items (incl. some Cultural Revolution
period), then mostly o.g. or n.h. to 2007 with many better
sets, fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $700/900

1777 H
H Never Hinged Stock $500

N.h., all on Hobby pages, complete sets, up to $40 cat.,
occasional used set or single value, clean, fine to very fine.
2018 Scott $1,892 .......................................... Est. $600/700

1778 H
H) N.H. Group 1963 to 1983 $400

Accumulation in four presentation folders, booklets incl.
#1678, 1764a, 1789a, 1832a and 1863a (five each), also
F.D. folders (22 different issues) and FDC’s and maximum
cards (35 different), overall very fine. Scott approximately
$4,400+ ........................................................ Est. $600/800

1779 Hm Banker Box of Mint and Used $400
From early period of 1950’s to 2000’s incl. dupl. range of
c.t.o. Cultural Revolution issues (somewhat mixed
condition), n.h. modern sets, souvenir sheets, booklets and
mini-sheets and a small stock of Liberated Area issues plus
other useful materials, please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1780 H
H Mint Assortment to 1950’s to 1990’s $300

Group on stockpages and cards, sets, souvenir sheets and
complete booklets with #1674a, 1678a, 1789a, 1832a (3
each), worth inspection, fine to very fine ......... Est. $400/500

1781 H
H r Better Souvenir Sheet Group Web $200

N.h. incl. #1501, 1573, 1617, 1761, plus 1785 tied on piece
by First Day postmark, all with 2014 P.S.E. certs. except
#1761, very fine. Scott $944 .......................... Est. $300/400

1782 ) F.D.C. and Postcards Group $200
Hundreds of items from 1980’s to early 2000’s period
consisting of FDC’s, postcards, Postal Stationery, maximum 
cards, etc., along with some commercial covers, quite a
colorful group, overall very fine ...................... Est. $300/400

1783 H
H Small Mint Accumulation Web $200

About 50 n.h. from 1960 to 1971 incl. #1005-06, 1054-57,
1067-75, plus few partial sets and some stuck together
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1784 H Cuba, 1855 to 1898 Collection Web $200
Mostly mint, incl. Newspapers, missing 20 for completion,
clean group, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400

1785 ) Curaçao - Saba, 30 Incoming
Postcards Web $170
Mostly from U.S., two from Bermuda, one from G.B., all
addressed to Johnson family, windward side, about half with
Saba incoming cancel, mixed condition as expected,
generally fine, scarce to find incoming mail in this quantity 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1786 H
HHm Czechoslovakia 1918 to 2000 $1,300

6 albums (first Scott specialty, others Lighthouse hingeless)
with comprehensive run of mostly mint o.g. to n.h. with used
dupl. throughout incl. Airmails, Semi-postals and other
Back-of-Book items, fine to very fine. Scott $14,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,800/2,200

1787 Hm Czechoslovakia Collection 1918 
to 1988 $250
Mostly used collection in well-filled Specialty album with
many mint souvenir sheets and sheetlets, incl. Semi-postals,
Airmail, Postage Dues, Newspaper etc., generally fine to
very fine throughout ...................................... Est. $400/600
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1788 m Czechoslovakia Collection $100
Attractive mostly used collection in well filled Minkus
album, many complete sets throughout, generally fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/250

1789 Hm Denmark and D.W.I. Collections Web $3,000
Extensive and valuable collection incl. Postal Stationery in 5
Lighthouse hingeless albums starting with 1851 issues with
dupl., mostly used to early 1900’s, then nice run of mint
issues (with range of used dupl.) to 2005, many items with
certificates (35 certs total), note better items incl. #14b, 20,
24, 82, 135, Q7 (all used), plus nice section of D.W.I. with
better items as well (#1 mint, !a and 3 used, 4, 12-14 mint,
37-39 mint, etc.), there are 12 certs for D.W.I., a great lot,
please inspect, fine to very fine .................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1790 H) Denmark Extensive Mint 
Stationery Stock $600
1102 items, mostly mid 20th period but some earlier
identified by Michel and/or Higgins & Gage numbers,
priced and sleeved, some dupl., mostly $4-$10 range, incl.
Aerogrammes, clean, total retail $8982, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................... Est. $800/1,000

1791 m Denmark and D.W.I. Stock $400
Impressive group of mainly used starting with Denmark
#2//55 in varying quantities showing cancellations, varieties, 
inverted frames, etc., then continues with more modern
issues plus nice group of D.W.I. done the same way, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1792 H
HH Eritrea Mint Virtually Complete Web $2,000

1892 to 1934 o.g. missing only #CB01, J11-J12 and some
Parcel Post issues, some sets n.h. incl. C7-C16, CB1-CB10,
wonderful collection of this difficult area, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,300/2,600

1793 m) Eritrea Used and Cover Collection Web $500
Mostly used in album on printed pages, adhesives complete
incl. back of the book incl. Money Order except #46, J14,
CBO1, also G.B. Offices in Africa complete, also identified
forgeries, mint Stationery, Revenues, about 26 covers incl.
Administration of Eritrea, Indian FPO, etc., inspect 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1794 m) Eritrea Town Cancel Cover
Collection Web $400
Egyptian and Italian period, about 85 covers and many
adhesives (some on pieces) in alpha order, incl. Massaua and
rare villages, few Revenue documents, some postcards
mostly mint, Stationery usages, flights, etc., rarely seen in this 
quantity, fine to very fine overall ..................... Est. $600/800

1795 H
HH Estonia Better Mint Collection Web $1,500

Complete mint collection 1918 to 2011, early issues o.g.
(#20 used) modern issues n.h., some key items incl. 1919
overprint issues signed, also souvenir sheets, rare
opportunity for the Estonia specialist, mostly fine or better
 ................................................................ Est. $1,600/2,000

Ethiopia

1796 Hm) Extensive Intact Collection Web $2,000
In 9 volumes to 1986 mint and/or used on pages, starts with
1683 Map, then cards, then 1894 “Province” block (200
sheets presented to Officials - similar brought hammer $675
in 2017 auction), 1913 Raitchevitch visit pages (only 1), incl.
early control # gutter pairs, Fournier fakes, diff. color and
other surcharge variations, some dupl. on early issues, all
issues well represented, occasional cover or postcard, study of 
#78 settings, overprint varieties incl. inverted, double, etc.,
some canceled sets on envelopes, Dire Dawa provisionals
(600 sets overprint), early 1900’s Government documents,
1909 issue various overprints, trial colors, etc. of the 1919
issue, some items in cards not integrated into the collection,
some flight covers, modern period with many covers incl.
FD’s, fresh and sound condition throughout, excellent lot
that needs close inspection, fine to very fine overall, best
collection of Ethiopia we have offered ............ Est. $3,000/3,500

1797 m Intact Used Collection Web $600
Mostly complete with forgeries identified, 1901-1904
surcharge varieties, Semis, Airs complete, some not counted,
attractive oldtime collection, fine to very fine .... Est. $750/1,000

1798 H) Extensive Stationery Collection Web $500
Few hundred in 3 volumes in date order, on pages fully
documented, incl. some used, some with commem. cancels,
incl. Air Letter sheets, Official envs., 1963 Air Letter color
proofs, “printer trials”, occasional used example to go with
mint one, otherwise very minor dupl., clean throughout, the
best we have ever handled .............................. Est. $750/1,000

1799 m) Italian Occupation Covers Collection Web $350
Town cancel collection of about 48 covers, few on pieces,
adhesives, some postcards, and a few photos, with #N1-7
complete mint and used, TPO’s, Giggica bisect, attractive
collection with scarce villages, about 75 post offices were opened
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/700

1800 m) Post WWII Town Cover Collection $250
Couple hundred covers plus many adhesives (some on
pieces) in 6 albums plus extra album of Addis Ababa cancels
plus group of loose covers, incl. many scarcer small towns,
mostly commercial mail with many registered, fine overall,
difficult collection to duplicate ............................. Est. $400/600

1801 m) Pre WWII Cancel Cover Collection Web $250
About 50 covers or postcards and many adhesives (some on
pieces) on pages (most not mounted) alpha order by town,
starting with Napier Campaign (3 G.B. adhesive usages),
incl. many rare incl. French Legation, TPO’s, nice railroad,
French Levant, Garsa, few 1st flights, etc., fine overall,
difficult collection to duplicate ............................. Est. $400/600

1802 ) Hundreds of Commercial Covers $150
Loose in full banker box, most with 1973 issue 40c and other
values with some from Imperial Ethiopian Government
1974 registered internally used, small exhibit of 1970’s-80’s
period, some used adhesives incl. on pieces in old envelopes
sorted by various towns, occasional FD, rarely seen in this
quantity, fine to very fine overall ..................... Est. $300/400

1803 Hm) Balance of Used and Covers $120
From early used to modern mint, hundreds unincorporated
into main collection, incl. 1945 “V” overprints, few classics,
numerous overprints, a few covers from 1920’s-30’s period, a 
few sheets, etc., fine overall ............................. Est. $200/300
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1804 H Fernando Poo Mint Collection Web $900
Few hundred mostly o.g. with some modern n.h. and few
used, better items incl. used #1, mint 43, 44-63, 112-180,
mostly fine or better ................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1805 H Finland Collection 1851 to 2000 $2,500
5 Lindner hingeless albums starting with nice copies of #’s
1-2 used, nice range of serpentine issues, with much dupl.,
cancellation study group, mint/used 36-37, used 56 (2) and
58 (2), mint 57 and 69, used 72 and 75, C1 (1 mint, 2 used)
then virtually complete run to end with Back-of-Book items
incl. Occupation issues and one volume dedicated to
complete booklets plus album with some Greenland (10-18,
etc), please inspect this valuable holding (very high cat.), fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

1806 Hm Finland to 1994 $400
Mint/used in Lighthouse album starting with #2 and 6-11
used (mixed condition as usual), then nice range to end with
few better incl. #C1 used, Q1-9 mint, etc. and lots of
modern issues, high cat., fine to very fine ........ Est. $600/800

1807 H
HHm Finland in Scott Album to 1999 $280

Used to 1920’s incl. range of 1860’s serpentine roulette
issues (mixed condition as usual), then mostly o.g. or n.h. to
end incl. Semi-postals, Airmails (C1), etc., generally fine to
very fine. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) ............... Est. $400/550

France & Colonies

1808 ) 19th Century Cover Stock Web $11,000
About 125 in 2 binders, noted bisect, dual franking with
Mexico, advertising collar, usages on Newspapers, mostly
domestic but destinations incl. Trinidad, Stockholm,
London, Boston etc., just a few 20th Century and a few
stamps, total marked retail $44,165 ...... Est. $11,000/12,000

1809 Hm) Better Group with Covers Web $11,000
Over 80 items identified by Maury numbers, about 40%
stamps incl. Sperati forgery pair and 60% covers, in 2 binders,
first all imperf Ceres and Napoleon issues, all checked were 4
margins, second mix of imperf issues and later issues incl. a few 
Back-of-Book, about half with certs, total retail $34,650,
generally fine to very fine ........................ Est. $11,000/12,000

1810 Hm) Better Group with Covers Web $9,000
About 100 items identified by Maury numbers, about 60%
stamps and 40% covers, in 2 binders, first is mostly imperf
Ceres and Napoleon issues (4 margins), second mix of issues
incl. group of Specimens in blocks of 4, about 15% have certs, 
total retail $27,725, generally fine to very fine 
............................................................... Est. $9,000/10,000

1811 Hm Mostly Mint Collection 1849 to 2007 Web $4,000
Very comprehensive collection in 4 Lighthouse hingeless
albums starting with nice range of used early issues from
1849-50 incl. a sound used #37, then virtually complete
mint 20th Century issues incl. 109-32, 133-37, 138-54, 226,
241, 247-54A (254 used), all the way to 2007 with sheetlets,
booklets, etc., Semi-postals complete mint except for B10
used but with B34 booklet pane, Airmails mint (complete
except for C3-4), plus useful group of Dues, valuable
collection with substantial cat. (new issues alone have very
high face value), fine to very fine ............... Est. $5,000/7,000

1812 Hm 1849 to 1880 Collection Web $2,500
About 175 mint and used on homemade pages in French,
Ceres and Napoleon issues more used than mint with most
imperfs having 4 margins, many shade varieties identified,
Peace & Commerce more mint than used incl. 2 gutter pairs,
also two covers and one postcard usages, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1813 H
HHm Mint and Used Stock $1,000

N.h. to o.g. parallel mint and used definitives and commems.
in 3 large stockbooks up to 2000, mostly mint starting around 
1960, plus small stockbook of Semi-postals and Airmails,
and additional small stockbook not counted with
Back-of-Book, some dupl. over 10, mostly fine to very fine.
Scott $26,667 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1814 BH Booklet Collection, 1926 to 2010 Web $1,000
On Lindner hingeless pages in two volumes, an outstanding
collection of mostly complete booklets (with several panes
thrown in for good measure); note Groundless and Cameo
Sowers, Mariannes from 1960s, Red Cross booklets from
1952 (1952 a First Day cancelled booklet), plus plenty of
recent vending, commemorative and self-adhesive items,
early booklets with a range of advertising or designed covers,
in addition to postage stamp booklets, there are a variety of
rarely seen Girl Scout and students’ “Belle France”
Cinderella booklets, Anti-Tuberculosis issues of the 1940s
and ‘50s, etc., as well, most booklets complete and
unexploded with a couple exploded (but incl. the original
staple); generally fresh and clean, very fine, an interesting lot, 
inspect ..................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1815 H
HH Mint Dealer’s Stock $850

Sales box filled with hundreds of cards/glassines containing
mostly o.g. or n.h. singles/sets well into modern period with
very strong range of Semi-postals incl. B11 (2), B18-19,
B22, B28-30 (2), B34 (2), B38, B39-41, B42-43(2), B48-53
(3), B66-67 (3), B117-28 (4), B135-36 (11), B238-43 (4),
B249-54 (2), B258-63 (6), B267-72 (3), etc. with many
other items in $20-$150 range, please inspect, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,800

1816 ) 10 “Balloon Montes” Covers Web $700
All to continental destinations except one London (with
transcript), also Amsterdam, Basel, etc., also 3 mint
Stationery pieces, nice condition overall ...... Est. $800/1,000

1817 H
H 20th Century Mint Accumulation $650

Few hundred in stockbook, appears to be all n.h., incl.
#B157a (4), C27 (2), generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $650/750

1818 H
HHm 1849 to 1983 Collection $600

Used to n.h. mounted in Lighthouse hingeless album, incl.
Back-of-Book, Airs (C1-C2 with APS cert.), imperfs, a few
Stationery items, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,250

1819 H France & Colonies Group $600
Useful and clean group in 12 oversize manila envelopes with
better items such as France #C1-2 mint, C14, 15 and 17
used, nice range of Polynesia, Antarctic (incl. booklets),
India, Morocco, Guiana, etc., please view closely as there are
surprises here, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $800/1,000
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1820 H Mostly Mint Collection to 2014 $500
In 4 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with some n.h. in
mounts (mostly souvenir sheets and blocks), mixed mint and
used thru #136 (sparse until #77), all mint from 138 on incl.
Pexip sheet o.g., coverage weakens around 2000, Semi-postals 
all mint and appear complete from 1935 to 1994 with some
before and after, also incl. Airmails (no C15), Dues etc. (no
Offices), generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $750/1,000

1821 H
H r New Issues 2005 to 2014 $500

Colorful group incl. souvenir sheets and mini-sheets all n.h.
from this period as received from new issue service, very high
original new issue cost, fine to very fine ........ Est. $750/1,000

1822 Hm Mint and Used Collection $500
Scott album with 2 separate collections somewhat dupl. with
few classics but useful range of later mint issues incl. nice
group of Semi-postals, etc., please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1823 H
HH Mint 1940 to 1976 Collection $500

In 3 Lindner albums, early period hinged, scattered used
throughout, incl. strips, back of the book, later period mostly
n.h., clean, fine to very fine. 2007 Scott $4,400  Est. $600/750

1824 H
H r “Sans Valeur” Training Stamp Group Web $500

N.h., 1265 in blocks, many denominations in several types
incl. small with and without “taxe”, etc. .......... Est. $500/600

1825 H
HH Mint Collection to 1980 $400

Mainly mint o.g. or n.h. collection from 1930’s (useful early
used incl.) with extensive range of later issues incl.
Semi-postals and booklets, please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1826 Hm France & Colonies Accumulation $400
Mostly 20th Century accumulation of mint and used on
album pages, incl. France with some 19th Century,
Polynesia, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Indochina, India,
Guiana, Guadalupe, Martinique and Africa incl. Cameroon, 
Chad, Dahomey, Gabon, Guinea, Niger, Togo, Upper
Volta, Madagascar and Reunion, somewhat disorganized,
huge cat. here, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $500/750

1827 H
HHm Group of 3 Collections $350

1st mint and used to 1974 with back of the book in album;
2nd three volumes 1938-59, 1968-94 all complete n.h. incl.
Semis and Airs in Lindner albums; 3rd mint and used
collection to 1960’s with scattered 19th Century incl. French
Zones in Germany, etc., 19th mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $500/750

1828 H
H Modern Group Plus Semi-Postals $300

1980-94 n.h. collection appears complete for period plus
collection of Semi-postals o.g. to n.h. from 1914 to 1950’s
with quite a few better items, fine to very fine .. Est. $500/600

1829 Hm France & Colonies 1849 to 1997 $300
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in three
Specialty albums, well filled France volume one with 19th and
early 20th Century used and 1930s-90s both mint and used,
also Semi-postals, Airmail and Postage Dues to 1950s, other
two volumes featuring Colonies to 1960s incl. better filled
sections of Guiana, French India, Morocco, Oceania, Sudan,
Guadalupe, Lebanon, Martinique and New Caledonia, plus
Andorra mostly mint 1931-97, rather nice group, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/600

1830 ) 1915 to 1940 Group of 15 Covers Web $300
Incl. 1915 Consulate of France at Bilbao, 1915 5th army
regiment, 1916 hospital train, 1916 Orient infantry
regiment, 1934 catapult etc., fine to very fine .. Est. $300/350

1831 ) Offices in Egypt Cover Collection Web $250
Album on documented pages with adhesives and 33 covers
on pages starting with Alexandria with Napoleonic War
1801 “Alexandrie”, 1807 France to Alexandria, incl. postal
and postcard usages, Port Said usages incl. one with #43a,
49-50, also additional about 29 covers and adhesives of
Military related, and Paquebot, inspect .......... Est. $400/600

1832 H
HHm France and F.S.A.T., 1849 to 1994 $250

Housed in Minkus album in mounts, a good selection of
early mint and used issues, then virtually complete, mostly
o.g. or n.h. from 1930 to 1984 with a few missing, a clean
collection, plus F.S.A.T. 1958-85 hinged on Scott album
pages, a useful group, fine to very fine. Scott $2,400
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/500

1833 Hm France & Colonies Collections $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used incl. France with some
Guiana, Guadalupe, Martinique, Mayotte etc., Monaco
mostly 20th Century mint on pages in binder, Africa in
mounts in Scott album to 1960 incl. Madagascar through
Upper Volta and Algeria and Morocco with some Tunisia in
Thiaude album, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $300/500

1834 m 19th Century to 1950’s Used
Collection $150
Intact on quadrille pages, scattered classics with cancel
samples, pairs, also back of the book with occasional better
Semi-postal, Airs, precancels, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/350

1835 Hm Offices in Egypt Collection Web $150
On homemade pages mint or used, Alexandria with 1st two
issues complete mostly used, Port Said Peace & Commerce
complete, 1921 Dues set used, fine to very fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1836 H Precancel Accumulation $130
O.g., few hundred somewhat disorganized on stockpages
with dupl., mostly Sower design, needs some sorting, fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $200/300

1837 BH
H 1952-1986 Red Cross Booklets $130

Complete set of 35 Semi-Postal booklets, fine to very fine.
Scott $1,200 ................................................... Est. $200/250

1838 ) 1870 to 1882, Five Newspaper Covers Web $120
All complete, each with various adhesives tied by the
newspaper’s printing, obvious folds as to be expected, and
some other mostly minor faults, interesting group 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

French Colonies

1839 H Mint in 4 Albums $4,000
Valuable mostly mint o.g. collection of this popular area in 4
Scott specialty albums to 1950’s consisting of 42 different
Colonies and 17 Offices with solid representations
throughout incl. better items, please carefully inspect as there 
is tremendous amount of materials with total high cat., fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $6,000/8,000
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1840 Hm) Better Group with Covers Web $3,000
30 items in binder incl. 8 covers, most identified by Maury
numbers, a few General Colonies issues but mostly specific
countries incl. Dahomey, Madagascar, Monaco, St. Pierre,
Tunisia etc., a few certs, total retail $10,010, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,000/3,250

1841 Hm Oldtime “L-Z” Collection Web $1,000
L to Z countries, mostly full with many complete sets mint or
used, in Minkus album to 1963, strength in early period with
dupl., some surcharges questionable, very full collections,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1842 Hm Colonies Mint and Used Collection $750
Incl. Andorra, Comoro Is., Laos, Monaco, New Hebrides,
Togo etc., bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint
or used in 15 volumes hinged on handmade pages to roughly
mid 1980’s with many complete sets and a few souvenir
sheets, some modern in mounts possibly n.h., incl. one album 
of France, 19th Century typical condition, 20th Century,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1843 m Obock, Djibouti, Somali Coast
Collection Web $650
Intact, mostly complete and mostly used on pages, incl.
proofs, imperforates, varieties, better items throughout incl.
Dues complete except #J4, also Fournier forgeries
identified, few French adhesives with Obock cancels, Somali
specimens, Somali 1943 set in large die proofs, etc., fine to
very fine overall ........................................ Est. $1,000/1,400

1844 H Mint Collection Web $400
Hinged in Scott Specialty album, a few in mounts and just a
few earlies used, incl. Alaouites, Alexandretta, Cilicia,
Latakia, Lebanon thru 2000, appears complete thru 1972,
Rouad, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Algeria thru 1973,
missing only 4 minor values, and Andorra thru 2013, missing 
only a few Regulars and some Dues, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1845 ) Obock, Djibouti, Somali Coast 
Cover Collection Web $300
About 45 covers but also additional mint postcards and mint
Stationery, few adhesives used, incl. flights, used Stationery and
postcards, clean throughout, fine to very fine lot .. Est. $500/700

1846 Hm Offices and General Colonies
Collection Web $250
Mint or used on old Minkus pages, decent China, all Post
Offices well represented, occasional dupl., fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $400/600

1847 Hm Mostly 20th Century Collections $150
Mint and used collections incl. Dahomey in mounts on Scott
pages to 1970, plus a bit of UAR-Egypt 1958-66, also binder 
with collection on quad pages to 1940s featuring
Madagascar, India and Morocco, and another binder with
stockpages of misc. Colonies, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/350

1848 ) French Africa Postal History $120
75 early to mid 20th Century commercial from Fr.
Equatorial Africa, Fr. West Africa, Somali Coast, Dahomey, 
Cameroun, etc., to various destinations plus group of about
50 mint/used mainly 19th Century Postal Stationery from
Benin, Obock, Mayotte, Nossi-be, Morocco, Tunisia, etc.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

1849 H
HH French Polynesia 1892 to 2008 $1,600

Lighthouse hingeless album with mint/used in early period
then mostly n.h. from 1950’s to end with sets, souvenir sheets
and booklets plus loaded with mint/used dupl. throughout, a
beautiful valuable lot from this popular area, please inspect,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1850 ) French Polynesia 1961 to 2014
F.D.C. Collection $1,000
Nearly complete from 1964, very fine ....... Est. $1,500/2,000

1851 H
H French Polynesia 1958 to 2004

Collection Web $1,000
N.h. (couple l.h.) complete in Davo hingeless album, only
missing a few modern items for completion, incl. Airs and
Dues and most souvenir sheets, clean lot, very fine. 2014
Scott $5,000+ ......................................... Est. $1,300/1,600

1852 H French Polynesia Mint Collection Web $425
1913 to 2013, on homemade pages in 4 volumes, largely
complete incl. #126-35, souvenir sheets, Semi-postals and
Airmails, some spotting on 117-23, otherwise fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $700/850

French Southern & Antarctic Territory

1853 H
H Mint 1955 to 2007 $900

N.h. collection (plus dupl.) in one Lighthouse hingeless
album virtually complete for period plus several full sheets
and many stamps having used dupl. incl. #28, high total cat.
value, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1854 H
H Mint Collection $650

N.h., on pages complete to #93, C1-63 incl. Madagascar
#C54 used, couple earlies l.h., incl. triptychs, very fine. 2013
Scott $3,400 ................................................ Est. $800/1,000

1855 H
H Mint Collection to 2013 Web $375

In Scott Specialty album, mostly n.h. with some earlier o.g.
(#28 and C8 n.h.), largely complete, fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $600/800

1856 H
H Never Hinged Collection $375

1955 to 1987 select sets mounted on pages incl. Airs, clean,
very fine. 2017 Scott $2,100 ........................... Est. $425/475

1857 H Mint Collection Web $350
1955 to 2013, hinged on homemade pages in 4 volumes,
virtually complete incl. #25-28, souvenir sheets and Airmails
incl. C1-C14, some booklets, fine to very fine ..... Est. $550/650

Germany, Offices & Colonies

1858 H
HH Mint Collection 1851 to 1945 Web $4,000

N.h. to unused on Lindner hingeless pages in springback binder;
States incl. Thurn & Taxis (North and South), North German
Confederation and Württemberg while incomplete, fresh and
sound, with centering much better than normally encountered
(Thurn & Taxis South being particularly nice), Germany proper
every space filled and is apparently complete less #65; both First
Issue Shield sets complete to 18Kr, Germanias all here (incl.
elusive #210), se-tenant Olympics, etc.; Semi-Postals complete
incl. States’ Coat-of-Arms, Wagner and unissued Stormtroopers
both perfed and imperforate; IPOSTA, 1933 Nothilfe and
OSTROPA sheets present; Airs, etc., fine to very fine overall
................................................................... Est. $6,000/8,000
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1859 Hm 1872 to 1998 Mint and Used Stock
Accumulation $3,500
Neatly mounted on stockpages and housed in six Scott
albums, all identified with dupl., no DDR and little 19th
Century, a useful group ready for retail, generally fine to very
fine. Scott approximately $77,000 ............ Est. $4,000/5,000

1860 ) Extensive Unpicked Cover Holding Web $2,500
Hundreds mostly better in banker box, incl. WWII Private
Issues incl. Belgian Walloon, better postcards, 3rd Reich
with Propaganda, Occupation incl. Postwar zones,
stampless, Zeppelin, commem. cancels, few better 1940’s
FD’s, nothing recent, inspect ................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1861 H
HH Large Mint and Used Collection Web $2,000

N.h. to o.g., in Scott albums to 2018, fairly complete to 1928
incl. mint #65A, appears mostly n.h. from 415 on, incl.
States, Semi-postals incl. mint B33, B38 and B68 (2, one no
gum), Airmails incl. some mint and used Zeppelins,
Plebiscites incl. better Saar Semi-postals, Occupations by
and of Germany (Berlin separate lot), and modest Colonies,
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1862 H
HH Mint 20th Century Collection Web $1,500

In 8 albums of various types, incl. some States, strong
Plebiscites, Occupations, D.D.R., main country sparse until
about 1920, 1951 to 2014 n.h. and virtually complete, noted
B58 o.g., B68 unused, Berlin complete incl. 9NB3a n.h. (no
other zones), Saar B64a and CB1 n.h., generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1863 Hm Mostly Intact Extensive Collection Web $1,500
On homemade pages to 1975 in 5 albums, classics mostly
complete used, 20th Century mint or used, some dupl., incl.
#585a-599, Federal Republic mint or used, occasional
dupl., separate volume for Berlin with overprints mint or
used (high values used), mint with some dupl. used sets or
used after that, Empire and Bundespost Semi-postals
separate volume mint or used with dupl. complete except
better souvenir sheets (incl. Ostropa sheet - usual condition,
3rd Reich sheets), postwar o.g. complete, another volume for
Airs (complete mint or used except #C43), Occupation,
Back of-Book, incl. Officials virtually complete with dupes.
mint or used, WWII Occupation, Zones with souvenir
sheets, another volume with Locals, States spotty (usual
condition), Plebiscites, early Empire mixed condition,
balance mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1864 H Germany and Area Mint Collection Web $1,500
Extensive and valuable o.g. collection in Minkus album starting 
with nice range of Eagle large shields (#15-18, 21-24, 26), then
45-51, 52-61, 62-63, 65A, 78, etc. and virtually complete run
1920 to 1999 with all better items incl. 585A-93, 593A-99,
670-85, etc., Semi-postals complete incl. B58 souvenir sheets,
Airmails complete incl. all Zepp issues plus nice Saar (with B64a 
souvenir sheets), Bohemia & Moravia, Poland General
Government, etc., should be carefully inspected for full
appreciation, fine to very fine........................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1865 H
HH Berlin 1948 to 1976 Collection Web $1,400

One hingeless album and one stockbook, noted mint
#9N1-16 (signed), used set (not signed), mint 9N21-34
(GPS cert.), used set signed, 9N35-41 mint and used, n.h.
9N61-63, then mint and used of most issues to 1976,
stockbook noted 9N1-20 (signed), 9N33 used (signed),
9N21-34 (not signed), 9N61-63 n.h., used sets (3),
9N80-136 mint and used in multiples, mostly mint after this,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1866 Hm Federal Republic 1970 to 2015
Extensive Collection $1,400
Mint and used, filling four albums and stockbook of various
makes, a near-complete Bund collection of singles, souvenir
sheets, booklets, and panes with handful of items missing but
many extras present, note many issues of 2000s mint as
margin singles plus paralleled as Deutsch Post cancelled
items (some even postally used), collection with many
complete unexploded booklets, mint and used booklet panes
(most often missing), part sheets of stamps used to create
booklets, as well in self-adhesive stamp strips of five (in
addition to the singles), excellent booklets back to Michel
#MH1 from Empire, with several still in original auction
house/dealer glassines, P.O. fresh throughout as to be
expected, most recent material needs a new home, overall
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1867 H
HH Colonies Mint Accumulation Web $1,200

About 300 with dupl. mostly o.g. with few n.h., with a nice
group of 1m-5m issues, incl. German New Guinea #19, and
Mariana Islands #29, plus few blocks, couple of signatures,
worth a close look, mostly fine to very fine, high cat. 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1868 Hm Various Mint and Used Collections Web $1,000
In 4 albums and stockbook, incl. States mint or used in
album; 2 volume Lighthouse 1872 to 1945 with Zeppelins
mostly complete, Iposta sheet mint and used, 3rd Reich
reasonably complete mint or used with souvenir sheets,
inflation period with used; full beat up Minkus album to
1950 with better States and couple of certs incl. Hamburg
#9d (two copies-margins all around-PF certs), Ostropa
sheet on cover, 3rd Reich souvenir sheets, Plebiscites, DDR,
Offices & Colonies, Zones, etc., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1869 ) Select Mostly Zeppelin Cover Group Web $1,000
23 incl. LZ-10 Charity flight, Danzig to Spain 1929
Mediterranean flight, etc., clean group, retail $3180 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,500

1870 ) Bickerdike Cover Collection Web $700
Over 200 in 4 binders plus about 50 in dealer sleeves, most
with identification, also incl. a few France, Italy, and G.B.,
difficult to assemble group, generally fine to very fine
 ................................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1871 Hm German Areas Accumulation $700
Banker box filled with hundreds of album pages containing
dupl. range of mint/used with lots of better items throughout
(some in quantities up to 3 or more), please take a close look,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1872 H
HH Collection of French and Soviet Zones $650

Mint 1945-64, plus DDR, mostly mounted on a variety of
album pages in springback album; virtually complete for
each area, with French Zone incl. Baden, Rheinland-Pfalz
and Württemberg with perfed and imperforate souvenir
sheets; Soviet Zone incl. Berlin, Mecklenburg, Saxony,
West Saxony, East Saxony (incl. the tough 12pf
“Post/Pochta” issue), Thüringen incl. #16N3a, 16N7b
(both n.h.), and 16NB6a, Spremberg with unlisted colors;
Leipzig, Jena, Dresden and Wittenberg overprints; plus
mint near complete DDR; bright and fresh throughout, with
bonus 1920-21 Belgian Occupations complete, very fine
overall ...................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
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1873 H
HHm Mint and Used Accumulation $600

N.h. to o.g., in stockbooks, album pages, #102 cards, and
glassines, while it incl. some States, Berlin and D.D.R., Saar
and Colonies etc., the strength is West Germany, highlights
incl. #670-85 o.g., B49-57 (in mounts, may be n.h.), B58
with left margin toning, B68 no gum but no toning, C43-45
l.h., C46-56 n.h., generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1874 H
HHm Large Accumulation $500

In 4 bankers boxes, covers States to modern incl. DDR,
Danzig, Memel, Saar, and Colonies, noted collection to
1940’s in 5 Ka-Be albums, small binder of encased postage,
large envelope of Notgeld, envelope with better incl.
#585A-93 n.h., B58 (wrinkles in margin), 10NB11 n.h.,
also many album pages, #102 cards, stockbook, stockpages
and glassines, usual range of condition ........ Est. $800/1,200

1875 Hm Germany & Area 1849 to 1997 $500
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in four
Specialty albums, features States, Empire, Third Reich with
souvenir sheets, Colonies and administrative areas (Danzig,
Memel, Saar etc.), 1949-97 mostly mint from mid-1950s
with Berlin to 1980s and DDR mostly mint to 1968,
attractive and worthwhile collection, generally fine to very
fine. 1991 Scott $8,000 (Owner’s) ............... Est. $750/1,000

1876 Hm 20th Century Area
Collection/Accumulation $500
Mint and used culled from various estates, in binders,
stockbooks, on pages, etc., incl. many complete sets, many
different areas incl. Michel listed Upper Silesia, Leipzig
locals plated, Freiburg locals, Memel mostly complete mint,
Semi-postals, Empire group of few hundred perfins, few
auction lots, DDR collection with Marx sheets, etc., inspect,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $700/900

1877 Hm Germany and Related Areas Group $500
14 albums/stockbooks containing virtually all areas mint or
used with wide array of useful materials with better items
throughout, please look carefully, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1878 H) Mint Duplicated Stationery Stock $450
Thousands sleeved from early Empire to WWII, very little
postwar, all identified by Michel and priced in 5 Pittsburgh
boxes, some 3rd Reich, some dupl., clean with high retail, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $600/800

1879 Hm Bavaria Mint and Used Collection Web $400
On pages, scattered pre 1900 mostly used with perf varieties,
papers listed per Michel, 20th Century mint and used with
imperfs, surcharges, multiples, back of the book with pl.
flaws, etc., not the normal collection that you see, mostly fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $600/800

1880 H Colonies Mint Collection Web $400
On Scott pages, good coverage of German dominion plus
some British, French and Belgian Occupation, incl.
Cameroun #1-2 and 53-65, Carolines complete except 19
and 20, East Africa 1-41 complete, New Guinea, S.W.
Africa, Kiauchau, Mariana Is. 11-31 complete except 16,
Marshall Is. 1-27 complete, New Britain, Samoa 51-73
complete, and Togo 1-23 complete, just a few used, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1881 Hm Semi-postals, Airmails Group $400
Extensive range of mint/used (some in quantities) on
stockpages in 2 binders starting with B1 with many better
issues (B49-57, B313//47 etc.), plus useful Airmails with C1
onward incl. dupl. range of C27-34, C35-37, C39, C40,
C44-45, Berlin 9N35-41 and many others, a valuable stock
worth close inspection, fine to very fine ........... Est. $600/800

1882 ) Commercial Covers $400
Couple thousand loose in 2 full banker boxes, culled from
unprocessed stock, some priced, mostly early to mid 20th
Century with nothing recent, incl. Stationery usages, 3rd
Reich, inflation, Occupation, some postwar, postcards, few
19th Century, virtually no FD’s, nothing rare but excellent to 
work up for stock, inspect, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1883 ) Dealer Cover Stock $375
About 125, mostly first half of 20th Century, with a few
earlier incl. stampless, States and Plebiscites mixed in, retail
$10-$100, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $600/750

1884 H
HH Berlin 1948 to 1990 Collection Web $375

In Scott album, all mint except 1949 issues, incl. #9N21-34
o.g. (2013 Schlegel cert.), turns n.h. with 9N70 and 9NB1,
appears complete (no 9NB3a), clean, fine to very fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1885 H Zusammendrucke Mint Collection Web $375
1933 to 1940 In old Schaubek album, o.g. mounted on
pages, all with old 1998 Michel prices, occasional dupl. used, 
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/700

1886 Hm r Mint Offices & Colonies Collection Web $375
About 200 mostly o.g. (few n.h.) on stockpages, many
identified by Michel numbers incl. Offices in China
#45BIaa, 47AIa and 47AIb, some blocks of 4, also incl. 10
used German Zeppelins ................................. Est. $500/750

1887 H
H D.D.R. 1949 to 1990 Mint Collection $375

In 4 Scott albums, appears complete and n.h. except #67 o.g.,
O1-O32 and O42-43 cto, clean, fine to very fine ... Est. $500/700

1888 H
H “Old” New Issues Web $350

N.h., small group originally in old glassines incl. Berlin both
overprint sets n.h., #9NB1-3, 9NB3a n.h., Offices in China
#1-6 o.g., and small n.h. group of Russian WWII
Occupation, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $500/750

1889 ) 143 Stampless Covers $350
Mostly 1820’s-40’s circular but also straightline, boxed blue
cancels, mostly folded letters, some to France, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/700

1890 H) Locals Group with Covers Web $350
5 covers, 24 postal cards (all but 5 used), 1 wrapper and one
stamped envelope, from Leipzig, Hannover, Berlin etc., plus 
group of a few dozen mint, mostly Hamburg, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/400

1891 H
HHm Modern Collection Web $300

West Germany 1972 to 1979 n.h., D.D.R. 1949 to 1990
virtually complete incl. 144a and 146a used, mixed mint and
used to about 1959, then mint, Russian Zone incl. watermark 
varieties, #16NB4 and Locals, Bavaria, Saar, Occupations,
miscellaneous mint in stockbook, stockcards and envelope,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/650
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1892 Hm Comprehensive H.O.P. Collection Web $300
Estimated 3000 mint and used, organized by town in 5 Safe
albums, many signed by Dub and others, some in blocks of 4,
fine to very fine, covers next lot ......................... Est. $500/750

1893 ) H.O.P. Cover Collection Web $300
About 125 hinged in binder, largest group is Dresden, plus about
65 loose with wide range of towns, very fine lot ...... Est. $500/750

1894 H
HHm Dealer’s Stock $300

Low to mid-range stock in 1 medium and 3 small counter
books, incl. mostly used States, mostly mint Empire thru 1990’s
incl. DDR, a few Colonies, also used stock in 4 stockbooks or
binders, condition varies, plus 4 early covers ....... Est. $500/600

1895 Hm Dealer’s Accumulation $300
Mint and used collection to 1950’s in KaBe album incl.
States, Colonies, Zones, Occupations and Plebiscites, West
Germany mint 1957 to 1982 and D.D.R. 1949 to 1982 mint
collections in 3 Lighthouse albums, West Germany in 16
counter books, used starts in 1930’s, mint starts in 1978 and
goes to 1992, mint Berlin in 6 counter books, mint D.D.R. in
2 counter books, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $500/600

1896 ) Colonies & Offices Group of 20
Covers Web $300
Incl. South West Africa #1-4 on cover, few real photo
postcards, scarcer towns, etc., usual condition  Est. $350/450

1897 H
HHm States, Plebiscites and Occupations

Collection $250
Several hundred 1919 to 1955 on Minkus pages, used thru
n.h., incl. Bavaria, Württemberg, Occupation, General
Government, Plebiscite, Danzig, Memel, Zones and Saar,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

1898 m) Occupation of Montenegro Cover
Collection Web $200
Incl. #3N1-3N9 tied on pieces, couple with short perfs,
3NB1-3NB6 with 3NCB1-3NCB3 tied on cover with fold
on cover not affecting stamps, and 3NB7-3NB10 and
3NCB4-3NCB6 all tied on pieces, otherwise fine to very
fine. Scott $1,635+ ....................................... Est. $300/400

1899 H
H r AMG Mint Collection Web $200

N.h., in 3 ring binder on Bush pages and loose, consisting of
Germany with the various printings and varieties, pl. blocks,
Brunswick reconstructed sheets, few covers and mint
Stationery, clean collection, fine to very fine, very extensive
“FTT” collection separate lot .............................. Est. $300/400

1900 ) Covers Intact Group of Different
Periods $200
100+ incl. stampless, Zone, few earlier FD’s, nothing
recent, early mint and used postcards, some early mint and
used Stationery .............................................. Est. $300/400

1901 H 3rd Reich Ephemera Material $150
Small box of 3rd Reich era vignettes, pictures, documents,
and other period ephemera, good retail potential 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1902 Hm Accumulation of Remainder Collections $150
Used inflation era in stockbook, mint booklet panes and
Zusammendrucke, mint and used Saar on stock and album pages 
incl. some varieties, bit of mint Danzig and Memel, Offices, used
Empire, etc., generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $250/350

1903 H Mostly Mint Colonies Stock Web $150
Few hundred with lots of dupl., majority o.g. with some used, 
up to mark values, fine to very fine .................. Est. $200/300

1904 H) Stationery Mint Collection $150
Over 600 from 1870s to 1970, majority mint with some early
used, incl. States, Empire, Third Reich, Occupations and
Federal Republic, fine ................................... Est. $200/250

1905 H
H 1946 to 1948 Collection with

Occupations $130
N.h., in Palo hingeless album, hit and miss coverage but incl.
#593A-599 (593E signed Dub and Schlegel), no Berlin,
fine to very fine. Scott $1,887 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $200/250

1906 ) Post War Zone and Republic Covers $100
In 2 full banker boxes, majority unaddressed and addressed
F.D.’s 1970’s-90’s, also commercial post war incl. diff. Allied 
Zones, clean, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $200/300

1907 H About 400 Labels $60
Early 20th Century, a few trade cards, Notgeld, and a few
non-German ................................................. Est. $100/150

1908 ) 20th Century Cover Accumulation $50
Very roughly about 250 1930’s to 1960’s (few earlier) incl.
about 100 of A.M.G. issue, also around 200 FDC’s, plus
handful of other Foreign, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1909 Hm 19th & 20th Century Stock $10
Mint and used stock on #102 stockcards in four black boxes, 
general run of issues incl. Third Reich, Berlin, Semi-postals,
Saar, Danzig, Occupation and Colonies, worth inspection,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/250

Greece

1910 H
HHm Collection to 1994 $1,500

3 Davo hingeless albums starting with quantities of used
Hermes heads, then o.g. to n.h. (some used) onward with
both 1896 and 1906 Olympic sets mint, plus other better sets
from 1920’s thru 1950’s incl. good Airmails, then solid run of 
n.h sets to the end, high cat. collection, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1911 m Hermes Head Used Accumulation Web $850
Almost 250 (few scattered mint) between #17a//133a in 2
oldtime approval books, dupl., very high cat., great lot for the
specialist, generally fine ........................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1912 m Collector Stock of Hermes Heads
Issues Web $525
About 300 used with dupl. with a nice variety of values, plus
few later issues, Average to fine ...................... Est. $600/800

1913 Hm Collection 1862 to 1975 $200
Clean mint and used collection in album, 19th Century incl.
range of large and small Hermes Heads, 1896 Olympics
mostly used to 1dr, also nice of run mostly complete sets from
about 1924-74, Semi-postals, Airpost, some back of book,
Occupation etc., generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $300/400
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1914 H
HHm Mint and Used Accumulation $130

Mostly used, starts with later Hermes Heads but mostly
20th Century, on album pages, stockpages, stockcards and
old dealer’s cards (priced around 1994), also some modern
n.h. in stockbook, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $200/250

1915 H
HH Greenland Collection 1905 to 2002 $900

Lighthouse hingeless album o.g. to n.h. starting with
complete run of Parcel Post (by Scott) plus few extras incl.
some with certs, then nice run from #1 onward incl. 10-18,
19-27 etc. to the end with many dupl., fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1916 H Greenland Mint Collection $280
1938 to 2013, hinged on homemade pages in 4 volumes,
regulars appear to be missing only #10-27 (has 25a),
Semi-postals incl. 3 different B5 booklets, no Parcel Post,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $450/550

1917 H
HH Greenland Mint Accumulation $230

Collection in Lighthouse hingeless album to 1999 incl.
#19-27 n.h. and some mint and used Parcel Post, year sets
between 1978 and 1993, plus additional material on album
pages etc., generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $350/450

1918 H
H Greenland 1938 to 2001 N.H.

Collection $180
In Lighthouse album, incl. Facit sub varieties, papers, etc.,
missing only 1945 Surcharge issue, immaculate and very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1919 H Guatemala Mint Collection Web $500
In 3 binders to 1937, starting with 1871 issue with proofs,
few Spiro forgeries, 322a o.g., 1896 Rail Bond issue,
“Quetzal” issues, incl. few circa 1930 flight covers, mint
Stationery, few colored cancels, inverted surcharges, Airs,
Officials incl. perfed overprints, Waterlow punched or
overprint specimen panes, etc., better collection than
normally seen, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $600/800

Hungary

1920 Hm 1871 to 2000 in 3 Albums $3,000
Better collection in 3 Minkus albums incl. Occupation issues,
with earlier period used (mixed condition as usual) and virtually
complete run of mint to the end with most issues perf/imperf
from 1958 onward, very high cat., must be carefully viewed to be 
appreciated, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1921 ) Postal History Collection Web $1,500
Impressive holding of over 100 covers/postcards plus
another group of over 100 mint/used Postal Stationery with
many scarce usages, covers incl. 1874 multi-color franking
folded letter, 1916 Coronation issue on various covers and
postcards, 1919 National Army covers, nice range of early
flights from 1920’s-30’s incl. few Zepp covers, 1934 Liszt
souvenir sheets commercially used on couple items and one
used on experimental flight card, 1935 special flight to
Turkey, etc. plus many other interesting and seldom seen
items, close inspection is recommended .... Est. $2,000/3,000

1922 H
HHm 1871 to 2008 in 7 Albums $1,200

KaBe, Lighthouse, Schaubek hingeless albums, used in
earlier period and mint from about 1925 on with solid run to
2008 (many n.h. material) incl. better souvenir sheets, etc., a
nice clean lot, fine to very fine ................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1923 Hm Mint and Used Collection $650
1871-1954, hinged and mounted in Scott Specialty album, with
#2, 486, 871-84, 1035a, B1-17, B18-34, B148a-50a sheets of
four set, B198A-D souvenir sheet, B202-3 sheets of four, B206
perf and imperf souvenir sheets, C24-25, C81 imperf souvenir
sheet of four, C95, CB1-CB1C souvenir sheet, CB1D, CB2,
1N1-17 with some inverted overprints, 1NB1-3, nice selection
of Debrecen issues, decent Transylvania section, 10N1-41 and
some Serbia, condition appears mostly sound, generally fine to
very fine ..................................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1924 H 1919 to 1920 Occupation Issues Web $450
Mint collection housed in deluxe album and mounted on
handmade pages, incl. French, Romanian and Serbian
Occupation plus Szeged Issue, noted a couple of certs
(#7N39 and 9N3 proof block), a clean and useful group,
fine to very fine, attractive collection ............... Est. $600/800

1925 H
H Mint Stock $200

Two stockbooks filled with mostly n.h. from 1920’s to
modern period with few better (1948 Roosevelt souvenir
sheets, etc.), fine to very fine ........................... Est. $300/400

1926 H
H 1938 to 1987 Imperfs, Souvenir Sheets $150

Mostly n.h. selection on Vario pages, a useful group, fine to
very fine. Scott $2,187 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $250/300

1927 Hm Albums and Stockbook $150
3 Scott specialty albums partially filled with mint/used plus
stockbook with thousands neatly sorted, please inspect, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/300

Iceland

1928 H Mint Collection to 2000 Web $3,500
Comprehensive and valuable collection in Lighthouse
hingeless album mostly mint starting with first issues of 1873
incl. #1, plus numerous other better mint incl. 33A (with
cert), 34-44B, 71-85, 92-98, 99-107, 108-28, 130-38,
141-43, 149-50, 144-48, 152-66, 176-87, Airmails complete
incl. C12-14 (signed Bloch), nice range of Officials with
useful early issues plus O40-49, O51, O53-67, etc.,
substantial cat., fine to very fine ................ Est. $5,000/7,000

1929 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $1,000
Collection in Davo album fairly solid from beginning with
mint #1-5, 10-14 (usual mixed condition on early items) to
modern period with most better items present incl. 84-85
mint, 92-98 used, 108-28 used, 140-41, 143 mint, 152-66
mint, 170-75 mint, 176-87 used, plus Airmails and nice run
of Officials incl. O53-67 mint, generally fine to very fine.
Scott approximately $18,000 .................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1930 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $900
On homemade pages to 1925, classics mint (all with o.g.) and 
used with excellent colors, no Revenue cancels, some
complete sets used, also Officials with #O2 o.g., O3 used,
virtually all sound and fresh, fine to very fine for this. 2018
Scott $10,800 above average collection ........ Est. $1,000/1,200

1931 H
HHm Collection 1873 to 1996 $650

Comprehensive mint and used collection on Specialty pages,
mostly used to 1950s featuring #2, 10-21, 23-29, 86-139,
149, 152-66, 176-86, 216, CO1, O3-8 etc., mint 44B, 71-85, 
C1-11, O50-51, O53-62, O66-67 then n.h. from 1960 on,
clean and worth inspection, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$10,500 (Owner’s) ..................................... Est. $800/1,200
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1932 H
HHm Mostly Mint Collection Web $600

In mounts on quadrille pages, 19th Century mixed mint and
used, 20th Century almost all mint, goes to 2005, appears to
go all n.h. around 1959, highlights incl. #C4-8 n.h., C9-10
o.g. (x2), C12-13 o. g (1980 Kaiser certs.), few extra items on
#102 cards, earlies in typical condition, otherwise fine to very 
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,250

1933 H Mint Collection $600
Clean mostly mint collection strong in issues starting with
1902 forward, with numerous better singles and sets, please
take a close look, fine to very fine ................. Est. $800/1,000

1934 H
HHm Mint and Used Accumulation $400

Mixed collection in KaBe hingeless album to 1999, sets incl.
#99-128 used, 152-66 o.g. (163 used) O53-67 o.g., plus
additional material on album pages, auction lots, stockpages,
few year sets etc., 19th Century some mixed condition,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................... Est. $600/800

1935 H
HHm Mostly Mint Collection Web $375

N.h. to o.g., in Scott album, more mint than used to early
1930’s, then all mint virtually complete to 2001, also incl.
Airmails and Officials, plus 2002-09 year sets  Est. $600/800

1936 H
HH Mint Accumulation $130

About 1000 n.h. or o.g. in stockbook in somewhat random
order, noted #76 (x2), 138 (pair), goes up to 1990’s, few no
gum not counted, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $200/250

1937 ) Airmail Cover Group $100
#C1 and C2 June 29, 1929 registered (First Day for C2),
plus 3 1931 Zeppelin flights, one with C9 and C11, one with
C10, one with C11 (Sieger #114C), fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1938 H
H r Iran 1939 to 2004 Mint Collection $700

Basically all n.h., most in blocks of four, earliest binder is all
single sets, starting with #871-875, and incl. 910-914,
935-940, 995-998, 1103-1104, etc., virtually complete
1979-2004, final album 1998-2004, incl. regular issues of
that period plus progressive color examples (not counted),
fine to very fine, collection put together over decades by a now
retired Iranian engineer who annotated everything in Farsi . 2014
Scott $6,000+ ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1939 m Iraq Mostly Used Accumulation $200
Hundreds on album pages, in glassines, on stockpages and
on small stockcards, good variety with dupl., some surprises,
inspect, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $300/400

Israel

1940 H
H Nice Mint Collection Web $1,700

Better than usual collection, in most cases two sets of
everything, incl. #1-9 with tabs l.h. (9 has part of tab
re-attached), 2 sets of 1-9 FDC’s, the rest is here all with tabs
(except J1-5), most n.h., with tete-beche pairs and some
covers, very high cat., must inspect, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,400

1941 H
H N.H. Tab Collection $300

N.h., starts with #1-9 singles, 1949 Festival in gutter
tete-beche and later mostly complete to 1969, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1942 H Mint 1948 to 2011 Collection $250
On Scott Specialty pages, high level of completion,
containing #10-14 mint set with tabs, 16 used, 31-32 two
mint set with tabs, 33-34 mint set with tabs, 46-47 mint set
with tabs, 48-50 mint set with tabs, 55 mint with tab, C1-C6
mint and J6-J11, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $400/500

1943 H
H Mostly N.H. Collection $150

In 3 Safe hingeless albums, 1948 to 1986, mixed no tabs and
tabs thru #50, 1-9 and J1-5 n.h. no tabs, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1944 H
H 1948 to 1984 Collection $130

Mostly n.h. in 2 Lindner albums, most later issues with tabs
incl. #7-9 (n.h., no tabs) plus U.N. collection in 2
Lighthouse albums, fine to very fine ............... Est. $200/250

1945 H Mint Collection to 2010 $100
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with some n.h. in
mounts (mostly souvenir sheets and blocks), no tabs, appears
complete thru 1997 (#9 n.h.), then largely complete thru
2002, then scattered, fine to very fine .............. Est. $150/200

Italy & Colonies

See lots 1713, 1799

1946 H
HH r Trieste Zone “A” Extensive Collection Web $4,000

On pages mostly in 3 albums, incl. “FTT” in singles and
blocks incl. 18-29 blocks of 4 with pos. varieties with missing
“periods”, pl. proofs of surcharges, considerable Sassone
listed incl. #68a (cat. €3500 - 60 known), 125A-B cat. €6500 
EACH, 150a cat. €3800 - 60 known Bush cert.), 163a cat
€6500 (Bush cert.), 164a cat. €6000 (50 exist - Bush cert.),
Parcel Post complete incl. #7ha top marginal pair cat.
€5500+, 18a (Mondolfo cert. - 300 exist) plus many more,
also gutter pairs and blocks, misaligned overprints, study of
1950-54 issue incl. scarcer perfs, Dues with used #4A, also
Italy #142A-D, some scattered on stockpages, inscription
blocks, few FD’s etc., few “VG” sets, Scott #1N1-9 in full
sheets, very high cat. value and excellent condition
throughout, best collection of the “F.T.T.” overprints we have
ever offered ................................................ Est. $5,000/7,500

1947 H Mostly Mint Colonies Collection Web $3,000
One volume collection from Aegean Is. to Tripolitania with
most Colonies well represented, please look closely as there
are numerous better items throughout, a nice lot with
substantial cat., fine to very fine ................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1948 Hm Italy & Colonies Collection Web $1,700
Extensive mint and used with mostly complete mint sets incl.
numerous better material throughout, solid representation of 
Semi-postals, Airmails, Postage Dues, etc. plus nice range of
Colonies and Offices incl. Offices in China, Crete, Africa,
Turkey, etc., a very comprehensive collection of this area
with substantial total cat., please inspect, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1949 m Colonies Mostly Used Collection Web $1,500
On pages, consisting of Somalia complete to 1960 except
#CBO1, J11, Q7 and later Parcel Post, Oltre Giuba
complete, Italian East Africa complete, Somalia #8-9 with 9
on piece, 61-66, unissued #CO1 and 50c with cert, Q43A
signed, occasional dupl. used with mint, incl. Money
Orders, needs close inspection, fine to very fine overall 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500
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1950 Hm Italy & States Mint and Used Group Web $800
About 250 on stockcards with roughly 60% States and 40%
early Italy, many of the imperfs have 4 margins, mostly fine or 
better ............................................................. Est. $800/900

1951 H
HH Italy & States Mostly Mint Collection Web $650

In mounts on quadrille pages, 19th Century mixed mint and
used, 20th Century almost all mint, to year 1984 with a few
later, appears to go all n.h. around 1959, highlights incl. strong 
run in 1930’s and 1940’s incl. #C62-65 n.h., incl. some
Aegean Is. and Trieste, plus 30 better mint and used States on
quadrille page, incl. Tuscany, Two Sicilies, Modena and
Roman States, also additional smaller collection on pages with
some useful items, some Colonies, earlies in typical condition,
otherwise fine to very fine ........................... Est. $1,100/1,500

1952 H Mint Collection to 2005 Web $500
In 2 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with occasional
n.h. (for souvenir sheets and blocks), used #1-2, scattered
coverage from 1911 to 1928, Regulars and Airmails very
nearly complete 1929 on, Dues and Parcel Post weak, also
incl. Aegeans, Fiume, Trieste, Offices, etc., generally fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1953 Hm Italy & Colonies Two Volumes $500
Mint and used collection ranging from 1850s-1950s in two
Specialty albums with pockets of good value throughout,
better used incl. some States, Italy #115-18, 331-41, C20-22,
C66-72, C89-94, CB1-2, O6-8, Q1-6, Sassone 1-8, Oltre
Giuba 18-19, also mint Italy C3-9, C10-11 n.h., Colonies
23-31, Ethiopia N1-7, Libya B1-37, B44-51, C1-16,
CB1-10, E1-7 etc., noteworthy Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Fiume,
San Marino, Trieste A, Tripolitania, Offices etc., generally
fine to very fine. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s) .. Est. $750/1,000

1954 H Trieste Collection 1947-54 $500
Virtually complete o.g. collection on Scott album pages incl.
#C13-16, Q1-12, etc., a high cat. lot as there are many
mint/used dupl. in addition to the basic collection, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/900

1955 H Colonies Mint Collection Web $400
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional n.h. (for 
souvenir sheets and blocks), incl. Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Colonies
complete except #50, East Africa complete except J13, Libya to 
1974, complete from mid 1930’s, Oltre Giuba, Somalia to 1974, 
Regulars and Airmails virtually complete from 1929,
Tripolitania, etc., generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $600/800

1956 H Airmails Mint 1917 to 1947 $400
Almost complete run of o.g. on album pages incl. #C3-9,
C23-26, C27, C42-47, C62-65, etc., a clean group, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1957 m) Military Post Offices in
Eritrea/Ethiopia/Somalia Web $350
1936 to 1941 on pages, mostly in military P.O. # order, incl.
postcards, mint Stationery, about 72 covers, and adhesives,
incl. East Africa Military Airmail Sassone #1, 3 (strip of 3),
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $500/750

1958 Hm Small Group of Better $300
Over 25 on stockcards, incl. States incl. Tuscany Sassone
#16 used, 11 used (Ferrario cert), Socialist Republic,
Colonies as well as Italy proper, few signed A. Diena or E.
Diena incl. Tripolitania #16, some questionable incl. cancels 
on C48-49, fine or better ................................ Est. $450/650

1959 H
HHm 1890 to 1966 Collection $200

Several hundred on Scott pages, mostly n.h., some
Occupation, Aegean Islands, Socialist, Back-of-Book, and
used Sardinia, Sicily, & Tuscany, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1960 Hm Italy & Area Collection/Stock $200
Scott album with mostly used plus stockbook filled with
thousands mint/used incl. few better items, please inspect,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1961 H
HHm Trieste AMG Collection Web $150

Mixed mint and used on Bush pages, incl. #Q1-Q12 o.g.,
Q13-Q25 n.h. (no Q26), also noted some gutter pairs and
inscription blocks of 5, fine to very fine ........... Est. $250/350

1962 ) Collection of Postal Cards $100
Over 100 1874 to 1980 mounted in album, majority used,
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1963 H
H Castle Series Mint Specialized

Collection $60
N.h., freaks and errors, colors, perfs etc., with 5 certs, an
unusual and interesting group, fine to very fine. Sassone
€3,000 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $100/150

Japan

See lots 300-319

1964 Hm Old Auction Lot Balances $3,500
Majority mint in 6 boxes incl. collection in album, many
hundreds, 1871 to 1989; classic mint collection to 1947; mint 
mini collections on pages, mostly mint collections in albums,
highlights incl. 1939 UPU booklet, better souvenir sheets,
dupl. National Parks, noted couple genuine Dragons,
modern mint collections, mostly 20th Century, few 19th
Century classics mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine
to very fine, purchased over many decades from various auction
houses ....................................................... Est. $5,000/7,000

1965 H Mostly Mint in 3 Lighthouse Albums $1,800
Comprehensive collection of predominantly mint with better
items incl. #154, 422a, 479a, nice range of parks issues (both 
sets and souvenir sheets) plus many others and substantial
amount of modern postage, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1966 Hm 3 Mint and Used Collections $1,400
In 2 albums, on pages and loose, mint or used, 1st 1914 to
1978 mint collection in album, sparse o.g. to 1937, mostly
complete after that, some Airs; 2nd scattered mostly mint
collection 1875 on to 1960’s, notes on inside page state cat.
$3400 (probably quite old); 3rd collection on pages 1876 to
1976 with earlies used, later mint, additional pages with mint
and used complete 1920’s-30’s sets, loose incl. #479a mint,
few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1967 H
H r Mint Sheets 1948 to 1951 $1,000

N.h., outstanding group of virtually all different sheets of 20
or 30 in mint sheet file, highlights incl. #439-42, 449,
465-66, 473a (part sheet of eight se-tenant blocks of four),
474-77, 501-04, 505-08, 525-26 and 541, mostly all fresh,
review recommended, fine to very fine or better. Scott
$11,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,500/2,500
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1968 H
HH Older Mint Accumulation Web $900

Few hundred n.h. (later) to o.g. in small glassines with minor
dupl. incl. #5, 18 (used), 54 (2), mostly from 72/858, 85-86
good dupl., Airs with C3-7, Offices, scattered used, good
colors throughout, fine to very fine ........... Est. $1,000/1,500

1969 H 1876 to 1965 Collection $800
On Scott pages, 1st page to 1892 used, o.g. after that with
National Parks sheetlets, 1939 on mostly complete, clean,
fine to very fine. Scott $5,000 + (older cat.-higher now 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1970 H
HHm Mint and Used Stock $750

Parallel mint and used in 3 large stockbooks up to about
1980, one of definitives, 2 of commems., very few souvenir
sheets, dupl. up to about 10, mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$25,567 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1971 H Mint Collection 1894 to 1952 $650
Lovely collection on White Ace pages in a binder, most
commems. present from 1894 on incl. #163-66, 222-29,
great assortment of souvenir sheets incl. all seven pre-war
Park sheets, plus post-war 378a, 385a, 456, Moon & Geese
sheet of five (four n.h.), fresh, worth inspection, fine to very
fine. Scott $6,700+ (Owner’s) ................... Est. $750/1,000

1972 H
HH 1875 to 1983 Mint Collection Web $600

In Scott hingeless, sparse early mostly used, 1896 on
reasonably full with n.h. to o.g. from 1937 on, incl. #222a
n.h. (slight tone spot on face), National Parks with souvenir
sheets, few Offices, fine to very fine ................ Est. $700/900

1973 Hm Accumulation in 4 Albums $400
Scott hingeless album nicely filled with mint/used from
Kobans to 1970’s with some better items plus 3 White Ace
albums with more modern material, nice clean lot, fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1974 H Mostly Mint Accumulation $350
Several collections and unsorted culled from Worldwide lots, 
few souvenir sheets, Japan 1954-57 collection incl. FD’s, one 
album with few classics used, 20th Century mostly mint, fine
to very fine, accumulated over the years .............. Est. $500/750

1975 H
HH r Diverse Accumulation in a Box $350

Mint stock incl. full and part sheets of better items from
1940’s-50’s, small quantities of National Parks souvenir
sheets, FDC’s, Postal Stationery, metal engraving covers,
group of mihons, and some Ryukyu, quite a diverse group,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/700

1976 ) Early 20th Century Postcards, etc. $350
Attractive accumulation of over 80, many with commem.
cancels and war related, also covers and Postal Stationery,
incl. 1904 Russo-Japanese War stampless military covers, set 
of Sino-Japanese War color postcards, well worth inspection, 
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1977 m 1899-1907 Chrysanthemums, 1908
Jingo Complete, #91-108, 
113-114, etc. $350
Few thousand dupl. used and apparently identified by JSDA
numbers, incl. some Offices in China and Korea values, few
multiples, one cover, fine to very fine, handwritten notes for
apparently all of the cancels rarely seen with this type of
documentation ................................................. Est. $500/750

1978 H
H 1938 to 1956 National Parks Group $300

N.h., 17 souvenir sheets with folders incl. #306a, plus 9 sets,
all appear n.h. except one souvenir sheet unused. Scott
$2,100 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $500/600

1979 H
H r Mint Block Group $300

Mostly n.h., nice range of pre and post-war blocks of four
and some larger, noteworthy is #222a, others incl. 85-86,
155-58, 526 and 421a (three se-tenant blocks), fine to very
fine or better .................................................. Est. $400/600

1980 BH
H 1937 to 1949 Booklets Web $220

Very fine. J.S.C.A. #B17, B21, B22 ¥133,000 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1981 ) Culled Unprocessed Cover Group
From Stock $200
Few hundred loose, all 20th Century, considerable amount
to U.S., some wrappers incl. internal, dupl. Stationery
usages, corner cards, #10 size, usual condition, unpicked,
fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1982 m Mostly Used Accumulation $200
Thousands in 2 banker boxes, collection/accumulation,
group of thousands on pages, etc. with variety of cancels,
good study lot, fine overall .............................. Est. $300/400

1983 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $200
Thousands in 2 banker boxes, more used than mint, early to
modern in albums, album pages, stockpages, variety of
cancels, few Revenues mixed in, condition varies 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1984 Hm Balance Collection $200
Interesting assortment of mint and used dragons in varying
condition, group of covers from 1947-51 with unusual
cachets incl. 1948 Beauty, 1949 Moon & Geese, #456
imperf pair, 457 Communications sheet and single from
sheet, 508b, etc., and some commercial covers from period,
also 1950 Tiger New Year sheet (498 footnote) mint in
presentation folder, group of 1955-61 FD folders with steel
engravings, 1961 90th Anniversary sheets set of 10, new
issues 1960s-80s in glassines, stockbook with misc. mint,
used, souvenir sheets and more, fun lot, much fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1985 H 1950 Ministry of Postal Services
Presentation Album $200
Circa 1950 presentation folder signed by Japanese House
member Takeo Miki incl. his business card, album featuring
1947-50 mint and souvenir sheets “tipped in” on 24 pages,
incl. #435-46, 456, 479, 498 souvenir sheet, C9-13, etc., cat.
as stamps alone $3300, an unusually fresh and scarce item,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1986 Hm 2 White Ace Albums Mint and Used $200
Mainly 20th Century material to 1965 incl. sets of commems.,
nice range of National Parks sets and souvenir sheets, plus other
useful items from 1940’s-50’s, fine to very fine .... Est. $300/400

1987 ) Postal History and Stationery Group $200
Over 450 items in 6 albums incl. mint/used Postal Stationery
starting with Cherry Blossoms period, Foreign mail postal cards
(few with Chefoo China postmarks), group of aerogrammes and
1920’s-40’s commercial, fine to very fine .............. Est. $300/400
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1988 ) Early Used Postcards Web $150
31, 1880 to 1900, all internal usages, mounted on Lindner
pages, nice cancels, needs a close look, fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1989 S 1961 to 1978 Mihon Collection $130
In 2 Lindner hingeless, mostly complete incl. some souvenir
sheets, Semis incl. #B12-23 incl. corner imprint blocks of 4
(few stuck down), balance n.h. and very fine ... Est. $200/250

1990 Hm Remaindered Collection $100
Mint and used on Minkus pages to 1953, incl. some
National Parks sets, unchecked for cancels, 19th Century
mixed condition, otherwise fine to very fine .... Est. $150/200

1991 ) F.D. Cover Group $100
Few hundred in ¼+ banker box, mostly 1950’s-80’s period
culled from unprocessed stock, priced, some sleeved, incl.
maxi cards, clean, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1992 ) Group of 3 Postcards and 2 Covers Web $100
Three 1876 5R postcards used domestically, two uprated
with ½s Cherry Blossoms and one with 5R Koban plus two
covers to U.S. franked with 5s Silver Wedding or 5s War
Hero, generally fine ....................................... Est. $150/200

Korea

1993 (H) Extensive Presentation Sheets Group $6,000
Rarely seen group of 78 presentation sheets from 1950-57
period ungummed as issued with almost complete run with
many better incl. #PSC37-39, 84-111 plus some Airmails
and Regular issues, generally f-v. f. with occasional corner or
marginal faults, please inspect, fine to very fine 
............................................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1994 H
H Identified Mint Duplicated Stock $3,750

All identified, sorted, quantified, and taped, some earlier
period but mostly #300’s to #1500’s in quantities, some up
to 40+, incl. souvenir sheets, a little back of the book, also
few FD’s, North Korea, clean and ready to be broken down
for retail, originally part of an oldtime dealer stock in the Bay area . 
2016 Scott $67,000 (Owner’s) ................. Est. $5,500/7,500

1995 H
HHm Large Accumulation $850

10 albums/stockbooks incl. 1956-58 presentation album
affixed with better definitive issues, well filled collection in
Minkus album, few stockbooks containing mint/used (many 
n.h.) incl. multiples and full sheets, as well as stock of early
issues from #1 on (some of the early material with toning),
thousands neatly arranged with many better items
throughout, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $1,200/1,500

1996 Hm Holding 1884 to 1980’s $650
Mint and used accumulation on stockpages in a binder,
wealth of material especially in the 1884-1903 classic period,
incl. a study of Scott #35//38 surcharges, well worth
checking for varieties, also post-WWII issues with some
sheets and a large group of mostly CTO North Korea,
additionally a small lot of 15 assorted presentation folders
and booklets with 16th and 18th UPU Congress albums and
two deluxe 1984 Postal Centenary books, interesting group,
substantial cat., great for the specialist, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,200

1997 H
HHm Collection to 1996 $600

2 Scott specialty albums with mint/used on early period and
o.g. or n.h. for later to the end with better sets and souvenir
sheets plus binder of mint dupl., please inspect, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,000

1998 H) Mint Stationery Stock $550
Couple hundred with some dupl., identified, sleeved, and
priced, value in KPC #AG1-6, incl. Specimens, FD cancels, 
retail $6000+, clean, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1999 H
HH r Mint Souvenir Sheets Hoard $400

1960’s-80’s mainly n.h., hundreds of different mostly in
complete sets in binders and glassine envelopes, quite a
variety usually in small quantities each, please inspect, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

2000 H
H North and South N.H. Group $300

Group of sets and souvenir sheets from both Korea’s mainly
from 1970’s to 1990’s period, nice clean lot, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

2001 Hm r North, Early Issues Accumulation Web $250
About 150, majority mint with dupl. incl. some blocks of 4,
better items incl. mint #6, used 18, 19-20, fine or better
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

2002 H Mint Accumulation/Collection $250
20th Century with min. sheets, on pages 1954 to 1982, in
glassines (dupl.), also Ryukyu mint blocks in glassines, etc.,
fine to very fine, accumulated over the years ....... Est. $350/450

2003 Hm) 1946 Liberation Period Collection Web $200
Oldtime annotated collection, extensive group of mint and
used (incl. blocks), dupl. range of FDC’s and a wide range of
Emancipation Postal Stationery items mint and used with
various postmarks, few Revenues, propaganda leaflets,
remarkable group, overall very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

2004 H
HHm Mint and Used Accumulation $130

N.h. to o.g., noted 1945-1951 Department of Communications
album incl. Flag set, group of about 80 used souvenir sheets,
misc. on album pages and glassines incl. some older, little bit of
North Korea, much fine to very fine ................... Est. $200/300

2005 H
H Small Select Mint Group Web $100

Mostly n.h., mostly low end Falcons in n.h. blocks, also
Barefoot #1-4, mostly fine to very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection
. Scott $500 + (hinged) ................................. Est. $140/170

2006 H
H Kosovo, 2001 to 2017 Mint $130

N.h., appears complete except for parts of 2016-17, clean,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

Liechtenstein

2007 H 1912 to 2016 Collection Web $1,400
In Lindner hingeless album and Scott Specialty album,
comprehensive collection with complete Airs, Vaduz souvenir
sheet and various better sets with #1-3, 1a-3a, 47a-49a pairs,
54-69 set with various perfs, 74-80, 82-89, 94-107, 108-10,
114, 115, 116-29, 130-31, 159a, 218 sheet of four, 259-60 with 
perf varieties, 264, 287-88, B1-21+, C1-27, O1-8, O9-10
and O11-20, condition much better than usual and appears
mostly sound, generally fine to very fine. ..... Est. $2,000/3,000
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2008 H
HH Albums and Stockbook $700

7 albums and stockbook filled with dupl. range of mint
complete sets with better items throughout (many n.h.),
careful inspection recommended, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2009 H
HH 1912 to 2018 Mint Collection Web $650

In 4 Scott albums, o.g. to 1935, then n.h., appears complete
except for #115 and parts of 1940’s, no C1-C14 or O1-O29,
clean, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2010 H
HH Collection to 2006 $600

Lighthouse hingeless album plus Minkus pages with all o.g.
or n.h. with better material incl. #1-3, 80, 94//107, 114,
B4-6, B7-10, C1-5, C7-8, C9-13, plus others, nice clean lot,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $800/1,200

2011 H
H r 1954 to 1990 Collection $200

N.h. in Lighthouse hingeless, also 85 sheetlets for same
period on Lighthouse pages, old cat., clean, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

Luxembourg

2012 Hm Two Albums to 2004 $750
Starting with dupl. range of early issues (mostly used) then
mostly mint 20th Century with better items throughout incl.
Semi-postals, useful range of Officials, well presented
collection with high cat., fine to very fine ... Est. $1,000/1,500

2013 H
HHm 1891 to 2017 Collection $375

In 4 Scott albums, mixed mint and used until 1951, then
virtually complete n.h. with just a few missing or used,
Semi-postals hit and miss until 1958, then virtually complete, 
rest of Back-of-Book weak, clean ................... Est. $600/800

2014 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $300
In Lighthouse hingeless album to 1977, virtually complete
with earlies used from 1852, occasional dupl., 1914 on mint
or used, 1927 on virtually all mint, missing expensive items,
also Officials, Dues mint or used, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

2015 H
HHm Mint and Used Stockbook $250

Stockbook jammed with thousands from beginning and
mainly o.g. or n.h. from middle period to end, incl.
Back-of-Book material, please look carefully, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

2016 H
HH 20th Century Collection $200

Schaubek album with clean 20th Century sets/singles o.g. or
n.h. with many better items incl. to early 1980’s, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

2017 H
H Macao N.H. 1983 to 2005 $200

Nice run of sets and souvenir sheets from this period in Scott
specialty album, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

2018 H Manchukuo Complete Mint Collection Web $425
L.h. to o.g., mounted on pages, except #30 used, couple of
extras, fine to very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection . Scott $1,800+ 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

See lots 207-208

2019 ) Manchukuo Covers and Postcard
Group Web $300
Oldtime annotated collection of about 67 covers, and
postcards (incl. Military) mint and used, many with Japanese 
adhesives, few mint and used adhesives with some on pieces
with complete cancels, many colorful items, fine to very fine,
Ex Winnipeg collection ..................................... Est. $400/500

2020 Hm Manchukuo Collection 1932 to 1945 $300
Neat mint and used collection on quad pages in an Elbe
album, featuring #1-18 (both mint and used), 30 used, C1-4 
mint blocks of four, 142-45 blocks of four on censored FDC
Harbin to Tokyo etc., clean and fresh, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $400/500

Mexico

2021 H
H Mint Collection 1991-2012 $450

Scott Specialty hingeless album with virtually complete run
of n.h. issues incl. souvenir sheets and mini-sheets, a difficult
unit to assemble, fine to very fine. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

2022 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $400
Banker box containing high cat. collection in Scott Specialty
album 1856 to 1990 plus Lighthouse album with better sets
from 1940’s and 2 misc. stockbooks with dupl., etc, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

2023 H Collection of Mint Airmails Web $300
Few hundred 1922 to 1980, mostly o.g. in Scott album incl.
#C1, C26-27, C51-53, C93a (dist. o.g.), and lots of modern
issues, fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/500

2024 m) Covers and Revenues $250
Interesting 19th & 20th Century accumulation of 75 covers
and 10 fronts, incl. stampless, Civil War issues, mixed
franking, Airmail etc., also collection on pages with more
than 300 various Revenues, well worth inspection 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

2025 m Collection 1862 to 1982 $150
Mostly used collection in Specialty album and additional
group on pages, worth a look .......................... Est. $250/350

2026 ) 1928 to 1931 First Flight Covers $100
25 on quadrille pages, some written up, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2027 Hm Early 20th Century Accumulation $100
Few thousand sorted on manila stockpages in binder from
#355 to 603, some in mint blocks, few Revenues, some
heavier dupl., smoky odor, condition varies .... Est. $150/200

Monaco

2028 H
HH Collection 1885 to 2013 Web $3,500

In hingeless albums with virtually complete run of mint sets
and singles, o.g. to n.h. with everything except for #B18,
incl. all other better items such as 1-10, 11-29, 110-30, B2-8,
B9-17, C27-29, J4, J18, J21-26, 1949 Red Cross perf/imperf 
mini-sheets with and without surcharge (4), UPU and Royal 
Wedding deluxe sheets (perf/imperf), etc., an impressive
offering with substantial cat., fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,000
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2029 H
HH Extensive 1885 to 1969 Collection $1,500

Comprehensive collection in Minkus album starting with
mint #1-9, 11-29 (less 28), 110-30, 176, the four 1949 Red
Cross perf/imperf mini-sheets (with and without
surcharges), B2-7, B19-23, B26-35, B36-50, C27-29,
C41-44, CB1-14, J21-26, etc., a nice clean o.g. or n.h.
collection (early period mixed condition as can be expected),
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

2030 H
H Collection 1969 to 2000 $600

4 Davo hingeless albums filled with colorful run of sets,
souvenir sheets, booklets, mini-sheets etc for period, didn’t
notice anything missing and appears to be mostly n.h., very
clean lot, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $800/1,000

2031 Hm Collection 1885 to 1990 $500
2 Minkus albums pretty well filled mint or used incl. early
issues with better items and Back-of-Book, booklets,
souvenir sheets, etc., please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

2032 H
HH Mint Collection $150

1 volume Minkus, primarily mint with strength in issues
from about 1950-1980, few early classics, none of the major
values are present, collection consists of nice selection of
useful sets, much n.h., fine to very fine ............ Est. $250/300

2033 Hm Nepal Basic Mint and Used Collection Web $60
On pages to 1964 with early issues used, later in mint
complete sets, a few questionable items, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $100/150

2034 H) Nepal Mint Stationery Stock Web $50
Few hundred mostly Aerogrammes dupl. representing
around 15 diff. designs, mostly 1950’s to 1960’s period, some 
dupl. with cto cancels, also incl. pack of 100 of Postal Card of
20p values, clean group, inspect, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $100/150

Netherlands & Colonies

2035 Hm Mint and Used Collection to 2002 $2,000
6 hingeless albums with nice run to 1950’s with dupl., incl.
seldom seen solid group of syncopated perfs issues, along
with useful Airmails, Officials, Postage Dues, 1914
internment camp, album of booklets and album of
mini-sheets (both to 2002), fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

2036 H) Extensive Mint Stationery Stock $625
1240 singles or sets, mostly early to mid 20th period
identified by Michel numbers, priced and sleeved, minor
dupl, mostly $2-$10 range clean, total retail $7642, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................... Est. $800/1,000

2037 H
HHm Antilles and Surinam to 1992 $600

4 Lighthouse hingeless (2 Netherlands Antilles to 1984 and
2 Surinam to 1992) mostly mint o.g. to n.h. with used dupl.
(better items throughout), fine to very fine .. Est. $800/1,200

2038 H) Colonies Mint Stationery Stock $550
673, mostly classic incl. Peace & Commerce, identified by
Higgins & Gage and/or Michel numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, incl. Indies, mostly $3-$10 range, clean, 
taped with retail total $6818, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $700/900

2039 H 1894 to 1924 Complete Sets,
#40-53, 55//81, 63-66 Web $400
O.g., virtually complete for period, fresh, fine to very fine.
Scott $3,872 ................................................... Est. $500/650

2040 H
HHm Netherlands & Colonies Collection $200

Schaubek album with minimal Regular postage, a few
Semi-postals, but incl. more Dues and Officials (mostly used),
as well as Antilles to 1969 (mixed mint and used to 1951, then
mint), Indies (mostly used), New Guinea (mint), and Suriname 
to 1969 (mixed mint and used to 1951, then mint), modern
collection in Safe hingeless album from 1961 to 1984 incl.
Semi-postals, plus a stockbook of mint and some album pages
with some earlies used, generally fine to very fine . Est. $300/400

2041 H
H New Issues 2000 to 2008 $200

N.h., on album pages from this period incl. souvenir sheets,
mini-sheets, booklets, Semi-postals issues, etc., high original new
issue cost, very fine. Scott $1,400 (Owner’s) ......... Est. $300/400

2042 H Netherlands Indies Japanese
Occupation Collection Web $600
Oldtime annotated collection, extensive group of hundreds
of mint, used and covers/postal cards (some with scarce
usages) plus Revenues and Bank Notes, few Sarawak
adhesives, most of the regional overprints are represented
and annotated for this popular area, must be inspected, fine to 
very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2043 H New Caledonia Mint Collection $300
1892 to 2013, hinged on homemade pages in 5 volumes, incl.
#182-207, nearly complete from 252, incl. souvenir sheets,
booklets and Back-of-Book, fine to very fine .. Est. $450/550

2044 Hm Norway Collection 1855 to 1998 Web $2,000
Two Lighthouse albums used to about 1910, mint from then on
with used dupl. throughout (usual mixed condition of the
earlies), nice range of mint 20th Century materials to the end
(o.g. to n.h.) with group of booklets (some early), please take a
closer look, high cat. value, fine to very fine ... Est. $3,000/4,000

2045 H
HH Norway Collection to 2008 $450

N.h. to o.g., 3 hingeless albums starting with #1 used plus
other used to about 1940’s, then mint o.g. or n.h. with
virtually complete run of sets/singles, souvenir sheets,
booklets, etc. from 1970’s to the end (high new issues cost),
fine to very fine. Scott $4,500+ (Owner’s) ..... Est. $600/800

2046 Hm Norway Collection 1855 to 1970 $300
Safe hingeless album with mint/used starting with #1 used
then range of better items throughout to the end (mixed
condition on the earlies as usual), please inspect, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $4,400 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $500/700

2047 H r Panama 1887-1936 F.D.R. Album Web $1,400
Description read in part; “Magnificent leather bound
Presentation album, 14.5"x9.5" gold embossed with inscription
‘Sellos De Panama’ and metal coat of arms; parchment pages with 
silk ribbon, pockets interleaved by pages with printed inscription
regarding the various issues, album contains about 470 stamps,
issues of 1887-1936, nearly all o.g. or unused, mostly blocks of 4
with many complete sets, album bound in special wooden case
with plush lining with inlaid lid, showing map of Panama”, album 
now contains over 450 stamps so some have been removed, every
page bears the H.R. Harmer-Roosevelt collection handstamp on
reverse, fabulous and beautiful display piece, given to President
Franklin Roosevelt, originally offered in the FDR collection sale on Feb
5, 1946 unique .............................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
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2048 H
HH r Peru Modern Mint Collection $200

Two Scott albums starting from 1940’s well into 1990’s,
many n.h. incl. many blocks, fine to very fine .. Est. $300/400

2049 m) Peru Hoard in 3 Boxes $150
2 boxes of mainly used in glassines, stockbooks, stockpages
and glassines, incl. one stockbook of town cancels and some
covers incl. group of about 50 19th Century U.S. cities
named ‘Peru’, rather disorganized, also one box of literature,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $250/350

2050 Hm Poland Collection 1918 to 1982 $900
Two separate collections in Scott albums with mint/used with 
many better items incl. #B31, C26A, etc., we note somewhat
dupl. range of material, fine to very fine. Scott $8,000+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,200/1,500

2051 Hm Poland 1964 to 2002 in 6 Volumes $350
KaBe hingeless albums with solid run of n.h. sets plus
mint/used dupl., some FDC’s and misc. used items,
commem. postmarks, etc., fine to very fine. Scott $3,500
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/600

2052 ) Poland Group of 100 General
Government Covers $130
Mix of commercial and philatelic and postcards housed in
small binder, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

Portugal & Colonies

2053 Hm Collection 1853 to 1941 Web $2,800
Valuable solid collection in Davo hingeless album loaded
with complete sets o.g. and used, starting with used #17-33,
49 (with cert), 51a, then all mint incl. 52-56, 57-66, 67-78,
81-87, 88-96, 97-109, 110-31, 132-46, 147-54, 185-92,
207-23 (less 219), 227//54 almost complete with all key
values here, 298I-U, etc. to the end, an impressive offering
with nice range of Back-of-Book material as well, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

2054 H Portugal & Colonies Plus Spain $450
Scott album with Portugal used earlies, then o.g. incl.
#315-45, 422-36, 575-78, 595-602, 605-14, C1-10 plus
modern new issues, Spain on album pages incl. C12-17 and
one album of Portuguese Colonies with Angola to Zambezia
mint/used with virtually all areas represented, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

2055 Hm Colonies 1870 to 1969 $400
Mint and used general collection in album with Colonies from
Angola to Zambezia represented incl. Kionga and Tete
complete mint, various complete sets throughout, careful review 
recommended, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $500/750

2056 S Portugal & Colonies, 1924 Punched
Specimens Web $350
Ungummed, selection of 19 singles, strips and blocks on 3
stockcards, some indicate print corrections, a few with stains,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................... Est. $350/400

2057 Hm Portugal & Colonies Collection $300
Hinged on handmade pages, some modern in mounts
possibly n.h., one volume Portugal mixed and used 1854 to
about 1965, then mostly mint to 1985, two volumes Colonies
mixed and used with best being Macau to 1991, 19th
Century typical condition, 20th Century generally fine to
very fine, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $500/600

2058 Hm Two Volumes 1853 to 1992 $300
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in well-filled
Minkus album with early classics and a general run of
material to 1985 incl. attractive group of 13 different mint
souvenir sheets from 1940-47 (594a//701a cat. $1100+),
also album with later issues, substantial cat., generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

2059 H
H Mint Collection 1997-2004 $200

Scott specialty album with virtually complete run of n.h. sets,
souvenir sheets, mini-sheets, etc. for the period, high new
issue cost, fine to very fine. Scott approximately $1,400
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

2060 Hm Romania Collection in Scott Album Web $450
Few thousand 1862 to 1968, nice group of early used issues,
some o.g. sets and later c.t.o. sets, o.g. Semi-postal and
Airmails sets virtually complete incl. souvenir sheets, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

2061 Hm Romania Albums/Stockbook $300
3 Lighthouse hingeless, one Scott specialty and stockbook
containing mint/used to 1987 with Scott album being dupl.
collection, thousands mostly in sets, please inspect, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

2062 Hm Romania Filled Collection $200
Mint and used, thousands on Minkus pages with Scott
numbers annotated, high degree of completion from 1872
Paris printings to 1980s, with values to $30, and some good
Back of-Book, most mint in mounts, also pick book with a
thousand or so dupl., fine to very fine .............. Est. $250/350

Russia

See lots 182-183, 195-197

2063 Hm Russia and Area Collection to 1989 $2,200
7 Schaubek albums loaded with complete sets from mainly
used at beginning (some mixed condition as usual) to mainly
mint on later issues (with dupl.) with better and useful
materials throughout, plus nice section of mint/used Offices
in Turkey/Levant, please inspect as there is a high total cat.
value here, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $3,000/4,000

2064 H) Mint Stationery Stock $850
368, sleeved, identified by Michel #, and priced, few dupl.,
about ½ postal cards, some wrappers, some entires, mostly
clean, retail $9975, scarce group, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $1,000/1,200

2065 Hm Soviet Union Collection to 1956 Web $500
Mostly used and mostly complete in Lindner hingeless
albums, incl. few dupl. used (on reverse) with mint, perf
varieties, Semis, Airs, many complete sets, a few souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine ................................. Est. $750/1,000

2066 Hm Mostly Used in 3 Volumes $400
Scott Specialty albums with mostly used to 1960’s then
mostly mint thereafter to mid 1970’s with lots of sets and
singles, please inspect, fine to very fine ........... Est. $600/800

2067 H
HHm Mint and Used Collection $325

Mostly used to about 1967, then mint to 1993, largely
complete from about 1975, some Offices and States, best
noted were #1132-46 and 1145a n.h., C15-19 o.g., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750
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2068 Hm Russia and Area Group $250
Scott album with mint and used from 1860’s to 1978 pretty
well filled from mid 1950’s, plus stockbook with thousands
neatly organized by Scott order from #19 well into the
modern period, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600

2069 ) Postal History Group $200
Assortment of over 60 19th & 20th Century covers, cards
and Postal Stationery, incl. tri-view panorama card of
Russian street in Dairen, Manchuria, other view cards are
various Port Arthur Cossacks with railway cancel etc., also
various covers, Postal Stationery and modern postal cards,
interesting lot, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $300/400

2070 m Mostly Used Accumulation $150
In glassines, mostly late 1940’s to 1960’s period, also incl.
#39 (cat. $1000 - full o.g., small corner crease), fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

2071 H
H 9 Mint Sets $150

N.h., consisting of #202-206, 573-576, 625-628, 718-720,
767-771 (dist. gum, priced hinged), 817-823, 878-885,
992A-1001, 1277-1279, fine to very fine, very fine. 2017
Scott $472 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

St. Pierre & Miquelon

2072 H
HH Mint Collection to 2008 $750

Collection on Scott pages mostly o.g. or n.h. with #1-4 mint,
10a used on piece, 12 used, 58 mint, 60//78 mint, etc. and
nice group of mint sets from 1950’s to 2008 incl. Airmails,
useful lot from this popular area with high cat. value, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2073 H Mint Collection to 2014 Web $500
In Scott Specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional n.h.
(for souvenir sheets and blocks), nearly complete from 1906
on except 1941-42 issues, partial coverage before, earlies with 
typical centering, otherwise fine to very fine . Est. $750/1,000

2074 H
HH Collection 1932 to 1993 $300

O.g. (some later n.h.) on handmade pages, incl. Airmails, Dues,
couple of booklets and deluxe sheets, fine.............. Est. $350/450

2075 H Mint Collection $250
1892 to 2013, hinged on homemade pages in 2 volumes,
virtually complete from #300, incl. souvenir sheets, a few
booklets, and Back-of-Book, fine to very fine . Est. $450/550

2076 H
H Mint Stock $250

Mostly n.h. dupl. range (up to 3) of singles and sets to 1990’s
with substantial cat., fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500

2077 H El Salvador Specialized Collection Web $600
To 1911 on Scott pages plus numerous well annotated quadrille
pages featuring cancels, varieties, forgeries and reprints,
Revenues, cut squares, the Officials incl. extensive section of
1914 issue, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $1,000/1,200

2078 H
HH San Marino Collection 1879 to 2013 Web $4,000

Valuable and extensive mint collection in 2 Lighthouse
hingeless albums virtually complete for period o.g. to n.h. incl.
1-24 with few extras (7a and 17 with certs), 25-28, 40-76,
134-38, 143-50, 151-54, 278-93, C1-10, C11-16, J1-9, J10-18,
J19-36, J37-51, J52-60, etc., with many other good items, plus
an album with modern min-sheets, an impressive collection with 
high cat. value, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $5,000/7,000

2079 H
H r Saudi Arabia Mostly 1970’s Mint $500

N.h. in large quantities in part sheets, incl. extensive group of 
#691-711, 5 sets 731-751, 7 sets 691-711 all gutter pairs
(some with gutter #s), oil rig design, some better 1950’s
period incl. #205-207, few Airs, high cat. value, clean
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2080 H) Serbia Classic Mint Stationery $300
Couple hundred, all identified by Michel, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl., clean, retail $3000-3500  Est. $400/500

2081 m) Somalia Town Cancel Collection Web $250
In alpha order documented on pages, about 45 covers and
many adhesives (some on pieces) in alpha order incl. #9 with
Brava cancels, Merca FD, rare villages, some mint and used
Stationery, etc., attractive collection ............... Est. $350/450

Spain & Colonies

2082 Hm Intact Collection Web $600
Mint and used in Palo album, classics mostly used with some
certs incl. #10-11, 84, 209, 221 used, 1878 issue on mostly
complete with 1905 issue mint, 1930 train and 1931
monastery sets and later mint or used to 1951, incl. back of
the book with Semis, Airs, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $1,000/1,400

2083 H Spain & Colonies Mostly Mint
Collection Web $500
Spain to 2015 in 2 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with 
some n.h. (souvenir sheets and blocks), scattered mint and
used to 1938, then mint nearly complete, Colonies in
additional Scott Specialty albums plus loose Scott pages, incl. 
Spanish Andorra nearly complete to 2013, Spanish Morocco
to 1955 (mostly used to 1935), Cape Juby and a few other
small countries, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $750/1,000

2084 Hm Mint and Used in Scott Album $300
Useful group starting with extensive used early issues then
mint/used #255-70, 272-86 (mint, except 40c used), better
Airmails with C1-5 used, C12-17 mint and others, worth a
closer look, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $400/500

2085 Hm Mint and Used to 2001 $300
2 Scott specialty albums with usual early used, mint 20th
Century with few better incl. 1930 Train set, better Airmails
and a nice run of modern issues to the end, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

2086 H
H Collection 1952 to 1889 $200

2 lighthouse hingeless albums with n.h. run for the period
(few used), a nice clean lot, fine to very fine. Scott $1,450
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

2087 Hm Spain & Colonies 1854 to 1994 $200
Mint and used collection in three Specialty albums, Colonies
mostly mint, Spain mixed mint and used with various
complete sets and some souvenir sheets, generally fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

2088 H
H) Oldtime Civil War Group Web $100

N.h., 100 plus in complete sets plus souvenir sheets in old
glassines, also 6 covers (5 addressed to Rotterdam), needs a
little bit of sorting out, fine to very fine lot ....... Est. $150/200
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2089 H Colonies Collection $60
Bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mostly mint in 2 
volumes hinged on handmade pages to roughly 1960’s to
1980’s with many complete sets, some modern in mounts
possibly n.h., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $100/150

2090 H
HHm Sweden in 6 Albums $1,500

4 Lighthouse and 2 Davo hingeless albums 1872-2002
starting with usual mint/used with dupl., then o.g. or n.h.
incl. #197-212, 213-28, 248-62, J1-11, J12-22, O1-11, etc.,
fine to very fine. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

2091 Hm Sweden in 2 Albums $400
2 Scott Specialty with one volume mint (many n.h.) starting
from 1910 to 1985 with numerous sets/singles and one
volume used plus mixed mint/used Semi-postals, Airmails,
Postage Dues and Parcel Post, high cat., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

2092 Hm Sweden Dealer’s Stock $250
From #7 to 2163 mint, used or both all priced and identified
in four stockbooks and one sales book, incl. booklets, sheets
and back-of-book, most are 1 to 5 of each, cat. appears to be
from couple year ago, great for show dealer as all the work is
done, retails $14,508, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Switzerland

2093 H
HHm Collection to 2004 Web $3,500

4 Schaubek hingeless albums containing very clean
collection incl. many better mint (many n.h.) throughout
with Airmails, Semi-postals and Officials complete for the
period (few used), better souvenir sheets (incl. 1934
NABA), and solid run of commems. as well plus a useful
representation of the classic era (mixed condition as usual),
please take a closer look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,500/5,500

2094 Hm 1845 to 1974 Mint Collection Web $3,000
In Scott specialty album, classics mostly used incl. #1L4,
2L2, #2 with Friedl cert., #5a with Holcombe cert., 1905
basic issues on complete except #105a, and mint (few cheap
values used) from #128 on, Semis complete mint (few cheap
values used) with better souvenir sheets n.h., Airs complete
virtually all mint, some Dues mint or used, better Officials
complete either mint or used except #1Ø6, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century fine to very fine, cat.
value overall higher then noted on pages ... Est. $4,000/5,000

2095 m Collection to 2000 $900
5 hingeless albums with early used as usual (mixed
condition) and o.g. to n.h. from about 1900 incl. many better
with 1930’s-50’s souvenir sheets (1934 NABA, etc.), used
PAX set, plus useful range of Semi-postals, Airmails and
extensive Officials group, please inspect, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

2096 H
HH Military Labels Collection $550

Approx. 2000 n.h. and o.g. (few scattered used) organized on 
manila stockpages in 5 binders, various military units,
excellent variety with minor dupl., great lot for study or stock, 
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

2097 Hm Accumulation From Various Estates $450
Mint and used in banker box, incl. used from classics on,
dupl. on stockpages, pages, loose, in glassines, on stockcards
incl. scattered better incl. se-tenants identified per Zumstein,
better sheetlets incl. 1953 “Insect” sheet of 24 (2), fine to very 
fine overall, accumulated over the years .............. Est. $600/800

2098 H
HHm Mint and Used Back-of-Book Collection $200

Mounted in Scott album, consists of Semis, Airs, and few
after not counted, n.h. (cat. $784) to o.g. ($1106) and used
(cat. $479), virtually all complete sets with few souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine, inventory incl. 2009 Scott $2,400 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

2099 H
HHm Interesting Collector Accumulation Web $180

Few hundred incl. n.h. sets and souvenir sheets, tete-beche
pairs and blocks mint and used, Officials incl. n.h.,
5Ø6-5Ø25, 7Ø18-7Ø20, 1912 10rp semi-postal issue mint
and used, Ausser Kurs overprints on 1881 issues, few early
mint postcards and few proofs, worth a close look, fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

2100 Hm 1850 to 2000 Mostly Used Collection $100
Mounted on Scott albums pages and housed in binder, light
in 19th Century, mint is hinged, Semi-postal issues incl.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

2101 Hm Tannu Tuva Mint and Used
Accumulation Web $300
About 500 on Vario pages, some dupl., also incl. is Herm
Island and Lundy, fine to very fine ................. Est. $400/500

Thailand

2102 H
HHm Collection 1947 to 2004 $650

4 Lighthouse hingeless albums starting with mint/used to
1955 then o.g. or n.h. from then on (many with used dupl.),
incl. 348-62A, 397-411A, B38-40, etc., fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,200

2103 H
H r Modern Mint Collection $500

N.h., 1971 to 1996 singles and 1980 to 1997 blocks of 4,
virtually complete for periods, also 10 sheets of 100 each of
#331 and 390 (folded), and some o.g. 1960’s blocks and
1969 U.P.U. presentation booklet, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

2104 H
H N.H. Accumulation to 2000’s $500

Sets and souvenir sheets, wide range of materials in small
quantities (up to 20) incl. many better 513-16 (8 at $27 each), 
983-92 (4 at $18 each), 2125c (20 at $24 each), etc., plus
good souvenir sheets incl. perf/imperf varieties and also few
sheets of 100, a clean fresh lot with high cat value 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

2105 H
H Modern Group $400

N.h., 5 albums with virtually complete run 1980’s to 2011
with singles, sets, souvenir sheets, mini-sheets, colorful
group, fine to very fine. Scott $2,300 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

2106 H
HHm Mint and Used $350

Banker box filled with early to modern incl. 1890’s
surcharges, n.h. sets and souvenir sheets, Revenues, etc. plus
extensive range of cancellations from Rama V to Rama VII
periods neatly mounted on pages (1500+ incl. multiples),
interesting lot worth closer inspection ............ Est. $500/700
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2107 H
HHm Dealer’s Stock Mint and Used $250

In 11 counter books plus box filled with glassine envelopes
and sales cards starting with 1883 first issue to 1999, latter
being n.h. material, many in blocks of 4, quite a bit of cat.
here, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $400/500

2108 H
HHm Mint and Used Collection $250

In Global album to 1995, earlies somewhat filled incl.
surcharges to 1960’s mostly used, 1970 on complete with
some dupl. used, mostly fine to very fine ......... Est. $400/600

2109 BH
H Booklet Collection 1980 to 1997 $250

Virtually complete run of 267 different complete booklets for
the period (missing only a couple), all P.O. fresh incl. many
better/higher cat. items (inventory incl.), clean. Scott
approximately $1,400 .................................... Est. $350/450

2110 Hm 1905 to 2001 Collection $150
Many hundreds on album pages, early issues used, mostly
o.g. sets from 1961 on incl. #362A, 397-411a, 442-449,
605-619, fine or better .................................... Est. $250/300

2111 H Timor 1885 to 1972 Mint Collection $200
Mix of unused, o.g. and n.h. with just a few used in mounts
on album pages, Ceres and 1935 issue incomplete, otherwise
virtually complete incl. Back-of-Book, plus a few varieties,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

Turkey

2112 H Highly Specialized Collection Web $6,500
Predominantly mint and highly specialized collection of
1863-2007 issues housed in fourteen albums or stockbooks,
incl. 1863-64 first issue, thick paper 20pa., 1pi., 1865-76 Duloz
issue with 1865 color trials (six of each value) 25pi. red-orange,
1867 25pi. vermilion, proofs, blocks, varieties, reprints, 1884-86 
25pi. black, 1891 printed matter 10pa. to 5pi., 1892 2pi.
Tête-bêche pair and block of four, 5pi. dull purple “50” at upper 
right, 1894 printed matter 5pi. dull purple “50” at upper right,
1901 overprint and 1908 internal postage sets, 1901, 1901 1905
overprint Foreign postage sets, varieties, 1908 Printed Matter
set, 1909 set and printed matter set, 1911 Sultans Visit, 1913
G.P.O. Constantinople set, 1914 200pi., 1915 10pi. On 100pi.
surcharge inverted, 1915 Star and crescent issue with many
varieties 1917 Bulls head overprinted with many varieties, 1922
War Orphans sets with and without overprints, 1923 Izmir set,
1923-26 with values to 500pi, with varieties, 1924 Treaty, 1926
to 200g, 1927 and 1928 Izmir sets, 1929-30 New Currency,
1930 Railway, 1933 Suffragettes, 1934 Izmir, fantastic and
largely complete range of later issues with miniature sheets,
Postage Dues, Officials, Red Crescent with 1912 and 1915
se-tenant strips of five, Obligatory Tax, Aviation Fund with
1926 set, 1927 set, 1930 5L. on 15g. (Scott RAC 23),
Alexandretta, Hatay, etc., condition throughout mostly fine to
very fine, needs close inspection ............... Est. $10,000/15,000

2113 H
HH Turkey and Northern Cypress

Collection Web $500
In 2 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with some in
mounts (for souvenir sheets and blocks), mixed mint and
used thru #757, then appears to be all mint, largely complete
from #554 to year 2012 incl. Back-of-Book for same period,
also incl. Alexandretta, Cilicia and Hatay, plus Palo
hingeless album for Northern Cypress for 1974 to 2012 with
hit and miss coverage until about 1998, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2114 ) Cover Group Web $300
13 covers and 4 postcards incl. German Offices in Turkey,
French Offices in Cilicie, India to Smyrna, Cilicie
(philatelic), Turkey to Switzerland, also 6 unused postcards
from the area, mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $300/350

2115 Hm) Accumulation in Small Box $250
Some on pages (incl. cancels) or in glassines, but much loose,
incl. sheet, blocks and some covers, who knows what you will
find, mixed condition ..................................... Est. $400/600

2116 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $250
One mostly mint collection on album pages to 1952 with
some Colonies and Offices incl. Foreign Offices in Turkey,
one mint collection in stockbook to 1950, one binder of mint
and used on stockpages concentrated on 1920’s with dupl.,
much fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $400/500

2117 H
HHm Turkish Cyprus Mint and Used $750

Thousands, majority n.h. dupl. stock, majority 1980’s-90’s
period with dupl. up to approx. 100, some in complete sets,
clean, fine to very fine. 2008 Scott $17,000 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

2118 H
HHm Uruguay Collection to 2009 $1,000

Two Scott specialty albums filled with mint/used in the early
period and predominantly mint o.g. to n.h. from 1950’s to
end with nice range of Airmails incl. C14-60 both mint and
used, etc., please look closely as this is an extensive offering
seldom seen from this area with high cat., fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

Vatican City

2119 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $600
On Minkus pages, incl. used #36, 38-40, Air Tobias set
mint, mostly complete sets to 1982, fine to very fine. 2012
Scott $4,500+ ............................................... Est. $750/900

2120 H
HH Mint in Lighthouse Album $400

Collection to 1982 o.g. or n.h., complete for period except for
#35-40 and C20-21, everything else is here, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

2121 H
HH Collection 1929 to 1998 $400

N.h. to o.g., virtually complete in immaculate Lighthouse
hingeless album, incl. #35-40, all souvenir sheets, a few
booklets and Roman States, fine to very fine or better. Scott
$5,800+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $500/750

2122 H
HH Collection to 1985 $300

Scott hingeless album with o.g. on earlier issues and n.h. later
with better items incl. #41-46, 47-54, 122-31, 155a,
C16-17, C18-19, J1-6, etc., fine to very fine ... Est. $400/500

2123 H
H 1940’s Errors Web $140

N.h. group of 8 except 5L single l.h., some signed, couple
surcharge values light gum toning, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

2124 H
HHm Venezuela Collection to 1998 Web $2,000

Extensive collection in 3 Scott Specialty albums with mainly used
to 1940 then mint (many n.h.) to 1998 incl. #324 and 325-42
used, then mint 380-87, C47-63, C164-80, complete unit of the
Arms issues (both Regular and Airmails), plus modern
mini-sheets, etc., a nice solid collection from 1940’s to the end
with high cat., please inspect, fine to very fine ... Est. $3,000/4,000
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2125 m Venezuela Mostly Used Collection 
to 1960 Web $110
On quadrille pages, incl. classics, #71-73 mint, Guatana
locals, few covers, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $150/200

2126 H Wallis & Futuna Mint Collection $300
1920 to 2013, hinged on homemade pages in 3 volumes,
appears to be missing only #96, 110, 122, 126A-F and
J24-36, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $500/600

2127 H
HH Yugoslavia Mint Collection 1918 

to 1991 $1,000
Excellent collection in Minkus album complete for period
o.g. or n.h. with sets and souvenir sheets and good items
throughout incl. 1949 Train perf/imperf souvenir sheets
both mint and used, 1952 Olympic perf/imperf sets, 1953
Esperanto Airmail, etc. plus others, nice clean lot with high
cat., fine to very fine ................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2128 H
HH Yugoslavia & Area in 4 Albums $300

4 Palo albums with mostly o.g./n.h. to 1999 with better items
incl. #C33 perf/imperf, C55, etc., plus some Montenegro
and Serbia incl. 87-97 in part sheets of 50, fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/600

Foreign General Collections

2129 Hm) Better Group with Covers Web $10,000
About 50 items in binder, about 70% mint and used stamps
and 30% covers, mostly Europe and Latin America, largest
groups are Italy & States and Austria, a few certs, total retail
$30,750, generally fine or better ........... Est. $10,000/11,000

2130 Hm Midrange Stock $7,500
Mint and used sets and singles in 48 counter books in 2
carrying cases, retail $10 up to about $200 with a few higher
in Portugal, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, Ex Right Stamp Co. 
............................................................. Est. $12,000/15,000

2131 H
HHm Diverse Accumulation Web $2,700

In stockbook, noted Belgium #B458a, Italy #2447 value
omitted (Sassone 2370Aa - 20 copies), Switzerland #10
(2015 Calves cert.), group of Portugal souvenir sheets, large
group of French “sans valuer” test stamps, other interesting
items, some suspect, fine to very fine ......... Est. $2,700/3,000

2132 H Modern Mint Collection $2,200
Hinged on homemade pages in 56 volumes, incl. 15 volumes
of France & Colonies and 16 volumes of Scandinavia with
much Denmark, rest Europe, Asia and Latin America, no
Commonwealth, start and end dates vary greatly, little before
1930’s, some go to 2013, best seen in quick look was
Denmark #145-54 n.h., generally fine to very fine
 ................................................................ Est. $3,500/4,500

2133 H
H r Europa Collection 1981-2008 $1,400

Beautiful and colorful n.h. collection in 11 Safe hingeless
albums virtually complete for period from participating
countries incl. mini-sheets, souvenir sheets and few specialty
items, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $2,000/2,500

2134 H
HHm Scandinavia Accumulation $1,300

Mint and used Denmark, Faroe, Finland, Aland, Norway
and Sweden in 7 bankers boxes, in albums, stockbooks, year
sets, glassines, dealer’s pages etc., earlier mostly used, much
new issues (latest seen 2008), biggest group is Sweden incl.
booklets and 1940’s Local Posts, also saw Denmark
Steamship and Norway Railway issues, condition varies on
earlier ...................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

2135 H Middle East Mint Intact Collection $1,200
In 9 Scott Specialty albums, mostly hinged with some n.h.
(for souvenir sheets and blocks), Abu Dhabi complete, Iran
to 1976, Iraq to 2013, Jordan to 1998, Oman virtually
complete to 2008, missing 133A-C, Palestine complete
except #1 and a few used, Qatar to 2009, Saudi Arabia to
1998, Syria to 2010, Yemen etc., some later issues combined
in a separate multi-country album incl. Lebanon (Aden,
Bahrain and Kuwait separate lots), fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

2136 H
HH Scandinavia Collection to 2013 $1,200

In 9 Scott Specialty albums, generally mixed mint and used
thru 1930’s or 40’s, then mostly mint, incl. Aland (n.h.),
Faroe Is. (n.h., no overprint set), Finland (weak until 1979),
Greenland (n.h. starts in 1956, no overprint set or Parcel
Post), Iceland (n.h. starts in 1944), Norway (n.h. starts in
1977), Sweden (n.h. starts in 1967), plus additional Sweden
in hingeless 1945 to 1996 Lighthouse album, no Denmark,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

2137 H
HHm Scandinavia Collection Web $1,200

Aland, Denmark, Faroes, Finland, Greenland, Norway and
Sweden, mixed mint and used to 1920’s or 1930’s, then all
mint virtually complete to 2001, except Denmark mostly
used throughout, plus 2002-09 year sets ... Est. $2,000/2,500

2138 Hm 5 Box Accumulation $1,000
Mint and used, on pages, stockpages, in blue Internationals,
in albums, etc., incl. Yugoslavia, Trieste Zone A, Denmark
early cancels, Vatican 2 vols., Cuba, mostly 20th Century,
fine to very fine, accumulated over many years 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2139 H Eastern Europe Mint Collection $1,000
Austria, Monaco, Switzerland (earlies used), and Vatican, in
9 Scott Specialty albums to 2015, mostly hinged with some
n.h. (for souvenir sheets and blocks), mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2140 m Baltics Used Collection to 1940 Web $900
Few hundred on well filled Scott pages, dupl. for cancels and
multiples, noted Central Lithuania #13-20 (signed),
Estonia virtually complete incl. all Semi-postals, Airs only
missing C7-8, Occupations incl. N1-2 used on piece (both
signed), Latvia regular issues complete, good showing of
Back-of-Book incl. Semi-postals, Lithuania incl. #2, 122,
assembled by a collector with an eye for condition, clean lot,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

2141 H
H Faroes/Greenland Mint Collections Web $750

Lighthouse hingeless album with Faroes starting with used
#1 (with cert) and 2-6 mixed mint and used (couple with
certs), then virtually complete run n.h. to 2006 incl. lots of
souvenir sheets, mini-sheets and booklets, plus Greenland
1938-98 (plus Parcel Post), incl. 10-18, 19-27 (both l.h.), a
nice clean collection, fine to very fine. Scott $5,300
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,200
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2142 H
HH Country Groups $650

On album pages, #102 cards and glassines, Netherlands to
2004 is largest group incl. C13-14, other countries incl.
Albania, Belgium incl. #221 o.g. and many Semi-postals,
France incl. 1952 Red Cross booklet, French Polynesia,
Fiume, Greece, Iran, Japan, Laos, Liechtenstein,
Netherlands incl. C13-14 n.h. and much modern n.h.,
Sweden incl. 251-62 n.h., Vatican incl. 155a n.h., and other
countries incl. French Colonies, some on album pages, #102 
cards and glassines, condition varies ......... Est. $1,100/1,400

2143 H
H r Asia Accumulation $600

N.h., Korea group of full sheets and some partial sheets with
dupl., starts with #47 but mostly 932 to 1866, group of early
1990’s booklets with First Day cancel, plus small box of mint
and used in #102 cards, Ryukyus group of full sheets and
some partial sheets from #42 to 228 with dupl., Japan used
stock in glassines and stockbook and small group of modern
mint ......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

2144 Hm Western Europe Collection $600
Bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint or used in
14 volumes incl. 4 volumes of Germany and associated, 3
volumes of Italy and associated, 5 volumes of Benelux &
Colonies, plus Austria, Liechtenstein and Switzerland,
hinged on handmade pages to roughly mid 1980’s with many
complete sets and a few souvenir sheets, some modern in
mounts possibly n.h., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,000/1,250

2145 BH
H Large Booklet Lot $600

Several thousand, n.h., mostly modern (1960’s-1980’s),
Europe, Asia, Middle East, Africa, etc., much dupl., fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,250

2146 Hm Scandinavia in 5 Albums $600
Mint/used early to modern with Denmark, D.W.I., Iceland,
Norway and Sweden (no Finland or Greenland), with
thousands incl. many better, worth close inspection as there is 
large cat. value here, fine to very fine. Scott $20,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

2147 Hm Europe & Colonies Collection $600
Mint and used collection in a Senf/Schaubek album to about
1930, much value in Germany Offices, Colonies and States,
incl. mint Offices in Turkey #24, Marshall Island 1-6, East
Africa 1-5, S.W.A. 1-6 etc., also good sections of Denmark,
Finland, France, Italy & States, Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Romania, Sweden, Switzerland etc., cat. of better
items alone $11K+, better collection than usually
encountered in these older albums, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $800/1,200

2148 Hm Europe Collection Group $600
19th & 20th Century mint and used collections in three
Specialty albums incl. Switzerland 1854-1999 featuring
Regular issues and commems. mostly used to 1980 then mint 
1981-99 with some booklets, good mint and used
Semi-postals and mint souvenir sheets which alone cat.
$2500+, also Airmail, Postage Dues and Officials, Belgium
1849-1965 featuring used earlies #1//22, 108-22 etc., also
Semi-postals, Airmail, Postage Dues, Parcel Post,
Newspapers, Occupation etc., also Scandinavia incl. Aland,
Greenland, Norway with #1 and Sweden, three worthwhile
collections, inspection recommended, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

2149 Hm Eastern Europe Collections $550
19th & 20th Century mint and used in albums, binders,
stockbooks and misc., incl. worthwhile Bulgaria, Hungary,
Romania and Poland in albums, also Turkey collection on
pages, two additional Poland collections in binders, various
Russia, Hungary and Turkey in stockbooks, review
recommended, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $750/1,000

2150 Hm Asian Countries Floor Sweeping Lot $500
Very disorganized group in banker box, anything can be here
but we note lots of China, Japan and related areas, along with
practically all of the other Asian countries incl. as well as few
covers, etc., great variety, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2151 H Mint Collection $500
O.g., in 7 counter books, mostly o.g. with some n.h. and
unused, formed over 30 years, higher cat. items tend to have
issues or are suspect, but sound values up to about $75 were
seen with most being $5-$25, fine overall .... Est. $750/1,000

2152 Hm Scandinavia in Scott Album $500
Denmark, DWI, Faroe, Greenland and Iceland mint/used
in partially filled album, contains many better sets/singles
incl. Denmark #82, 135, 188, 210-18, C1-5 plus nice
Back-of-Book, owner’s cat. for Denmark, Faroe and
Greenland alone is over $7700, total cat. much more, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2153 H
HHm Dealer’s Stock in Black Boxes $500

Thousands of singles and sets mint/used from Eastern
Europe areas with few countries being mostly mint n.h. sets
incl. Hungary, Albania, Romania, Poland, etc. please take a
closer look as there are quantities of glassine envelopes here,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $700/900

2154 H) Extensive Scandinavia Mint Stationery 
Stock $500
Sweden, Finland, and Norway, 2121 mostly early to mid
20th, identified by Higgins & Gage, Michel, Facit and/or
“EAPC” numbers, Sweden 991 - $3961, Norway 537 -
$3782, Iceland 542 - $3481, all priced and sleeved, minor
dupl, large section of Aerogrammes (heavy dupl.), mostly
$2-$18 range, clean, total retail $7884, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $600/800

2155 Hm Pakistan, Bangladesh Collection $450
Two Scott Specialty albums with mint/used Pakistan and
Bahawalpur to 2010 then solid run of Bangladesh (appears to 
be n.h.) 1971 to 2013, nice and clean lot, fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $600/800

2156 Hm Eastern Europe and Balkans Collection $425
Bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint or used in
17 volumes incl. 3 volumes of Russia and 2 volumes each of
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania, plus
Greece, Turkey, Latvia etc., hinged on handmade pages to
roughly mid 1980’s with many complete sets and a few
souvenir sheets, some modern in mounts possibly n.h., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $700/900

2157 H) Latin America Mint Stationery Stock $400
Thousands sleeved, identified and priced in 6 Pittsburgh
boxes, almost all early postal cards with dupl., incl. separate
boxes of Costa Rica, Honduras, Ecuador, and Mexico,
clean, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........ Est. $600/800
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2158 Hm Latin America Collection $400
Bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century mint or used in
13 volumes hinged on handmade pages to roughly mid
1980’s with many complete sets and a few souvenir sheets,
some modern in mounts possibly n.h., also incl. one volume
of U.N. and U.S. Trust Territories, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

2159 Hm Europe & Colonies Group $400
19th & 20th Century mint and used accumulation on
stockcards featuring countries from Andorra to Yugoslavia
with mint sets and singles and earlier used, incl. Austria,
Belgium & Colonies, France & Colonies, Germany, States
and Colonies, Greece, Italy, States and Colonies,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Vatican etc.,
better 19th Century material to be found, high cat. value,
careful inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine
.......................................................................Est. $600/800

2160 H) Romania and Hungary Group $400
Mixed lot of mostly mint mid to late 20th Century with sets,
singles and some Back-of-Book issues, many complete sets,
also some classic Hungary with Crown design with various
perfs sorted by the various plates, minor dupl., some 1950’s
imperf sets, along with some late 20th Century Poland cto
sets in approval booklets, also postal history with mint and
used early Postal Stationery, mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

2161 H
H) Scandinavia Modern Lot $400

N.h., hundreds of mint and FD’s mounted on pages to
1980s, consists of Denmark 1971 to 1988 incl. some
Back-of-Book, Finland 1958 to 1988 incl. Back-of-Book
with #C1 o.g. and Sweden 1982 to 1988, nice group, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/700

2162 m Large Scandinavia Collection $375
Thousands of mostly used mounted in 6 Scott Specialty
albums, incl. Finland/Aland (1859 to 1998), Greenland
(1938 to 2009), Iceland (1873 to 2009), Norway (1855 to
2010), Sweden (1855 to 2009), Denmark (1866 to 2010),
Karelia & North Ingermanland, plus 2 stockbooks of dupl.,
all incl. Airmails and other Back-of-Book, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/750

2163 H) Middle East Mint Stationery Stock $375
Around 500 in Pittsburgh box and small box, all sleeved,
sorted, priced and identified by H&G and/or EAPC
numbers, many Aerogrammes, dupl., incl. Iran,
Afghanistan, and Palestine along with the Gulf countries,
mostly priced between $5-$20 with a few higher, clean, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $500/700

2164 Hm Iran and Yemen Collection $350
One fat Minkus album containing mint/used of all areas of
Yemen with better sets, souvenir sheets, overprints, etc., plus
Iran on Scott pages with better items as well, please inspect,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/700

2165 H
HH Laos/Cambodia/Vietnam Album $350

Yvert & Tellier album starting with North Vietnam incl.
Indochina and Viet Minh issues with better sets and souvenir 
sheets, then South Vietnam almost complete to 1961 o.g. or
n.h. and Laos/Cambodia the same way, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

2166 Hm Latin America Mint and Used
Collection Web $350
Intact in 4 older albums to 1960’s, reasonably filled in earlier
issues and many complete sets, incl. Airs, separate volume of
Uruguay on homemade pages, Brazil with 1st and 2nd issue
values, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $500/750

2167 Hm Japan, Ryukyu and Manchukuo Group $350
Mint or used collection remainders in Lighthouse hingeless
and Scott albums still containing few better items, plus
stockbooks containing useful Japan, Ryukyu and dupl. range 
of Manchukuo (also a partially filled Manchukuo album),
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/700

2168 H
HHm Dealer’s Scandinavia Stock $300

Mint and used to around 2000 on #102 cards incl. Aland,
Faroe, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and a bit of
Greenland, plus small counter book of Sweden booklets,
noted Iceland #6 with favor cancel, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

2169 H
HHm Dealer Accumulation $300

Mint 20th Century Austria, Columbia, Denmark, Finland,
Ireland, Netherlands, Switzerland in various albums, mint
Austria, Brazil, Germany, Liechtenstein, etc. in various
stockbooks, European booklets and mint sets in glassines,
pair of International Junior albums, misc. year sets, sheets
and souvenir sheets incl. France #329, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/600

2170 H
H 20th Century Dealer’s Mint Stock $300

In 51 counter books, mostly Europe but incl. Columbia and
New Zealand, appears to be all n.h., quick check showed
range from 1930’s to 1980’s, nothing scarce, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

2171 H
HH Laos and Vietnam Mint Group $300

Album, stockbook and loose pages loaded with mint
complete sets (mostly n.h.) plus some imperf sheets and
deluxe sheets, many better throughout, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

2172 H
HHm Laos and Vietnam Dealer’s Stock $250

O.g. to n.h. and used in glassine envelopes and sales cards
with mint sets to about 1970’s with better items incl. Laos
1-17 (3), 25-26 (2), C13 plus group of 5 presentation
folders/booklets and couple of imperf souvenir sheets,
Vietnam 39-50 (2), etc., and some Indonesia incl. with few
Vienna printing issues, mostly fine to very fine  Est. $400/500

2173 Hm 5 Volume Central and South 
America Collection $250
Tens of thousands in 3 South American albums and 2
Central America albums, mint and used mounted on pages
from 1850s thru 1976, wide variety of material, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

2174 Hm Mostly Mint Asia Collection $250
Incl. Bangladesh, Bhutan, Indonesia, Korea, Manchukuo,
Mongolia, Nepal, Philippines, and Sri Lanka etc., bit of 19th 
Century but mostly mint 20th Century in 5 volumes hinged
on handmade pages to mid 1980’s or later with many
complete sets and some souvenir sheets, plus Thailand
mostly used, also mint and used Japan remainders, 19th
Century typical condition, 20th Century generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/500
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2175 Hm Middle East and Independent 
Africa Collection $250
Incl. Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,
U.A.E., Saudi Arabia, Trucial States, Ethiopia, Egypt,
Ghana, Liberia, etc., bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th
Century mint or used in 10 volumes hinged on handmade
pages to roughly mid 1980’s with many complete sets and
some souvenir sheets, some modern in mounts possibly n.h.,
few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

2176 Hm Latin America Two Volume Collection $250
19th & 20th Century mint and used on homemade pages in
two binders and stockbook with Argentina, incl. Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, many complete sets, worth review,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

2177 H
HHm Better 1930’s to 1940’s Souvenir

Sheet Group Web $200
Three France Pexip sheets (one n.h., two show cancels incl.
one clear of stamps) plus Portugal #594a and 649a n.h., and
602a and 614a l.h., fine to very fine ................. Est. $350/400

2178 H
HH Mint Mostly Earlier Airmails Web $200

N.h. to l.h., couple hundred in sets on identified stockpages,
incl. Mexico with gutters, Syria with miscuts, Reunion Maury 
#5c (2-cat. €200 each), Madagascar Maury #31b, 35a (cat.
€200), Tunisia dupl., Lebanon, Philippines, Australia C3
block of 6, single, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

2179 Hm Cuba and Haiti Collections 1855 
to 1971 $150
Mint and used general collections in two Specialty albums,
Cuba well filled with additional pages of Castro-era CTO’s,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $300/400

2180 Hm Middle and Eastern Europe Collection Web $150
1900 to 1940’s. hundreds o.g. and used mounted on
homemade pages, incl. Eastern Silesia, Poland incl. German
Occupation, German Plebiscites, Lithuanian Occupation,
Memel incl. Airs, etc., clean collection ........... Est. $250/350

2181 Hm Latin America Mint and Used
Collection $150
Hinged on homemade pages in 4 binders incl. Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile incl. #9b used, Columbia, Nicaragua
incl. O82-90 and O100-8 o.g., Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador
and Uruguay, some pages displaying varieties, also some
Mexico on album pages, 102 cards, and glassines incl. C249
n.h., plus some material from other countries on album
pages, #102 cards and glassines, fine to very fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

2182 Hm Scandinavia Collection $150
Incl. Denmark and D.W.I., Finland, Iceland, Norway,
Sweden etc., bit of 19th Century but mostly 20th Century
mint or used in 3 volumes hinged on handmade pages to
roughly mid 1980’s with many complete sets and a few
souvenir sheets, some modern in mounts possibly n.h., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/300

2183 Hm European Colonies Accumulation $140
French, Italian, and Spanish, mint and used in older
glassines sorted by country, mint and used on stockpages and 
pages, fine to very fine .................................... Est. $200/300

2184 H
H Europa Collection and Stock $130

1956 to 1982 in Lighthouse album virtually complete, spot
check shows all n.h., incl. some sheetlets, also stock in 9
counter books, spot check showed 1957 to 1989 all n.h. with
some dupl. ..................................................... Est. $200/300

2185 Hm Asia Accumulation $130
Many hundreds in glassines and on album pages, majority
mint incl. some souvenir sheets, incl. China, Taiwan, Japan,
Korea and Tannu Tuva (some stuck to glassines), otherwise
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

2186 m Italian and French Africa Used
Accumulation $100
Group of mostly used singles and Djibouti mint postcards
not integrated into the main collections, mostly classic period, 
also scattered Sudan, fine overall .................... Est. $150/200

2187 Hm Uruguay, Venezuela and Yugoslavia
Collections $100
Mint and used in mounts on Palo pages to 1940 plus some
additional pages mixed in for Uruguay, very roughly
50%-75% coverage in Regular issues with lesser coverage in
Back-of-Book sections, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2188 H
H Small Better Mint Sets $70

N.h., consists of Liechtenstein #C7-8, 105, O8, C9-13, 264, 
Vatican 61-67, 49-54, fine to very fine ............ Est. $100/150

Worldwide Collections

2189 H
HHm Valuable Dealer’s Stock Web $8,500

High quality mostly o.g. to n.h. 20th Century material
primarily in $50 to $500 range with better items throughout
from British Colonies, Western Europe, Scandinavia,
Middle East, Asian countries, etc., note numerous complete
sets and key high values, and when used is present it is usually 
of better material as well (no faulty classics here), please look
closely at this diverse high cat. group for full appreciation 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/12,000

2190 H
H #102 Card Mint Stock $6,000

Mostly n.h., mid to late 20th Century in 35 red boxes, identified
and priced in order by country, in complete sets, singles most
with slight dupl., occasional hinged, incl. boxes of Wallis et
Futuna (cat. $5000+ 2011 cat.), modern French booklets,
Russia, G.B. Offices and British Europe, Asia, 3 of Canada &
Provinces, over 4 of Germany, 2 of France, 1 of Scandinavia, 2
of French and Spanish Colonies, 1 of New Caledonia, 1 of
French Polynesia, 1 of France, also China, Mongolia, British
Pacific, North Viet Nam, Andorra, occasional used, much
better stock then normally seen, fine to very fine lot, stock not seen
the light of day in many years .......................... Est. $8,000/10,000

2191 Hm Lifetime Collection in 15 Albums $6,000
Tens of thousands in Scott International albums with added
pages, 1840 to 1983 (missing a few counties incl. China)
majority used but lots of modern o.g. sets especially in British
Commonwealth, better countries incl. G.B. with used £
values, Australia with high value Kangaroos, Canada, New
Zealand, France, Germany, Japan and Scandinavia, some
issues both mint and used, few faults in 19th Century but
mostly fine or better, worth the time to view, mostly fine to
very fine ................................................. Est. $8,000/10,000
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2192 H
HH Extensive Dealer’s Stock Web $6,000

Primarily mint group of o.g. or n.h. better sets, singles and
souvenir sheets from just about everywhere, loaded with
better items with emphasis on $50-$500 price range, few fine
used material are found here but there isn’t any mixed
condition 19th Century classics, please take a closer look
since this is a much better than average group with
substantial total cat. value ......................... Est. $7,000/9,000

2193 Hm Huge Modern Collection $3,000
On Scott pages in about 220 binders by country filling 27
banker boxes, mostly smaller countries, more mint than used, 
mostly hinged with occasional mount (for souvenir sheets
and blocks) plus a few new issues not on pages, starts in 1949, 
end date varies by country but more than half checked go into 
the 2000’s, coverage is very spotty for some countries, much
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $5,000/6,000

2194 H
H New Issues Circa 1990’s-2010’s $2,500

Massive array of sets, blocks, souvenir sheets and booklets,
all sorted by country or topic in large glassines, note strong
Asia, incl. PRC, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Macau and
Hong Kong, plus equally solid Europe, incl. Belgium,
France, Germany, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Netherlands,
Portugal and Vatican, plus strong Israel, decent Italy, and
more, note die-cut souvenir sheets/booklets of France plus
ever-popular Marianne issues; five Belgium 175th
Anniversary special folders (all still shrink-wrapped from P.
O.), much of topical interest, also Euro-valued items ready
for postage; good to strong dupl. throughout with a large face 
value, clean and very fine .......................... Est. $3,500/4,500

2195 Hm Blue International Collection to 1949 Web $2,000
Arranged by year, ranges 1840-1940 and 1941-1949 (3
volumes each), mint and used, fuller than normal with sets
and singles, British Commonwealth well represented incl.
Silver Jubilees, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $3,000/4,000

2196 H
HH r Souvenir Sheet Stock $1,800

Approx. 3000 pages total in 26 counter books and 8 large
binders, mostly n.h., latest noted was 1999, retail to about
$500, incl. some booklets, sheetlets, blocks and strips, slight
dupl., generally fine to very fine, Ex Right Stamp Co. 
................................................................. Est. $2,700/3,500

2197 H
HHm Large Accumulation $1,500

In 12 bankers boxes, in albums, mini-collections,
stockbooks, glassines etc., bigger groups incl. Albania,
Austria, Greece, Hungary, India, Israel, Italy, Netherlands,
Poland, Romania, Turkey, Samoa, Slovenia new issues, not
much Commonwealth beyond India, condition varies 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

2198 H
HHm Red Box Stock $1,500

Mint and used sets and singles in 35 Foreign and 13 British
Commonwealth mostly full red boxes, mostly 20th Century
under $5, noted a few Revenues and lots of Portugal and
Russia, minor dupl., generally fine to very fine, Ex Right
Stamp Co. ................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

2199 Hm Blue International Collection to 1965 $1,400
Many thousands of mint and used in 12 well filled volumes,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/2,500

2200 H
H Mostly 21st Century New Issue Hoard $1,300

N.h., items never mounted into a collection, randomly
dumped into 2 banker boxes (not by us), appears to be mostly 
from 2000’s with some older mixed in, lots of souvenir sheets
as well as sets, some in mounts or glassines, some loose, and
some broken sets, careful sort will yield lots of value, also 2
boxes sorted by country into envelopes, mix of new 2000’s
issues with some older mint and used, clean 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

2201 H
H 20th Century Wholesale Lot $1,300

3500+ different sets, 99% n.h., 1890’s to 2000’s, mostly
1940’s to 1980’s, 300 sets in $10 to $78 range, mostly 1-10
quantity, identified in glassines in 10 small boxes, much fine
to very fine, Ex Right Stamp Co. 2016 Scott $37,000+ 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

2202 H
H New Issue Hoard $1,200

Many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with 
heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl. Libya, Mexico,
Ajman, Mongolia, Tonga, St. Vincent, bit of Gibraltar and
North Korea etc., good for eBay sales. Scott $82,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,000/3,000

2203 Hm Select Better Items $1,000
Few hundred sets, singles, mint and used culled from various 
Estates over the years, incl. old H/S lots, Commonwealth
and Foreign, cat. from $20 to $500 plus, incl. classic
Bahamas with SG#41-42, 31 mint strip of 4, G.B. #212
used, better Cape triangles, Iceland Scott #7 used, mint
Facit #Tj59-74, better souvenir sheets mint, Argentina
#C1-19 mint, Brunei A1-10 used, better Airmails mint, etc., 
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine, needs close inspection as better value throughout,
excellent for break down for retail ............. Est. $1,500/2,000

2204 Hm Blue International Collection 
to 1980’s Web $1,000
Arranged by year ranges 1840-1940 (2 volumes) and
1941-1980’s (21 volumes), mint and used, end date varies by
country with some ending in 1970’s, somewhat complete
thru 1960’s and coverage in 1970’s-80’s more sporadic,
noted some Silver Jubilee and Silver Wedding sets, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2205 H
H Large Modern Holding, 1970’s-80’s $1,000

All in glassines and identified by issue, among the mix are
G.B. and Channel Islands, Vatican, Liechtenstein, Sweden,
Israel, New Zealand and other British Pacific and Indonesia; 
material in large quantities, with Britain incl. blocks, gutter
blocks, booklets (incl. four “Stamps for Cooks” and 17
Wedgewood prestige booklets), perhaps 50 £1 Machin
heads plus some earlier QEII pre-decimal issues, we note
Europa miniature sheets, Netherlands with Semi-Postals,
San Marino #539 (1962 Europa sheetlet), Austria Riding
School souvenir sheets, Surinam, Indonesia Anti-Malaria
issues, and much more, fresh throughout, considerable
usable British postage, very fine, inspect ... Est. $1,500/2,000

2206 H
HHm 13 Box Estate Accumulation $900

Dozens of counter books incl. G.B. and Eastern Europe, a
few albums incl. Australia n.h. 1969 to 2006, Austria to 1969, 
binders incl. topicals, red boxes incl. Ecuador and Argentina, 
mini country collections, glassines incl. much Argentina,
dealers pages etc., more used than mint .... Est. $1,500/2,000
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2207 m Collector Stock in Small File Boxes $900
Many thousands sorted by country and Scott number mostly
used with some n.h. new issues, strong in 19th Century incl.
some better values, incl. Austria, Belgium, Germany,
Sweden and Eastern Europe, some loose unsorted in
glassines, some surprises throughout, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

2208 H
HH Mid 20th Century Mint Accumulation $800

Almost all n.h., in well filled stockbook and a small glassine
binder, mostly Europe, noted Abu Dhabi #1-11 n.h.,
Liechtenstein 114 n.h. and o.g., 131 o.g., C7-C8 n.h.,
Switzerland 244-46 and C3-C15 n.h., Luxembourg, Saar
etc., also some U.S. incl. used classics and C13, plus 6 Swiss
covers incl. B119 and B206, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

2209 H
H 20 Scott Specialty Collection $800

Mostly n.h., new Scott Specialty albums on quadrille pages,
collected and annotated just the sets he wanted from 20+
countries, some pages have just a couple of stamps or sets,
other pages full, vast majority are n.h. and run from 1920s to
1990s; countries incl. Austria, Australia, Canada, Republic
of China incl. #1355-58 and a number of better sets, Cyprus, 
Denmark incl. 246-50 ($87), Finland incl. B1-42, France
and Germany, some better post-war sets and singles, G.B.
286-89 ($80) plus huge group of Machins, Greece incl.
C22-30 ($150) and C74-80 ($79), Iceland 273 n.h.($200),
Ireland, Israel, Japan, pre-WWII Park sets and later
souvenir sheets, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Mexico,
Malta, Netherlands, Portugal incl. 784-91 ($96), Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and Vatican City C22-23 n.h. ($140),
great for the Worldwide collector or dealer, fine to very fine
and attractive ........................................... Est. $1,200/1,400

2210 H
HH Worldwide Oldtime Mint Accumulation $750

Mostly 20th Century mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets,
mostly from European countries, but also Asia, U.S. and
British to be found, much n.h., many better items
throughout, careful inspection required, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2211 H
HH Dealer’s Backup and Excess Material $700

N.h. to o.g., 2 banker boxes hold one dealer’s mostly mint
substantial backup and excess material, significant part is
hard-to-find newer issues to 2016, much of it identified by
Scott number, covers wide range of countries with emphasis
on Latin America, Asia and present and former British
Colonies, almost no dupl., clean ............... Est. $1,000/1,400

2212 H) Worldwide Issues and Covers $650
Loose, in glassines, as year packs, plus 14 counter books of
various sizes, covers both F.D. and commercial, glassines of
miscellanies, new issues, souvenir sheets, and more, nice
array of Latin America and Commonwealth, good Middle
East, Korea, Germany, etc., all (or nearly all) identified,
counterbooks arranged alphabetically by region, useful dupl.
with great break-up potential, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2213 Hm 16 Volume Collection $600
Tens of thousands, mint and used, countries A-Z mounted in 
Scott International albums from 1870s thru 1976, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2214 m Massive 17 Volume Collection $600
Many thousands mostly used mounted on pages from 1850
to 1980 in 16 Harris Citation albums and 1 Harris Standard
album, lots of material, close inspection could provide some
better, mostly fine to very fine ................... Est. $1,000/1,250

2215 H
H r Mini-Sheets and Souvenir Sheets Lot $600

2 banker boxes filled with hundreds of n.h mini-sheets and
souvenir sheets mostly from 1980’s to 2000’s period from
many different areas with quite a few better issues, please
inspect, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $800/1,000

2216 Hm Small Mint and Used Stock $600
Several hundred on stockcards, incl. Commonwealth,
Europe, Latin America etc., cat. to $200, some light dupl.,
generally fine to very fine. 2015 Scott $7,100 (Owner’s) 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2217 H
HHm Three Country Collection $550

Switzerland, 1858-1997 in Scott album, mostly used in
mounts incl. Semi-postals, owner’s cat. over $5000; New
Zealand, 1858-1998 in a Scott album, mostly used with mint
incl. Semi-postals all mounted, cat. $4000; and DDR,
1950-1990, in album, virtually all mint, virtually complete
with minor dupl., missing a couple of sets, high cat. value, a
useful group, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $650/750

2218 H
H r Souvenir Sheet Stock $500

In 13 thin volumes and 2 thick volumes, vast majority n.h.,
retail mostly under $10 with up to $40 noted, overall very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

2219 H
HHm Balance of Collection $500

Mint and used in stockbooks and albums, incl. Scott
International Junior albums, 2 volumes of Hungary, mint
Red Cross topical and 1978 Silver Jubilee collections, used
U.S. and Canada stock, and a few mounts and supplies,
mostly fine or better .................................... Est. $800/1,000

2220 m Mostly Used Accumulation $500
Many thousands, incl. Italy & States, France, Germany,
Australia & States, New Zealand, Canada, Ireland,
Scandinavia, Andorra and Greece, some Latin America,
Asia, topicals etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................... Est. $800/1,000

2221 Hm Collector’s Large Accumulation $500
Filling 13 banker boxes, about 30% albums with emphasis on
Germany, but also other European countries incl. Poland,
Russia, Spain, Switzerland etc., about 70% stockbooks,
stockpages with dupl., album pages, glassines etc., mostly used,
grouped by country, again with largest group being Germany
incl. 1970’s to 1990’s new issues, noted one binder of China and a
bit of Commonwealth, musty smell, fine lot ....... Est. $750/1,000

2222 m Used Collection in 37 Binders $500
Thousands mostly used with scattering of o.g. sets, few better 
France, Latin America, Eastern Europe, and
Commonwealth, plus box with extras in glassines and
envelopes, mostly fine or better .................... Est. $750/1,000

2223 H
HHm Small Stock of Better $500

44 sets or singles, mostly Europe and Canada & Provinces
incl. Italy 117-18 (appears n.h.), DDR 16N7, Sweden
197-228 used, also incl. FSAT #25-28 and C8 n.h.,
Reunion #3a part o.g. (APS cert.), etc., condition varies
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
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2224 H
H r Souvenir Sheets 1960’s-80’s $500

From Canada, Germany, Berlin, G.B., Israel, Netherlands
and Switzerland, quantities from handful to 100+ (most
closer to the high end); note Swiss Centenary of Red Cross,
Germany Munich Olympics, G.B. London ‘80, Canada
Provincial Flags sheet, Berlin Motor Racing, Christmas,
etc.; all identified and separated by issue in glassines or
bundles, n.h., very fine, an excellent stock source for a
bourse, internet or storefront sales inspect ... Est. $750/1,000

2225 H Seals and Labels Collection Web $500
Over 3100 pre-1930’s in 2 stockbooks, great variety, a
wonderful collection, fine to very fine ............. Est. $700/900

2226 H Collection Remainders S-Z $500
Very useful group in 57 large manila envelopes with better
material throughout, note nice Turkey and Tannu Tuva
groups plus many other areas that should be looked at closely, 
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $700/900

2227 H
H British and Foreign in 2 Boxes $500

10 albums/binders and loose pages mostly n.h material incl.
Vatican, Monaco FDC’s, Austria 2000-09 complete (cat.
$1300), Faroe Is., French Polynesia, DDR, Pitcairn
virtually complete to 1995, Tristan, New Zealand,
Yugoslavia, etc., fine to very fine .................... Est. $700/900

2228 H Collection Remainders E-I $500
Above average remainders in 49 oversize manila envelopes
with better items throughout with following being noted;
Falklands, G.B. Offices Abroad with Seahorses, Greece
C1-4, C8-14, Greenland, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland
C1 (2), CO1, C4-8, plus India & States, etc., please take a
closer look, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $700/900

2229 H Collection Remainders A-D $500
Over 80 oversize manila envelopes with numerous useful
items throughout with many better in many of the envelopes
incl. nice selection of China among others, careful viewing
for full appreciation, fine to very fine .............. Est. $700/900

2230 H Collection Remainders M-S $500
High quality remainders in over 75 large manila envelopes
filled with many better items incl. Monaco C27-29, C36-39
(2), C45, CB7-10, CB11-14, New Zealand C1-5, Nicaragua 
1949 UPU souvenir sheets plus other sets and souvenir
sheets, North Borneo, Norway, etc., need to be closely
inspected, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $700/900

2231 Hm) Estate Balance with U.S. $450
Many thousands of mint and used, 1850 to modern, singles,
blocks, collections, countries A thru Z, incl. Asia with India,
Europe, Germany, U.S. incl. #1 used, nice run of Bank
Notes used, Columbians, Trans-Miss., in albums, binders,
stockbooks, on #102 cards, old auctions lots etc., generally
fine ............................................................. Est. $700/1,000

2232 H Country Collections Group $450
17 albums/stockbooks containing many different areas,
nothing strong but plenty of useful material throughout, note 
South & Central America, Canal Zone, Spain, Portugal,
Cyprus, etc., fine to very fine .......................... Est. $600/800

2233 H
HHm Collector’s 26 Stockbooks 

Mint and Used $450
Dupl. (often many), and the odds-and-ends, with some
larger assemblages incl. Czechoslovakia and Hungary
souvenir sheets (some used), Togo, Tunisia, Austria,
Liechtenstein, G.B. (incl. Channel Islands and Regional
issues, booklets, gutter pairs and strips, some with traffic
lights), Hong Kong from both sides of the handover,
Canada, UN, Germany (all periods, all iterations), France,
Gulf States, Poland, Commonwealth, Russia, a bit of PRC,
plus much more, some uncommon material, such as a few
Japan Revenues, WWII German Feldpost issues, couple
Egyptian Officially Sealed labels, no great rarities, but incl.
classics (mainly Austria, Germany and France), be sure to
view ............................................................... Est. $600/800

2234 Hm Asian Areas Accumulation $400
2 Banker boxes mint or used filled with albums and
stockbooks from Japan, Ryukyu, China incl. PRC and
Taiwan, Mongolia, Indonesia, Nepal and Singapore, worth
a closer look, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $600/800

2235 Hm Foreign Countries Collections $400
3 banker boxes mint and used with Germany incl. States,
Colonies, Offices, Berlin, etc. and collections of Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, and Liberia, useful Lebanon,
Kuwait, and Iraq, plus 4 vol. collection of North Vietnam,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

2236 Hm Five Volumes $400
19th & 20th Century mint and used in five Scott albums,
most all regions represented incl. some China, one album
featuring Spain, better items throughout, generally fine to
very fine, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $500/750

2237 m Collection in 8 Minkus Albums $375
Thousands in Master Global albums, mostly used with
scattering of o.g., better areas incl. France, Scandinavia,
Switzerland and Eastern Europe, mostly fine or better 
....................................................................... Est. $600/750

2238 H
HHm Collection Balance $350

N.h. to o.g., in 3 banker boxes, incl. Lions Club, Red Cross
and WWII topical collections, misc. album pages, and
random mix of loose incl. scattered recent new issues,
condition varies on loose ................................ Est. $500/750

2239 Hm 5 Boxes of Various $350
Filled with everything imaginable philatelic, box filled with
mini-collections of G.B., China/PRC, Ryukyus, classic
British Guiana, Japan, Hungary and some “Worldwide
Samplers”, other boxes filled with bundles of stockpages
loaded, loads of stockbooks filled with broad number of
countries incl. Netherlands (2), Channel Islands, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, France, Palestine, Philippines; also a large
number of glassines and envelopes full of mint and used
Worldwide, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $500/600

2240 H r Small Collection Balance $325
About 50 souvenir sheets, mostly European with much
Germany incl. #B58 (reduced) and B68 (usual toned gum),
group of German Occupation of Alsace-Lorraine, few
covers incl. Zeppelin flight, bit of U.S. postage, etc.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750
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2241 m 8 Volume Minkus Global Collection $300
Thousands mounted on pages from 1880s to 1990, mostly
used, nothing special just lots of stamps, great winter project,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/600

2242 Hm 18 Albums Mint and Used $300
Covering wide range of countries, incl. two large volumes
carrying 57 different topics ranging from Art to Trains, two
volumes of 85-year-old Scott International A-Z albums incl.
1937 British Coronation issues, China/PRC, African
nations, album of Philippines Republic mint issues from
earliest to 1959, incl. Japanese Occupation, binder of Iceland 
and Norway with substantial cat. value, Israel album of mint
and used, album of modern Christmas Island, remainder of
albums cover Worldwide, Cocos Islands, Japan,
China/PRC, Italy, Japan, etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

2243 Hm Floor Sweepings Lot $300
2 banker boxes filled with whatever we can sweep off the
floor, anything can be here as we note some better here and
there incl. covers and group of early U.S. with #1, “Black
Jacks”, 1869 Pictorials, etc., please take a look, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/700

2244 H
HHm Unusual Accumulation $300

More mint than used, group of 14 better on stockcards, incl.
Saar #19 signed Brun, Greece Sassone 15A signed A.
Diena, a few questionable, group of mostly $10 to $50 sets
and singles in random order on 16 stockpages, noted 2
Uruguay Fournier forgeries, plus Israel tabs collection to
1970, mostly fine to very fine .......................... Est. $450/650

2245 H) Mint Stationery $300
Hundreds culled from stock, some sleeved, priced, and
identified incl. recent Ryukyu, with postal cards, envs. (some
oversized), Italy money orders, Germany, G.B., Liberia,
some 19th Century, older postal cards to fairly recent
Aerogrammes, etc., some dupl. of earlier period, some with
commem. or FD cancels, no U.S., clean, Ex Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $450/550

2246 Hm Accumulation of Collections $300
Starting with two volume Master Global stamp album well
filled with mostly used, with series of blank pages filled with
huge number of mint blocks of Denmark, mostly 1920s-30s,
some better Venezuela and Uruguay, three volumes of Italy
& Colonies, incl. better sets and specialized position pieces,
gutter pairs, corner blocks of 9 with imprint, Italian
Occupation of Eritrea #N1-7 (cat. $125), better San
Marino and Vatican, albums of G.B. covering period
1935-79, plus three Lighthouse albums covering 1979 to
2007, all n.h. sets and singles, fine to very fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $450/500

2247 H
H r Asia Modern Miniature Sheet Stock $300

N.h., over 100 with slight dupl, 1970’s-2000, all repriced and 
identified, mostly Commonwealth incl. Hong Kong,
Singapore, Philippines, clean, retail $2317 ..... Est. $400/500

2248 Hm) Dealer’s Oddball Accumulation $300
Incl. errors, freaks, classic covers, 3rd Reich, cinderellas,
Revenues incl. documents, Feldpost, prices don’t match
reality, needs inspection, fine overall .............. Est. $400/500

2249 Hm Mint and Used Mostly 20th 
Century Collection $300
Many thousands in 2 boxes, majority range 1940’s to 1970’s,
housed in five full albums, plus souvenir packs and loose,
etc., inspect, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $400/600

2250 Hm Collection Remainders I-M $300
Over 30 large manila envelopes containing mint or used
variety of countries incl. useful Italy & Colonies (nice
Trieste), Japan, Korea, Lebanon (useful run of mint
Airmails), Malaya & States, Etc., close inspection is
recommended, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/500

2251 H Collector’s Small Mint Group Web $280
Majority of value Spain #B137-138 n.h., New Guinea
#C59 n.h., and France C15 n.h. (slight gum toning), also
UN 38 (2), etc., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $350/450

2252 H
H Mostly Older New Issues $250

N.h., 1960’s-70’s, hundreds sorted by country in old
glassines, few scattered used, spotted BAT #15 imprint
block of 10, 25-35 (2 sets), incl. few better regions incl.
Central Africa, also Latin America, Singapore, clean
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

2253 Hm Estate Balance $250
Thousands mostly used mounted in 1947 Scott International 
from 1840 thru 1940, heavy in France, Germany, Japan, plus 
thousands in 7 albums, mint and used from 1850 thru 1970s,
incl. West Indies, West and Central Europe, Vatican,
Portuguese Colonies, Asia, Africa, German Colonies,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

2254 H Revenues and Cinderellas in 
Four Binders $250
Major representation for Mexico, Canada (incl. #OX1,
OX3) and Italy plus smaller groups from Andorra, G.B. &
Colonies, etc., also some U.S. State Revenues, plus
exposition labels and unofficial Foreign Airmails, fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

2255 Hm Worldwide in 2 Banker Boxes $250
Mint and used disorganized group of album pages, glassine
envelopes, covers, etc. from many different areas, note a
worthwhile group of China pages among others, should be
closely inspected, fine to very fine ................... Est. $400/500

2256 Hm Country Collections Group $250
14 binders consisting of 19th & 20th Century mint and used
collections, best being Italy and Scandinavia, also San
Marino, Switzerland, Malta, Spain, Hungary, New
Zealand, Monaco, Eastern Europe and South America,
better earlies and mint sets to be found throughout, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

2257 H
HH r Full Sheets and Souvenir Sheets $250

N.h. to o.g., large accumulation of mint full sheets, souvenir
sheets and some mint sets, etc. from variety of areas, incl.
Europe, British, Japan, one folder with better souvenir sheets 
which alone cats. over $1500, condition varies, inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $400/500

2258 H
HHm Oldtime Scott International 

Mint and Used $250
1 volume to 1943 reasonably full, most countries
represented, incl. some n.h. to o.g. 1935 Jubilee sets incl.
Hong Kong n.h., etc., fine to very fine overall . Est. $400/600
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2259 Hm Accumulation on #102 Cards $230
Many thousands mint and used mostly cheaper values, with a 
scattering of better 19th Century used, incl. Brazil, France,
Germany, India, Ireland and Israel, mostly fine or better 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

2260 H
HHm Oldtime Collection on Pages Web $200

Couple hundred on blank pages, mostly 20th Century to
around 1940, incl. Australia mint and used with “Roos” with
shades, SG#76b, Canada with Admirals, mint and used,
Newfoundland mint, a real mixture, mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

2261 Hm Collector’s Balance $200
Many thousands in 3 banker boxes, classic to modern, mostly 
used, Canada mint, Mexico, Central and South America,
countries A to Z, Ryukyu Is. C1-C3 (mint), etc., if you like
sorting, this lot is for you, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

2262 Hm Estate Balance $200
Several thousand, mint and used, classics to 1950’s, mostly
collection remnants incl. Europe & Colonies, G.B. &
Colonies, Middle East, Africa, Asia, Central & South
America, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

2263 H
H r 1960’s Europe and G.B. Accumulation $200

N.h., mostly in blocks of 4 or larger with some souvenir
sheets, European countries incl. Belgium, France incl.
Reunion, Switzerland, Germany, Liechtenstein and Vatican, 
also bit of Israel and U.N., fine to very fine ..... Est. $300/400

2264 Hm Consignment Balance with New Issues $200
New issues from G.B., Canada, Italy, France etc. incl. small
group of 1970’s P.R.C., also modest Worldwide used collection
on homemade pages, fine to very fine ................. Est. $300/350

2265 Hm Minkus Global “M” Countries $200
One fat album mint and used with a few areas well
represented such as Mexico, Mongolia, Montserrat, etc.,
please take a close look, fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400

2266 Hm Mixed Bag $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used in glassines, on dealer
stockcards and album pages in two large cartons, incl.
Europe, Latin America, British, U.S., some Asia and a
group of Foreign covers, a real mixed bag, better value to be
found throughout, worth close inspection ...... Est. $300/400

2267 Hm Dealer’s Foreign Accumulation $200
U.S. dealer mint and used 20th Century accumulation in
glassines, on stockpages, etc., incl. Liechtenstein collection on
pages, some new issues, bit of China, Spain, and Spanish
Andorra, Diana, Israel, etc., fine to very fine.......... Est. $300/400

2268 Hm Brown International and Miscellaneous $150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in 1930 19th Century
Scott album, some better noted incl. a couple Penny Blacks,
Hawaii 1853 5¢ specimen VF etc., also box with various
items on stockcards, worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

2269 H) Postal Cards, Stationery Accumulation $150
Nice accumulation of over 200 19th & 20th Century mint
with some used, many from Latin America and other areas,
Mexico Wells Fargo Express noted, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

2270 Hm Balance Collection $150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in various albums,
stockbooks, pages and bags, incl. Europe, Netherlands,
South America, some worthwhile early issues throughout,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/350

2271 BH
H British and Foreign Booklets $150

Large accumulation featuring mostly G.B., Canada and
some Europe noted, fine to very fine ............... Est. $200/300

2272 H
HHm Estate Balance $130

6 binders of miscellaneous from an estate, incl. collections of
Ryukyus (o.g./n.h), Canal Zone (o.g.), Europa (used),
Germany 1870 to 1960s plus Airmails, Back-of-Book,
Occupation & Colonies (used), plus 2 binders of Christmas
seals, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $200/250

2273 H Balance of Collection $130
Incl. U.S. in 3 Scott albums with a few better mint Airmails
and Back-of-Book issues, Ireland in Minkus album, and
U.S. covers and FDC’s and miscellaneous stamps, mostly
fine or better .................................................. Est. $200/250

2274 Hm r Small Dealer’s Accumulation $120
Miscellaneous mint and used incl. a few better Iceland, 15
sheets of Canada #1441-42 with “craters” and shifts, several
dozen unused Crosby Patriotics, Rattle Snake Is. local post
sheets and covers, Independent Postal System of America
sheets, few FDC’s, etc., condition varies ........ Est. $200/300

2275 Hm Small Group of Better $100
Incl. Canada used #158 well centered with S.O.N. 1929
cds, G.B. mint 127-38 (mostly h.r.), 143-45, 223-24, U.S.
mint 207 (scuff), fine overall .......................... Est. $160/200

2276 m Balance of Estate $100
Incl. Worldwide collection, mostly used with few better
China, and miscellaneous U.S., fine or better . Est. $150/200

2277 Hm 3 Volume Africa Collection $100
A few thousand, mint and used in Scott Specialty albums
1890s thru 1970, great counter or pick book stock, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

2278 m Used Accumulation $100
Thousands mostly common sorted by country in envelopes,
also incl. some earlier Commonwealth and Latin America on
pages, etc., fine overall ................................... Est. $150/200

2279 Hm #1’s of the World Collection $100
Mint and used, some countries represented multiple times as 
1st of Colony and then independence or under Occupation
etc., some with additional stamps from first set, noted French 
Colonies #1, generally fine ............................ Est. $150/200

2280 H) Select Mint Stationery $100
Culled from stock, virtually all sleeved, priced, and
identified, postal cards, envs. (some oversized), Ceylon, New 
South Wales, Bangladesh, Bechuanaland, dupl., some 19th
Century and nothing recent, clean, ready for resale, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $150/200

2281 Hm Eclectic Accumulation $100
Mixed in a small box, noted France mint #C1-2, early Cyprus
specimens, group of Revenues incl. British specimens, postal
cards, stockpages of used classics incl. G.B. and Commonwealth,
and a cigar box of miscellaneous, generally fine ..... Est. $150/200
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2282 Hm Oldtime Collection $100
Mint and used to mid 20th Century on Thorp & Martin
album pages in 19 binders, features Commonwealth incl.
Canada, also Europe, Latin America, smattering of covers,
condition varies on earlier .............................. Est. $150/200

2283 Hm Balance of Collection $100
Incl. used G.B. #1, small India collection with mint
203-206, a few mint Denmark and U.S., fine or better
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

2284 Hm Diverse Balance Collection $100
Misc. mint and used accumulation in albums, stockbooks,
envelopes etc., noted various Germany incl. Locals, also
Ryukyu collection in Minkus album and binder full of
Canada modern postage, fine to very fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $150/250

2285 H
HHm Balance of Collection $50

Couple of binders of mint and used Commonwealth,
Uruguay in Scott album, binders with various topicals, etc.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $100/150

2286 Hm Worldwide Weird Accumulation $10
19th & 20th Century mint and used meticulously sorted into
medium manila envelopes, offered as received, condition
varies, have fun .............................................. Est. $100/200

Topical Collections

2287 H
H Wild Animals Collection $3,000

In mounts on blank pages in 10 binders, incl. birds, marine
life and land animals, arranged by country, spot check shows
mostly n.h., mix of complete sets, singles and souvenir sheets, 
many with cat. number noted, fine to very fine. Scott $45,944
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $4,500/5,500

2288 H
H Extensive Mint Space Collection $1,600

N.h., Wide range of sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and
mini-sheets from every country imaginable neatly mounted
in 18 Elbe albums with many elusive and better items up to
few hundred dollars in cat. value, plus separate Lighthouse
albums containing space related collections of Copernicus,
Halley’s Comet, Leonardo da Vinci, etc. and few stockbooks
containing misc. extras or dupl., impressive group of this
popular topic with high total cat. value ...... Est. $2,500/3,500

2289 H
H A-Z Mint Collection $750

Mostly n.h., very attractive collection of many complete sets
mounted on homemade pages in 29 binders, incl. animals,
ships, space, fruit, Brussels Fair, butterflies, birds, flowers,
fish, dogs, cats etc., featuring many classic British and
European topical sets, well worth careful inspection, fine to
very fine or better ..................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2290 H
HH Costume and Textile Collection $650

Almost all mint on homemade pages in 8 binders, plus additional
material that didn’t get added, also modest dogs and scouting
collections and misc. other material, fine ......... Est. $1,000/1,250

2291 H
H Large Scouting Collection $500

On specialized pages in 18 volumes in 4 banker boxes plus
one box of loose pages, spot check showed all n.h., nearly
complete thru about 1991 incl. Thailand 2nd overprint issue
(missing 1st Issue overprints and Mafeking), continues to
2010 with sporadic coverage except strength in 2006-07,
incl. many souvenir sheets, fine to very fine .. Est. $750/1,000

2292 H 20th Century Oldtime Collection $400
Hundreds mostly train related in 4 binders on stockpages,
incl. Latin America with Peru #19 mint and used,
Nicaragua with Airmails, Salvador imperfs, cut squares,
black proofs, inverted overprints, entires, Europe with Spain
C12-17, E6 (genuine), Belgium with Parcel Post, Africa
incl. French, few Revenues, nothing recent, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

2293 H
H) Mint 20th Century Intact Collection $200

N.h., On quadrille pages in 6 binders, in mounts incl.
souvenir sheets, occasional FD, 2 binders of FDC’s, binders
of Israel, Syria, Ghana, and Austria, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Worldwide Covers

2294 ) Extensive Topical Stock $5,000
5675 in 10 Pittsburgh boxes by category, mostly 1940’s to
1970’s, all sleeved and priced mostly $3-$15, incl. Europa
(477-retail $2,980), Fraternal Organizations (410-$5,983),
Balloons (498-$7,198), Scouting (245-$2,231), Polar,
Space, Sports, some commercial but mostly cacheted, slight
dupl., mostly clean, retail total $60,000, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $6,000/8,000

2295 ) Select Mostly Zeppelin Group Web $1,700
47 incl. Brazil, Uruguay, Russia, Hungary, Switzerland,
Belgium, Romania, San Marino, Bulgaria, Paraguay, Japan, 
few picture postcards, etc., clean group, retail $10,125 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

2296 ) U.S. and Foreign Paquebot Stock $800
686 diff. 1920’s to 1950’s period in a Pittsburgh box, all
priced (mostly $12 to $20 range) and sleeved, sorted by U.S.
(252-retail $4451), Foreign (340-retail $5652), and
miscellaneous (94-retail $1633), considerable G.B., few
“Ship Cachets”, total retail $11,736, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $1,000/1,300

2297 ) Culled Commercial Accumulation $600
Thousands loose in 4 full banker boxes plus additional
Pittsburgh box of Australian Aerogrammes used with some
FD cancels but mostly commercial, some priced, all over the
place, mostly 20th Century with little recent, incl. Stationery
usages, early Austria, African 1960’s usages, no U.S., needs
to be looked at, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2298 ) British Commonwealth Hoard $600
Accumulation of nearly 400 mostly 1930s-50s incl. more
than 100 1937 Coronations featuring some better cacheted
FDC’s, various sets on later covers in dupl. and later 1930s
FDC and commercial from Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, Niue, Samoa etc., also nice stack of 35 Zanzibar
1936 Sultan’s Jubilee FDC’s, Hong Kong 1941 Centenary
set on registered cacheted FDC etc., in addition scrap book
with approx. 100 Foreign FDC’s with Germany, Iceland
1939 New York World’s Fair, Liechtenstein, Norway,
Portugal, Switzerland and U.S. attached to pages, about 500
covers in all, some dupl., interesting lot, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000
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2299 ) 5 Box Accumulation $550
Thousands loose in 5 banker boxes, mostly commercial
culled from various collections over the years, incl. scattered
19th Century, nothing recent, Stationery usages with 19th
Century, few later FD’s, 2 boxes consist of used 1941 thru
2000 in 3 ring binders with later heavily dupl., etc., inspect,
accumulated over the years ............................. Est. $750/1,000

2300 ) Stationery Usages $550
Couple thousand culled from unpriced stock in 2 full banker
boxes, some sleeved, priced, and identified, incl. Latin
America, Belgium, Netherlands Indies, Ghana and Nigeria
1960’s correspondence, also older postal cards, envelopes,
little recent, some 19th Century, etc., some dupl. of earlier
period, some with commem. or FD cancels unaddressed, no
U.S., fine overall, needs inspection, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................... Est. $750/1,000

2301 ) Dealer’s Midrange Stock $500
About 175 sleeved in pages, mostly Europe incl. many
Germany, with a bit of G.B., Canada, Latin America and
Asia, retail $20 to $395, noted some Zeppelins, scattered
19th Century incl. a few stampless, few FDC’s, mixed
condition, Ex Right Stamp Co. ...................... Est. $800/1,000

2302 ) Zeppelin Accumulation Web $500
Oldtime annotated collection, about 33 incl. 2 Tokyo flights,
Zeppelin fabrics, Eckener signed items, U.S., few real photo
cards, few labels related, couple of medals incl. 1929 pinback, 
etc., mostly fine to very fine, Ex Winnipeg collection 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2303 ) Lower Range Stock $500
Approx. 3000, all sleeved, 20th Century mix of smaller and
larger sizes, mostly commercial with some FDC’s, sorted
incl. roughly 250 Latin America, 400 Asia incl. China, 400
British Caribbean and Africa, 300 G.B., 150 independent
Africa, rest Europe and Scandinavia, generally $1 to $5 box
material, generally fine to very fine, Ex Right Stamp Co.
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2304 ) Three Full Banker Boxes $450
Much commercial from wide range of countries, mostly
gathered up from material sent to American Express office in 
San Francisco, good representation in China, Japan, early
Israel, Western Europe and Latin America, also pioneer
clipper flight and Zepps, first DO-X flight, packet boat, an
array of postcards incl. embossed stamp and coin, UNTEA,
etc., plus censored, registered, special events, a run of quite
modern FDC’s, singles and complete sets, some topical, a
six-year run of Europas, China/PRC, British Empire,
Portugal, Vatican and much more, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $650/800

2305 ) Commonwealth Unpicked Accumulation $375
Many hundreds loose in full banker box culled from
unpicked stock, many priced, some sleeved, mostly 20th
Century to 1960’s incl. Stationery usages, some smaller
countries, few with cachets, fine overall, needs inspection, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $500/750

2306 ) Small Interesting Group Web $350
About 35 commercial, incl. Tonga Tin Can mail, small
groups of Netherlands Indies and South and Southwest
Africa, Straits Settlements, Palestine, etc., plus group of over
20 FDC’s or First Flights, bought mostly individually in
small auctions ................................................ Est. $500/700

2307 ) Unsorted Mostly Commercial Mail $300
Couple thousand plus, unorganized in 3 full Pittsburgh
boxes, from unprocessed material never put into stock,
unchecked, some priced, few sleeved, needs inspection, fine
overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $500/700

2308 ) Unsorted Mostly Commercial Mail $300
Similar to previous lot in 3 Pittsburgh cover boxes, fine
overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $500/700

2309 ) Better Commercial $300
150 plus Airmail, censored, commercial usage, etc., good
value in this lot, well worth a look, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

2310 ) First Day Accumulation $300
Thousands in 4½ boxes loose, culled from unprocessed
stock, many countries represented (no U.S.), mostly 1940’s
to around 2000, clean, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

2311 ) 19th & 20th Century Group $300
Varied accumulation incl. group of interesting postcards with 
WWII, section of better incl. some German Zepps with
#C43 on Zepp Card (cat. $850) etc., also some British and
Asia noted, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500

2312 ) Group of 7 European Stampless Web $300
1832 to 1873 incl. 1833 to Corfu, 1853 to Trieste, 1838
Serbia disinfected quarantine, fine to very fine  Est. $300/350

2313 ) Lot Fills Banker Box $250
Wide variety of items ranging from valuable to relatively
common, with better incl. a few very early U.S., SCADTA
(EU), military Occupation of Vera Cruz, Mexican “Denver
issue”, Cuba, D.W.I., full set of Prexie FD’s with matched
cachet, 803-34, 839-51, Guam, Hawaii, RPO’s, registered,
censored, first flights, two U.S. C18 Zepp covers with
Exposition cancel to Germany, ship cancels incl. Tokyo VJ
Day ship cancel, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/600

2314 ) European Postal History $250
A few hundred mainly better from stampless to about 1945,
noted Germany #B90 and B91 each on single franked
registered cover, fine to very fine .................... Est. $350/500

2315 ) 20th Century Accumulation $200
Over 200, mostly European with concentration in Germany,
couple of stampless, bit of Asia, Commonwealth and
ephemera, mostly fine or better ...................... Est. $450/550

2316 ) Commonwealth and World Group $200
Few hundred mostly better highlighted by censors and 1st
flights, clean and useful group ........................ Est. $300/400

2317 ) Better Flight Group $200
Couple hundred culled from unprocessed stock, many #10
size envs., incl. crash, Pan-Am, Latin America originations,
record flights, few autographs, etc., some dupl., virtually all
identified and priced, clean group, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $300/400

2318 ) Flight Accumulation $200
Many hundreds loose in full banker box, 1950’s-80’s incl.
section of SAS flights, few airport dedication, some priced,
interesting assortment, clean overall, inspect, Ex Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $300/400
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2319 ) Oversized Flight Group $200
Few hundred #19-20 FAM’s, Trans-Oceanic, and
NAMW #10’s in full banker box, adhesives incl. both U.S.
and Foreign usages, few others, some dupl., clean, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $300/400

2320 ) Balloon and Aviation Related Group $200
300+ mostly modern balloon related incl. signed items, also
group of flown Spirit of St. Louis Lindbergh Dominican
Republic to Haiti Feb 6, 1928 (10), and Dominican Republic to 
Havana Feb 8, 1928 (9), also first flight Haiti to Santo
Domingo 1927 by West Indian Aerial Express - about 900
flown but most destroyed in a Caribbean hurricane, all signed
(16), worth review, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $300/400

2321 ) South America Documents $160
Couple hundred incl. Peru, with few receipts, newspapers,
mostly 1800s, fine .......................................... Est. $200/300

2322 ) Stampless Group $150
62, mostly G.B. but also U.S., Trans-Atlantic, couple of
European, etc., mostly folded letters, fine overall, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $200/300

2323 ) Worldwide Accumulation with U.S. $130
Several thousand in 3 banker boxes, FDC (no U.S.),
commercial, censored, mostly Worldwide, great dollar box
material, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

2324 ) Small Accumulation $130
45 items in cover album ranging from stampless to modern, a
few postcards (mint/used), military, Naval, censored, FDC’s, 9
rocket mail, etc., worth a close look, fine ............. Est. $150/200

2325 ) Mostly Commercial in 2 Boxes $120
Many hundreds, mostly commercial incl. Latin America,
Middle East, Germany, Japan, G.B., etc., please inspect,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

2326 ) African Countries Commercial Mail $100
100+, culled from unprocessed stock, mostly 1960-80’s
period, some showing same correspondence to U.S. or
Hawaii, incl. Ghana, Tonga, Nigeria (large group), Burundi,
fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .. Est. $150/200

2327 ) Paquebot Accumulation $100
Under 100, mostly 1930’s-50’s period, culled from
unprocessed stock, mostly priced, few earlier and few later,
incl. U.S., Canada, couple with mixed U.S./other country
frankings, incl. handstamps, cachets, etc., clean overall, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $150/200

2328 ) F.D.C. Accumulation $100
Few thousand incl. many from Sweden plus various other
countries, also group of Australia mint postal cards, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

2329 ) Accumulation of Over 200 $80
In binder and loose, interesting items throughout, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

2330 ) Mostly European Group $70
Group of 14 stampless, with a couple of G.B., 16 French,
German or Swiss 1858 to 1902 covers, over 20 Russian
covers and postcards from 1888 to 1954, also 115 mint and
used postcards featuring ships, plus some U.S. 1st flights
and modern Russia, fine overall ..................... Est. $120/160

2331 ) Mostly F.D.’s and Russia Space $50
Full box of many hundreds loose, mostly 1960’s-90’s period,
clean .............................................................. Est. $100/150

Literature

2332 L U.S.: R.H. White, Encyclopedia of
The Colors of U.S. Postage Stamps $100
Vol 1-4 in 2 binders in slipcase, no Postage Dues, like new
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2333 L U.S.: Herman Herst, Pat’s Paragraphs $50
Volumes 1-58 in original boxes from Kag Industries with
handwritten notes about each volume, compilation of Mr.
Perry’s columns which ran from 1931-1958, over that time
58 issues encompassing over 2000 pages, as new 
......................................................................... Est. $80/100

2334 L Egypt Group $50
One box of books incl. “Egyptian Revenue Stamps” by
Feltus, “The Nile Post” by Chalhoub, “Egypt Stamps &
Postal History” by Smith, “Egypt: The Rural Postal
Service” by Murphy & Shoukry, one box of Egyptian Study
Circle Quarterly Circular and photocopied publications
focused on postal history ................................ Est. $100/150

2335 L Ethiopia Group $50
Incl. “Ethiopia 1867-1936 History, Stamps and Postal
History” by Sciaky, plus 1936-1974 volume, booklets No.
I-VIII by Payne, etc., as new .......................... Est. $100/150

2336 L Germany: Boker, John, Kohler Auctions $100
Complete series of 18 volumes plus introduction, as new, Critical
reference for the German State advanced collector ........ Est. $150/200

2337 L G.B.; Wilson, Sir John; Royal
Philatelic Collection $150
HB in red, printed by Dropmore, few scratches on binder,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

2338 L Sudan Group $50
Filling 1½ banker boxes, incl. “Sudan, The Postal
Markings” by Stagg, “Sudan, The Stamps and Postal
Stationery” by Stagg, “The Camel Postman” by Stock,
“Sudan, The Postal Markings of The Traveling P.O.” by
Dight, “Lado, Postal History of The Enclave” by Maselis
etc., many issues of the Camel Post and some photocopies of
publications ................................................... Est. $100/150

2339 L Switzerland Collector’s Reference $230
Around 20 soft and hardbound, incl. newly released “The
Industrielle….1918-19" #59 of 100, Brach ”The Imperforate
Sitting Helvetia Strubel", “The Postage Stamps of Switzerland”,
pamphlets, etc., useful, fine to very fine ................. Est. $300/400

2340 L Worldwide Group $50
Filling one banker box, emphasis on Africa and forgeries,
incl. “British Empire Campaigns and Occupations in the
Near East, 1914-1924, a Postal History” by Firebrace,
“History of the East African Army Postal Service” by
Rossiter, “Australian Imperial Forces Postal History” by
Emery, etc., fine ............................................. Est. $100/150

End of Sale - Thank You
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